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ABSTRACT 

 

Objectives: New strategies to improve the validity, reliability and responsiveness of 

strength assessment in physiotherapy are needed. The purpose of this thesis was to 

develop a new hand-held dynamometer using sonification as a type of external feedback 

to improve the current assessment of muscle strength via concentric manual muscle tests. 

Method: A hand-held dynamometer was tested in healthy subjects in a within-subject 

design to assess several joints to establish validity, reliability, responsiveness of peak 

torque, angle of peak torque and angular impulse. The device was tested with groups of 

testers with different characteristics. Sonification of manual muscle tests was used by 

physiotherapists with different experience levels to assess its effects on reliability, 

responsiveness and force production. A focus group with experienced physiotherapists 

who had used the device was performed to explore their perspective in using the prototype 

and how to facilitate its implementation in a clinical setting. 

Results: The prototype can retrieve reliable information regarding peak torque and 

angular impulse in both upper and lower limb joints by both experienced and 

inexperienced testers. The prototype demonstrated validity in retrieving peak torque data 

in upper and lower limbs joints but not angle of peak torque. Sonification generally 

improved reliability for most testers in both joints tested. An increase in force production 

in 50% of the inexperienced testers was also found. Physiotherapists were satisfied with 

the use of the prototype and suggested software and hardware improvements. 

Conclusion: A feasible hand-held dynamometer for physiotherapy was developed using 

low-cost parts. Acceptable levels of validity and reliability in different joints and with 

testers with diverse experience levels were demonstrated. The use of sonification in 

manual muscle tests appears to benefit manual muscle tests positively and might be 

helpful in the future for research and training purposes. 

 

Keywords: Manual muscle tests; Hand-held dynamometer; Sonification; Physiotherapy; 

Muscle strength 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

1.1    Research context 

In general terms, data sonification is the use of audio signals to convey information or to 

increase data perceptibility (Hermann, 2008). It can be defined as a technique to 

transform data into sound so that the properties and relationships between data variables 

are communicated using audible signals and understandable by the listener while being 

systematic, objective, and reproducible (Hermann, 2008). This type of audio-feedback 

can communicate sounds' multiple variables, which can be manipulated to express 

quantitative parameters such as data from inertial measurement units (IMU) (Hermann, 

Hunt and Neuhoff, 2011). Sonification is a particularly powerful tool, as the auditory 

perception of extensive, complex, multidimensional data can be more refined than visual 

and statistical analyses. Sonification has been successfully employed in several scientific 

domains. Examples include the Geiger counter, in which the rate of clicking is a 

quantitative representation of the level of radiation near the device; the detection of 

plasma waves in planet atmospheres, whose oscillations are in the audio range (Scarf, et 

al., 1982); or its use as an alternative analytical method in DNA sequencing (Temple, 

2017).  

Sonification can also be conceptualised as a type of audio feedback that can support 

movement and assist exercise with or without supervision. This is done by using sound, 

which can enhance movement awareness and reproduction in rehabilitation tasks even if 

motor control or proprioception has not been affected while using a technological medium 

for data management. Technological solutions have enabled substantial progress and 

innovation in physiotherapy by supporting assessment and intervention (Russel, et al., 

2011; Chanpimol, et al., 2017). For example, the use of motion analysis tools and audio-

feedback systems to support physiotherapy has become more widespread (Knippenberg, 

et al., 2017; Sihvonen, et al., 2017; Whelan, et al., 2017).  

The World Confederation of Physical Therapists defined physiotherapy as “services 

provided by physical therapists to individuals and populations to develop, maintain and 

restore maximum movement and functional ability throughout the lifespan” (WCPT, 

2019). One of the main features of physiotherapy practice is its connection with 

movement and the ability to assess it, with the Health and Care Professions Council 
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stating in their standards of proficiency for physiotherapists the need to “ be able to select 

and apply safe and effective physiotherapy specific practice skills including manual 

therapy, exercise and movement, electrotherapeutic modalities and kindred approaches” 

(HCPC, 2013). Muscular strength assessment falls within the knowledge physiotherapists 

need to possess in order to improve movement and function; however, its use can still be 

enhanced. 

Technology can be explored in physiotherapy to improve the quality of service provided 

by growing information about patients or physiotherapy interventions. However, 

information is sometimes limited and qualitative. In physiotherapy, patients generally 

rely on proprioception, a mirror image, or on the therapist's advice; in those situations, 

other displays are difficult to integrate as the person moves freely in space (Großhauser, 

et al., 2012). Furthermore, during a physiotherapy session, the clinician often has limited 

access to quantitative information, such as applied forces, pressure, and weight 

distribution. This can be further explored in physiotherapy by using technology and 

sonification, which the author will demonstrate in this thesis. 

1.2    Purpose  

Strength testing is a general procedure within the physical examination. Strength 

assessment encompasses various techniques developed to evaluate force production on 

individual muscles or groups of muscles. There is an array of possibilities: from the gold-

standard isokinetic dynamometer (IKD), to hand-held dynamometers (HHD), manual 

muscle tests and one-repetition maximum, among others. These approaches have been 

widely researched, and their limitations are widely known, with manual muscle tests the 

least discriminative in terms of information granularity.  Nonetheless, manual muscle 

tests (in their various forms) are still commonly used as they have no cost and are easy to 

use. This thesis proposes a modification to the current approach to manual muscle tests 

by assessing concentric movements with a new and cheap HHD prototype.  

Most societies in the world have been invaded by technology over the last few years. The 

widespread use of personal computers, mobile phones, the internet and the mass 

fabrication of its components has substantially reduced the cost of high-grade 

technological parts. Healthcare providers seem to be late adopters of technology, this was 

pointed by Poon, et al. (2006) in the United States, but also more recently in the United 
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Kingdom by Gardner, Webster and Barry (2018) when investigating the integration of 

regenerative medicine. This limitation impacts the quality of health outcomes, the cost 

and time-consumption of highly specialised human resources with Clark, et al. (2020) 

even proposing five points to facilitate technology integration in healthcare systems. As 

a part of most national health services (both public and private), this is also likely to be 

true in physiotherapy. 

In this thesis, the author describes the development and testing of a new HHD prototype 

(ASSA – Arduino-based Sound Strength Assessment) that focuses on capturing peak 

force and angle of peak force across the range of movement in concentric manual muscle 

tests. This “dynamic” ability is a novel feature in HHDs that most common dynamometers 

do not possess. Moreover, this thesis assessed the viability of using concentric manual 

muscle tests for strength testing with and without sonification. In the context of this work, 

the sound feedback developed for the prototype - originated in the field of human-

computer interaction - can be used to inform physiotherapist and/or patient on several 

parameters when a muscle test is underway, namely the speed at which the segment 

moves, the force applied throughout the range of motion, among others. 

This work complements previous similar devices such as Li, et al. (2006) and Janssen and 

Le-Ngoc (2009) that have been investigated in manual muscle tests. At the same time, 

the thesis explores, for the first time, how sonification can be used in physical assessment. 

Sonification has been recently applied in motor learning and motor control tasks in 

several settings, by combining these two areas, it is possible to explore an area of 

knowledge where there is still room for expansion as technology makes its way into 

physiotherapy. 

Below follows the thesis outline: 

 

Chapter 1 – Introduction (page 15-20) 

The current chapter provides an introduction to sonification and strength assessment in 

physiotherapy while framing the purpose of this research in light of the current 

framework. 
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Chapter 2 – Literature Review (page 21-41) 

Chapter 2 provides a scoping review of the literature in which it was investigated how 

sonification has been used in the past for human movement tasks and how it can be 

applied for the benefit of physiotherapists. Gaps in the literature are identified to provide 

guidance for the development of the prototype.  

A published version of this chapter can be found under the following citation: 

Guerra, J., Smith, L., Vicinanza, D., Stubbs, B., Veronese, N. and Williams, G., 2020. 

The use of sonification for physiotherapy in human movement tasks: A scoping review. 

Science and Sports. [online] 

 

Chapter 3 – Framework and device development (page 42-79) 

Chapter 3 is divided into two sections; section 1 offers an overview of strength testing 

commonly used in physiotherapy. Section 2 focuses on device development and its 

various versions, followed by a sonification framework and an overview of the 

clinimetrics to be investigated.  

 

Chapter 4 – Reliability and validity pilot test (page 80-123) 

The pilot study described here assessed the prototype v2 reliability, responsiveness and 

validity when used by one physiotherapist as a tester and two non-physiotherapists in 

knee flexion and extension movements. The pilot test was also used to pre-test the study 

design and any flaws with the prototype. 

Research question 1 – Is it feasible to assess strength using concentric manual muscle 

tests with a low-cost newly built prototype (ASSA v2)? 

Aim 1 – Test the new prototype for reliability and validity in healthy subjects. 
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Chapter 5 – Reliability and validity with experienced physiotherapists (page 124 -

159) 

This chapter describes the validity, reliability and responsiveness testing for the new 

prototype ASSA v3 with a group of experienced testers when assessing upper and lower 

limb movements with the new prototype in a group of healthy participants. 

Research question 2 – Is ASSA v3 validity, reliability and responsiveness acceptable in 

assessing strength using concentric manual muscle tests with a low-cost newly built 

prototype when used by experienced testers? 

Aim 2 – Test ASSA v3 for validity, reliability and responsiveness in healthy subjects with 

a homogenous group of experienced testers. 

 

Chapter 6 – Sonification testing of reliability with experienced physiotherapists vs 

physiotherapy students (page 160-206) 

A further update on the software demonstrates how the new ASSA v4 can be used for 

sonification and how it affects reliability in experienced and inexperienced users. 

Research question 3 – Is ASSA v4 reliable and responsive in assessing strength using 

concentric manual muscle tests with a low-cost newly built prototype when used by both 

experienced and inexperienced testers? 

Aim 3 – Test ASSA v3 for reliability and validity in healthy subjects with a heterogenous 

group of testers. 

Research question 4 – Can sonification provide relevant feedback in concentric manual 

muscle tests when used by both experienced and inexperienced testers? 

Aim 4 – Test ASSA v4 the ability of sonification to affect force production and reliability 

in healthy subjects with a heterogenous group of testers. 
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Chapter 7 – Focus group (page 207-223) 

In chapter 7, physiotherapists who used the device provide an insight into the opinion 

from physiotherapists about using the new prototype, how it can be improved and how 

sonification can be implemented in clinical practice. 

 

Chapter 8 – Discussion and conclusion (page 224-242) 

The discussion provides a general overview of findings, where the authors frames the 

findings in relation to similar research while explaining the contribution to knowledge 

from both the development of the prototype and the major findings. A conclusion 

summarising the above is also provided. 
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2. LITERATURE REVIEW 

There has been some work done overlapping the areas of physiotherapy and sonification, 

but before selecting the best approach for the current research, it was necessary to 

understand current developments in the area better. Therefore, to gather information and 

provide guidance, a scoping review was performed. Background information about 

sonification and its use in physiotherapy is thus provided here. 

2.1    Introduction 

The use of sonification in physiotherapy and rehabilitation is a relatively uncultivated 

domain. Although physiotherapists have used audio-feedback techniques in their 

intervention, it mainly focused on verbal or sound feedback during a particular task (ex.: 

verbally cueing a Parkinson's patient during gait training) and not necessarily the by-

product of data from human movement transformed into a relevant and informative 

sound. In addition, auditory perception of complex, structured information could have 

several advantages in terms of temporal, amplitude, and frequency resolution when 

compared to visual representations and often opens up possibilities for an alternative or 

complement to visualisation techniques when available (Hermann, Hunt and Neuhoff, 

2011). These advantages include the human ear's capability to detect patterns, recognise 

timbres, and follow different strands at the same time. In a natural way, this would offer 

the opportunity to render different, interdependent variables related to 

human movements in the sound in such a way that a listener (the patient or the therapist) 

could gain relevant insight into the represented information or data.  

Sonification is not a novel feature in human-computer interaction but, with the current 

technological revolution, it has been using the immense depth of our auditive capabilities 

to develop an enlarged perspective on perceiving and analysing information. This is of 

particular importance due to the increased effortlessness to capture millions of variables 

on several fields, resulting in the creation of the so-called big data phenomenon.  

Sonification has also shown important effects on human movement capabilities, having 

been used in motor control research in the past. Therefore, exploring it within the field of 

physiotherapy and human movement was a logical next step.  
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The use of technology to capture quantitative data is now increasingly used in 

physiotherapy. For example, optical motion capture systems and portable IMU's can 

harness data from a moving segment or during a functional task. Characteristics of these 

movements can be communicated in the form of audio feedback delivered to both 

clinician and patient. This can provide insights into human movement that current 

approaches cannot capture, for example, by informing (through audio) on a joint range of 

movement, segment orientation, or muscle activation during a specific assessment or 

rehabilitation task. Therefore, sonification and its ability to take quantitative data and 

transform it into sound is becoming increasingly more relevant in physiotherapy. 

The present scoping review aims to: (1) identify current research that has used 

sonification for physiotherapy or that has the potential to be used for physiotherapy (thus 

on populations who might undergo rehabilitation) in healthy individuals and/or those with 

a specific movement dysfunction; (2)  identify technological approaches used to date, and 

functional tasks/movements investigated; (3) study sonification's potential effects on 

human subjects, particularly in motor control; (4) map literature pertaining to the current 

use of human movement sonification to identify gaps in the literature and directions for 

future research. 

2.2    Method 

Scoping reviews are a valuable approach to address the aim of this work, where charting 

current knowledge in an emergent area is the primary goal. Mainly, when trying to 

understand what the critical characteristics within a research field are, a scoping review 

allows researchers to identify gaps in the literature where methodological quality 

assessment is not mandatory - a characteristic of systematic reviews (Munn, et al., 2018). 

The framework present in this scoping review was proposed by Arksey and O'Malley 

(2005). Several steps were followed to ascertain methodological consistency: "1. 

Identifying the research question, 2. Identifying relevant studies, 3. Study Selection, 4. 

Charting the data, 5. Collating, summarising and reporting the results", as stated by 

Arksey and O'Malley (2005).  

The research question for this paper is: How has sonification been used in Physiotherapy 

for rehabilitation and to assist motor control? 
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The papers were categorised according to the study type, the technology used to capture 

human movement, the movement or tasks being performed, and the reported effects of 

sonification. It was decided to capture most advances in the field, to chart the data from 

all papers retrieved, regardless of methodological quality. Therefore, relevant information 

regarding new approaches in the area could be mapped for future reference.  

Data from included studies were compiled on an Excel spreadsheet with information 

collected on the following topics:  study aims, participant characterisation, activity 

investigated, the technique used for movement analysis, the sonification approach, and 

the effect on human movement.  

 

Databases searched: Web of Science, Science Direct, IEEE Explore, SportDiscus, Scopus 

and Pubmed. Each database was searched for the following keywords: "Sonification" 

AND "Physical therapy", "Sonification" AND "Physiotherapy", "Sonification" AND 

"Rehabilitation", "Sonification" AND "Motor Control", "Sonification" AND "Exercise 

Therapy". These keywords were selected to guarantee broad and relevant search results 

from Health and Technology related databases. 

Keywords "rehabilitation" and "exercise therapy" were included to cover a broader area 

of movement science research to increase results regarding human movement 

sonification.  

 

 

To maximise the number of results, any study that used sonification about human 

movement intending to develop or which could be used in physiotherapy practice was 

included. However, the technology had to be tested in human subjects and not only a 

prototyped idea under development. Object sonification and guidance tasks were 

excluded as these are usually more relevant for visually impaired people, although these 

can have relevance for some professionals. 

The following inclusion and exclusion criteria were used: 
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• Inclusion: Sonification as an audio-feedback technique to provide information about 

human movement; sonification that has been tested in human subjects; peer-reviewed 

journals; books; thesis or conference presentations.  

• Exclusion: Sonification of human movement that does not relate to physiotherapy, 

rehabilitation or motor control; object sonification; guidance tasks.  

These criteria were selected to maximise the information collected, and there was no 

restriction on language, type of sonification, or subject. 

 

 

The screening procedure follows the system suggested by Pham, et al. (2014). In order to 

select papers for review, the title was analysed for relevance and duplicates were 

excluded. Two researchers reviewed these papers to achieve uniformity in the inclusion 

criteria. The two authors reviewed 30% of the excluded papers and achieved 100% 

agreement on paper inclusion/exclusion criteria. 

RefWorks Software was used to manage and exclude duplicates. The remaining papers 

had their abstract examined to meet the inclusion criteria. As per previous scoping 

reviews, selected papers were not reviewed for their methodological quality. 

 

2.3    Results 

The search covered literature published until the 3rd of January 2018. The total number 

of papers was: Web of Science - 57, Science Direct - 149, IEEE Explore - 111, 

SportDiscus - 6, Scopus - 702 and Pubmed - 33. The total number of papers identified 

from the search was 1058. 

After duplicates and irrelevant titles were removed, 264 papers were left. All the abstracts 

of these papers were reviewed by the first reviewer, and a list of 73 papers was obtained 

based on the inclusion criteria, see figure 2.1.  
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Figure 2. 1 Flow chart of studies 

 

 

Two reviewers reviewed these and 100% agreement was achieved on their classification. 

At the same time, 30% of the rejected papers were also reviewed, and a 100% agreement 

on the reason for exclusion was also reached. After reviewing the reference list, five 

papers that were not present on the initial search were included: Wallis, et al. (2007); 

Bruckner, Bartels and Blume (2011); Schmitz, Kroeger and Effenberg (2014); Newbold, 

Bianchi-Berthouze and Gould (2017); Singh, Bianchi-Berthouze and Williams (2017). 

On 1st  February 2022 an updated search was performed using the existing search strategy 

8 additional papers were subsequently identified and included, bringing the total to 13 

added from other sources. The final list of papers can be found in appendix 1. 

 

Figure 1. Flow chart of studies throughout the review 

 

 

Total records from database 

search (n=1058) 

Duplicates and irrelevant titles 

removed (n=794) 

Full-text articles 

assessed (n=73) Records added from other sources 

(n=5) 

Articles included 

(n=35) 

Records screened 

(n=1058) 

(n=13) 

(n=45) 
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From the final list of 45 papers, 42 were experimental studies, 21 were randomised 

controlled trials, 25 were published in full-text peer-review journals, and 15 in conference 

proceedings; one was an observational study published in conference proceedings. 

The results (without accounting with the post-2018 papers) showed an increase in 

published papers since 2012, with only nine studies published on or before 2011. Overall, 

25 studies have focused on motor control in healthy participants, and 13 studies have 

investigated sonification effects on patients with a medical condition. In these, stroke was 

the most common condition with four studies (Wallis, et al., 2007; Scholz, et al., 2014; 

2015; Singh, et al., 2014), three in low back pain subjects (Singh, Bianchi-Berthouze and 

Williams, 2017; Singh, et al., 2014; 2016), one with shoulder dysfunction diagnoses 

(Vogt, et al., 2010), one with Osteoarthritis (Pauletto and Hunt, 2009), one with 

deafferented individuals (Danna and Velay, 2017) and lastly one with Parkinson's Disease 

(Gorgas, et al., 2017). The remaining studies, four, used healthy participants but did not 

disclose the number of individuals (Bruckner, Bartels and Blume, 2011; Brock, et al., 

2012; Bruckner, Theimer and Blume, 2014; Jakus, et al., 2017). The total number of 

experiments reported here is superior to the total number of papers included in the review, 

as some authors described more than one experiment. 

Researchers investigated several activities; a summary can be found in table 2.1.  
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Table 2. 1 Type of activity sonified 

Movement type 

(total of papers) 

Authors 

Upper limb 

movements, such as 

hitting a target, bi-

manual task, writing 

(15) 

Wallis, et al. (2007); Bruckner, Bartels and Blume 

(2011); Schmitz, Kroeger and Effenberg (2014); 

Scholz, et al. (2014; 2015; 2016); Vogt, et al. (2010); 

Danna and Velay (2017); Brock, et al. (2012; 2013); 

Bruckner, Theimer and Blume (2014); Dailly, et al. 

(2012); Fujii, Lulic and Chen (2016); Boyer, et al. 

(2017); Dyer, Stapleton and Rodger (2017) 

Trunk movement (4) Singh, Bianchi-Berthouze and Williams (2017); 

Singh, et al. (2014; 2016); Newbold, et al. (2016) 

Standing balance (4) Chiari, et al. (2005); Varni, et al. (2007); Giansanti, 

et al. (2009); Anlauff, Cooperstock and Fung (2013) 

Rowing (2) Effenberg, et al. (2016); Schaffert and Mattes (2016)   

Countermovement 

jump (1) 

Effenberg (2005) 

Running (1) Eriksson and Bresin (2010) 

Sit-to-stand (1) Wang, et al. (2014) 

Squat (1) Newbold, Bianchi-Berthouze and Gold (2017) 

Golf swing (1) Jakus, et al. (2017) 

Pedalling (1) Schaffert, et al. (2017) 

Ankle movement (1) Matsubara, et al. (2015) 

Walking (1) Gorgas, et al. (2017) 

 

 

There have been different approaches to capturing and analysing movement, leading to a  
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number of results; as technology advances, more approaches will appear in the future. In 

the reviewed papers, more than 13 different types of techniques were applied to analyse 

human movement. Data to be sonified were captured using a great variety of techniques, 

as shown in Table 2.2. 

 

Table 2. 2 Technique used for movement capture 

Techniques (total of 

papers) 

Reference 

IMU (8) Bruckner, Bartels and Blume (2011); Schmitz, Kroeger 

and Effenberg (2014); Scholz, et al. (2015; 2016); 

Bruckner, Theimer and Blume (2014); Vinken, et al. 

(2013); Chiari, et al. (2005); Giansanti, et al. (2009) 

Smartphones with 

embedded IMU's (7) 

Newbold, Bianchi-Berthouze and Gold (2017); Singh, 

Bianchi-Berthouze and Williams (2017); Singh, et al. 

(2014; 2016); Bruckner, Theimer and Blume (2014); 

Newbold, et al. (2016); Eriksson and Bresin (2010) 

Optical tracking such 

as Vicon or Qualysis (5) 

Wallis, et al. (2007); Vogt, et al. (2010); Jakus, et al. 

(2017); Dailly, et al. (2012); Dyer, Stapleton and Rodger 

(2017) 

Microsoft Kinect (3) Singh, et al. (2016); Anlauff, Cooperstock and Fung 

(2013); Wang, et al. (2014) 

Force plates (3) Gorgas, et al. (2017); Chiari, et al. (2005); Effenberg 

(2005) 

Grip/Footrest Forces 

and/or sliding seat 

movement (3) 

Effenberg, et al. (2016); Schaffert and Mattes (2016); 

Schaffert, et al. (2017) 

EMG data (2) Pauletto and Hunt (2009); Peres, et al. (2017) 
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Electronic goniometers 

(2) 

Fujii, Lulic and Chen (2016); Matsubara, et al. (2015) 

Tablets (2) Danna and Velay (2017); Boyer, et al. (2017) 

USB mouse (1) Scholz, et al. (2014) 

Custom build platform 

(1) 

Varni, et al. (2007) 

Breathing sensors (1) Singh, et al. (2016) 

Instrumented insole (1) Gorgas, et al. (2017) 

 

 

 

The effects of sonification were presented in table 2.3. Different sonification approaches 

either from using sonification as a standalone approach or from a multimodal system. The 

most common effect was improved motor control and/or movement quality, with ten 

different papers found. Other effects are found on the next page. 
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Table 2. 3 Effects of sonification 

Effects of sonification (number of papers) Reference 

Improvements in motor control and/or movement quality (10) Eriksson and Bresin (2010); Gorgas, et al. (2017); Newbold, 

Bianchi-Berthouze and Gold (2017); Schmitz, Kroeger and 

Effenberg (2014); Scholz, et al. (2015; 2016); Singh, et al. (2016); 

Wallis, et al. (2007); Wang, et al. (2014); Schaffert, et al. (2017) 

Encouraged movement (7) Dailly, et al. (2012); Scholz, et al. (2015); Singh, Bianchi-

Berthouze and Williams (2017); Singh, et al. (2016); Newbold, 

Bianchi-Berthouze and Gold (2016); Vogt, et al. (2010) 

Improved body awareness in space (2) Singh, Bianchi-Berthouze and Williams (2017); Varni, et al. 

(2007) 

Increased performance executing complex movements when 

compared with (no audio) (5) 

Boyer, et al. (2017); Danna and Velay (2017); Dyer, Stapleton and 

Rodger (2017); Scholz, et al. (2015); Schaffert and Mattes (2016) 

Increased performance executing complex movements when 

compared with audio-visual (1) 

Effenberg (2016) 

Increased performance executing complex movements when 

compared with non-specific audio-feedback (1) 

Dailly, et al. (2012) 
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Facilitated conveyance of data relevant for physiotherapists 

and patients (3) 

Pauletto and Hunt (2009); Schaffert, et al. (2017); Peres, et al. 

(2017) 

Decrease energy expenditure (2) Boyer, et al. (2017); Eriksson and Bresin (2010) 

Support in postural control (2) Chiari, et al. (2005); Giansanti, et al. (2009) 

Improved range of movement (2) Vogt, et al. (2010); Wang, et al. (2014) 

Increased self-efficacy (1) Singh, Bianchi-Berthouze and Williams (2017) 

Decreased joint pain in stroke patients (1) Scholz, et al. (2016) 

Adequate movement perception from audio information (1) Vinken, et al. (2013) 

Increased perception accuracy of sport-related movements (1) Effenberg (2005) 
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Specific issues were found that future researchers should consider: sounds are 

recommended to be perceived as simple and aesthetically positive (Vogt, et al., 2010), 

device calibration can be used to increase the subjects' confidence on the set-up (Singh, 

et al., 2014), and how more frequent audio-feedback (100% feedback compared with 50% 

feedback) improves retention for an upper limb task (Fujii, Lulic and Chen, 2016). 

Melodic sonification seems superior to rhythmic sonification, which did not improve 

learning compared with no-audio (Dyer, Stapleton and Rodger, 2017). 

Regarding prototype development, researchers should consider the work already 

developed by Brock, et al. (2012), Anlauff, Cooperstock and Fung (2013), and Bruckner, 

Bartels and Hume (2011). Lastly, a note to a review by Schaffert, et al. in early 2019 

which focus on a broader perspective in auditory information but that could also 

contemplate relevant information for researchers in the area. 

 

2.4    Discussion   

Based on the results of this scoping review, sonification has the potential to support 

physiotherapy in several ways. The results demonstrate that the literature regarding 

physiotherapy and sonification provides significant positive indicators but has limited 

scope. Several limitations should be taken into account in future research: (1) reduced 

number of investigations on populations with a specific movement dysfunction; (2) 

reduced sample size; (3) lack of detail regarding retention of learned movement/task over 

time when compared with a typical approach. These issues limit the ability to draw 

definite conclusions on the effectiveness of sonification as an audio-feedback tool for 

rehabilitation.  

The author recommends that high quality, scientifically rigorous studies are needed to 

investigate the effects and effectiveness of sonification in rehabilitation specific tasks by 

exploring different sonification mappings in common movement dysfunctions. Less than 

a third of the studies used patients to investigate the effects of sonification. For 

sonification to be useful in clinical practice, research should provide a concrete case of 

effectiveness with specific populations by investigating different intervention areas of 

physiotherapy, namely cardiorespiratory but also by addressing other specific issues such 

as falls and injury prevention. Researchers are recommended to use gold-standard 
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outcome measures in long-term RCTs, hence permitting comparison with typical 

rehabilitation programs, therefore capturing changes in patient's function throughout 

intervention as well as data regarding retention of functional improvement with the use 

of sonification. 

In most papers, authors have chosen IMU's and smartphones, likely owing to their ability 

to capture kinematic and kinetic data in various settings, the fact that they are less 

expensive and more portable when compared with optical motion capture systems. 

However, optical motion capture systems are more reliable and accurate, which can have 

implications on the reported results. It is also interesting to notice the use of Microsoft 

Kinect as a cheap solution for optical capture, which might facilitate its deployment in 

health services. Although Kinect is not as accurate as other commonly used optical 

systems (Pfister, et al., 2014), progress has been made to improve its accuracy (Tanaka, 

et al., 2018). Researchers should focus on an accessible procedure while improving the 

accuracy of kinematic and kinetic information collected. At the same time, they should 

focus on testing different sound attributes for each data parameter in order to optimise 

effects for functional tasks.  

Upper limb tasks were more commonly investigated, with several studies investigating 

stroke patients and testing manual tasks, with a particular interest in motor control tasks. 

Current research indicates that sonification appears to facilitate motor learning when 

compared with other types of feedback (visual) or a sham sonification on complex motor 

tasks (Scholz, et al., 2015; 2016; Effenberg, et al., 2016). Most effects are reported from 

small experimental groups with reduced statistical relevance for the results to be 

extrapolated for clinical practice. However, they are positive indicators for future research 

(Vogt, et al., 2010; Scholz, et al., 2016).  

Sounds attributed to data categories should be assessed in their ability to transmit relevant 

information for the user. The results show, as Dubus and Bresin (2013) in their systematic 

review, that this is not common practice. This might have an impact on the effectiveness 

of the final sonification as other sound attributes might be more relevant for the selected 

data. Scholz, et al. (2014) are an excellent example of how sonification should be tested 

in advance, as the authors explored what sound attributes were more effective for an upper 

limb task before proceeding to their follow-up studies to improve upper limb motor 

function in stroke patients (Scholz, et al., 2015; 2016). The novel use of sonification for 
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rehabilitation should encourage authors to explore how different sounds might be 

attributed to kinetic or kinematic data to maximise treatment effects, which should 

facilitate the establishment of a sonification framework for rehabilitation. 

Results also show that sonification has benefits for an upper limb retraining task (Dailly, 

et al., 2012; Schmitz, Kroeger and Effenberg, 2014; Scholz, et al., 2015; 2016;) as well 

as on sports complex movement training (Effenberg, et al., 2016). Sonification seems to 

positively affect movement perception and action by influencing the mirror neuron 

system while engaging subcortical structures such as parts of the striato-thalamo-frontal 

motor loops when the auditory stimulus is congruent with the visualised movement 

(Schmitz, et al., 2013). Retention regarding the learned task is another critical issue that 

needs to be addressed if sonification is to be used in rehabilitation; subjects using 

sonification appear to be able to retain information more easily with increased feedback 

during an upper limb complex task (Fujii, Lulic and Chen, 2016).  

The results that arose from the updated review (since 2018), demonstrate a continuity in 

terms of research areas, with 3 papers pursuing the investigation on the effects of 

sonification on stroke patients. In total 4 papers were developed in the area of 

musculoskeletal physiotherapy and two papers focused on sports related movements 

including static biking and golf putting (Maes, Lorenzoni and Six, 2018; O’Brien, et al., 

2020). The remaining two papers were performed on the impact of sonification in relation 

to gait outcomes (Alcaraz, et al., 2018; Reh, et al., 2019).  

In the author's view, these questions need to be answered in future research: 

What sounds attributed to kinetic and kinematic data aids motor control and 

facilitates learning for rehabilitation related tasks? 

Is sonification use relevant for rehabilitation for musculoskeletal conditions if 

there is no significant neurological deficit? 

How do sonification effects compare with other current techniques on motor 

control and retention? 

The answer to these questions will support the development of technical and 

theoretical solutions in human movement sonification for physiotherapy. 
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This review does not encompass literature that focuses on the technological development 

of sonification devices but more on the grey area where physiotherapy and sonification 

merge. This research did not look for papers that refer to the term audio-feedback in order 

to exclude results that were not sonification. However, it is common to find these terms 

mixed in the literature. These facts, however, might have contributed to the absence of 

some papers, which might be beneficial researchers in the field. At the same time, studies 

are heterogeneous considering its population, scope, and objective. Therefore, careful 

considerations of the reported results should be considered. However, this report conducts 

the first study of its kind in the area, which can support the growth of sonification in 

physiotherapy by providing a broad perspective of current research practice while serving 

as guidance to address existing issues in current practice.  

 

2.5    Conclusion 

There are promising results on the use of sonification to support human movement; 

however, very few studies used reproducible techniques with the potential to be used in 

a clinical setting. Researchers and technical development teams should focus on solutions 

that can ultimately serve the practitioner and the patient. 

Physiotherapy can benefit from sonification in three different areas, first as a way of 

analysing data either from human movement or from physiological parameters secondly, 

as it allows for audio-only data conveyance during a physical assessment and/or 

intervention. Thirdly, by allowing the development of telerehabilitation tools for 

assessment and treatment. Promising results have been obtained in neurological 

rehabilitation and for motor learning, which should encourage further investigation. 
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3. FRAMEWORK AND DEVICE DEVELOPMENT 

 

3.1    Introduction 

This chapter encompasses different subjects, from the strength assessment in 

physiotherapy, hardware and software concepts for prototype development while 

exploring how sonification can be used in rehabilitation. The reasoning for the several 

steps of device development, study design and various intervention decisions are also 

provided. The author will describe how strength testing is conducted in physiotherapy 

and the main problems with current knowledge in the following paragraphs. The initial 

development of the device and its progress through its different versions is also discussed.  

Physical examination in physiotherapy encompasses different approaches according to 

the area of physiotherapy in which one is intervening.  Nonetheless, it is safe to say that 

assessing a subject's capacity to move against resistance – either gravity or additional 

resistance – is part of most physiotherapists' assessment routines.  

Most physiotherapists' assessment of strength using manual muscle tests (MMT) lacks 

the discriminatory and precise information demanded in a world where accuracy and 

quantitative measures are paramount in healthcare scenarios. The author will demonstrate 

why this could be improved and how this thesis is a clear contribution to achieve this. In 

figure 3.1, the Venn diagram shows how the different areas of knowledge overlap with 

the central area reflecting the work developed in this thesis. 
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 Figure 3. 1The central area describes where the scope of this work lies 

 

 

3.2    Muscle function, assessment and task performance 

Any type of assessment has a primary goal: to retrieve from the subject, which is the 

object of an investigation, a measurement that will help us understand its current status. 

This will allow us to establish that subject's status and compare this with others in similar 

or distinct situations. Physiotherapists have a crucial role in the rehabilitation process and 

need to ascertain muscle status - either by group or individually - to devise a rehabilitation 

plan that can impact individual functional goals. In sum, even though most 

physiotherapists might want to make the best decision in their clinical intervention, they 

should be provided with better tools to support their patients. 

There are several definitions of muscle strength in the literature, which Enoka (1988) 

described as a problem for improving research on the theme. At the time, he described 

strength as "the maximal, voluntary, isometric force"(p.163). Nonetheless, the use of the 

term isometric is not consensual, and many more definitions can be found in the literature; 

Sale (1991) describes it as the maximum force of torque produced while performing a 

maximal voluntary contraction in determined circumstances. Zatsiorsky and Kraemer 

(2020) defined strength as "the ability to overcome or counteract external resistance by 

muscular effort"(p.19). Whereas McBride (2016) described it as the "ability to exert 

force"(p.25), the same author also suggested that researchers disagree on how strength 

should be measured. This issue arises as different approaches will be measuring other 

Strength 
Assessment

Sonification
Prototype 

Development
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constructs in terms of strength assessment and can vary from muscle tests to functional 

tests.  An essential idea from Anderson, Madigan and Nussbaum (2007) that supports this 

affirmation is that the different conception of strength and different possible outputs of 

muscle strength cannot be adequately expressed by one single value. In this thesis's 

context, strength is based on the definition of Zatsiorsky and Kramer (2020) and is defined 

as the quantitative output from muscle force produced by an active concentric action on 

a specific joint under external manual resistance and measured by a dynamometer.  

Physiotherapists observe human movement as an integral part of an intricate individual 

that is influenced by its genetics, environment, and motivation to interact with its 

surroundings. Movement depends on muscle activity, which will induce a segment or 

multiple segments to move in relation to a joint. The oldest method of quantifying force 

is by assessing how much weight one can lift. Physiotherapists perceive muscle strength 

as a part of their assessment of muscle status and commonly use manual muscle tests to 

do so.  

In general, physiotherapists consider a myriad of approaches when assessing muscle 

function, more specifically muscle strength, control and length (Petty, 2011). In clinical 

practice physiotherapists also test strength to: assess patient’s progress in acute hamstring 

injuries (Whiteley, 2018); as part of criteria which can help determine return to play 

deadlines (Martin, et al., 2022); as part of an injury prevention program (Emery, et al., 

2021); to increase task performance (Gary, et al., 2011); and to assess risk of injury 

(Wollin, et al., 2020).  

The use of strength assessment in such varied contexts implies that physiotherapists are 

aware of physiological nuances which can impact results. In practical terms practitioners 

need to consider several physiological phenomena when testing strength: 

a) Length-tension relationship - where the overlapping of actin and myosin filaments 

dictates the level of performance of muscle contraction, more specifically there is 

a specific zone of overlapping where the muscle is able to perform at its best 

whereas excessive overlapping or diminished overlapping between actin and 

myosin will cause decreased muscle performance (Lieber and Ward, 2011), this 

is particularly important in isometric testing with regular HHD but also in end or 

range testing with ASSA.  
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b) Force-velocity and type of muscle contraction - a slower concentric contraction 

can elicit a larger force when compared to a contraction at higher speeds, this can 

be further expanded to other contraction types. With higher muscle force being 

shown on isometric contractions and even higher with eccentric contractions 

(Alcazar, et al., 2019). These principles were based on Hill’s work from the first 

half of the 20th century and have clinical implications for research and clinical 

practice. Specifically, for this research where the ability to resist the movement is 

paramount for reliable results, slower speeds will be preferred for testing in 

detriment of higher speeds (the torque produced would be smaller but it would 

make it difficult for the therapist to resist the movement and maintain the 

alignment of the dynamometer). The Force-velocity principle is closely correlated 

with power-velocity (with power being calculated with – force x velocity), in this 

context, it describes the velocity at which more power is attained for a certain 

muscle (or muscle group) and has a direct correlation with the capacity to lift a 

certain load. In practical terms it is represented by a parabolic function where the 

maximal power output occurs at medium speed and decreases if the speed of the 

selected movement is either too fast or too slow (Sargeant, 2007). 

c) Cross Education - may influence results of muscle output. It has been shown to 

impact the muscular function of the opposite limb in immobilised individuals and 

can be used by physiotherapists in clinical practice to maintain strength in specific 

cases (Mendy, Spittle and Kidgell, 2012). This effect has not been assessed when 

comparing both limbs in the use of HHD’s and might need to be considered as it 

can affect reliability. 

d) Post-activation potentiation - One of the main goals of this work is to be able to 

elicit and assess the highest strength ability in each participant. However, 

physiological confounders could hinder the reliability of the device if strength 

changes occur between repetitions/testers. Such issue might arise from the 

phenomenon of post-activation performance enhancement, it has been defined as 

an augmented strength/power output in result of a maximum or near maximum 

contraction (Seitz and Haff, 2015). A meta-analysis in 2013 concluded that power 

output was changed by the presence of a conditioning activity and increased 

effects in individuals with increased training experience but not between genders 

(Wilson, et al., 2013). The same authors also added that changes were more 
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evident in multiple sets of exercise, at moderate intensities and with rest between 

7-10 minutes. Although some authors have postulated that peak force is not 

changed (Blazevich and Babault, 2019) another issue still remains; the possible 

influence of post-activation potentiation might affect the results when performing 

a manual muscle test between 4 to 8 minutes after the first test if work or angular 

impulse is being considered.  

There are other important terms to clarify which closely relate to muscle assessment when 

using a dynamometer. They  are: 1) torque (defined as the ability of a force to rotate a 

determined segment around a certain fulcrum) can be seen as an integral system by which 

movement is described quantitively in joints and can be calculated by moment arm by the 

applied force; 2) moment arm which can be understood as a lever within the human body 

usually measured in meters; 3) and finally the moment arising from the gravitational 

force, which is known to affect the measurement of dynamometers and should be taken 

into account when calculating force output in these devices (Kellis and Baltzopoulus 

1996; Lieber, 2010; McBride, 2016). Further details on how this was performed can be 

found on section 4.5 of this thesis.  

These points can impact the current research and should be considered as confounding 

factors in future trials. In the next section the authors show how strength can be assessed 

using several approaches. 

 

 

The origin of MMT in the United States of America (USA) can be traced to over 110 

years ago wherein the Boston Medical and Surgical Journal published an original article 

by Wilhemine G. Wright (1912) called "Muscle training in the treatment of infantile 

paralysis" or as it is commonly known now - poliomyelitis. Here she described the work 

she did as an assistant to a surgeon called Dr Robert W. Lovett using what we now 

consider MMT principles. In order to face the epidemic at the time, systematic assessment 

of muscles by doctors was needed. The rise of poliomyelitis outbreaks since the late 19th 

century led to increased awareness and widespread fear about the disease and its ability 

to affect mainly children under 16. It was considered a public health crisis, only 10% of 

those infected with poliomyelitis developed any symptoms, but its effects and cost to 
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society were abysmal with paralysis (where rehabilitation was needed – hence the 

importance of strength assessment) and death as a consequence.  In 1959, Wintz (1959) 

defined manual muscle testing as "a procedure for evaluating the function and strength of 

individual muscles and muscle groups based on the effective performance of a movement 

in relation to the forces of gravity and manual resistance" (p.466).  

MMT is a common type of assessment – Bohannon (2005) points out it is the most 

common strength assessment method - usually taught to first/second-year physiotherapy 

students. It consists of a series of movements executed against the therapists' manual 

resistance in a specific position for both therapist and patient. Manual muscle tests are 

usually isometric tests (performed in one particular joint position against an ideally 

immovable resistance) and are known as break tests; but can also be concentric (through 

the range of motion with muscle shortening) – active resistance tests; or eccentric 

(through the range of motion with muscle lengthening) – make tests (Hislop and 

Montgomery, 2007). These tests allow the therapist to understand the user's strength 

regarding a muscle group/movement. It is a practical skill that requires detailed attention 

to the patient's position and the physiotherapist's position. This involves training to allow 

the therapist to use its body weight to counteract the forces exerted by the patient, 

especially if the lower limb is being tested. 

 

 

Several scales are used nowadays. Such as the Medical Research Council (MRC) scale 

or Oxford Scale, graded from 0-5, commonly used by medical doctors, particularly with 

neuromuscular experience as suggested in a small survey by Dyck, et al. (2005). It is also 

widely reported in the literature as usually used by physiotherapists, and although no data 

is available to support this claim, the MRC is traditionally recommended in books for 

physiotherapists such as Petty, et al. (2011). The MRC scale has been in use since the 

early 20th century, but others such as the scale from Hislop and Montgomery (2007) or 

Kendall, et al. (2005) are also used. These two approaches use a 0-5 grading, which also 

has a correspondence to words such as Normal, Good, Fair, Poor, Trace, or Zero or letters 

(N, G, F, P, T, 0) - to symbolise their basic grading categories which help establish 

qualitative information to the test result.  Additionally, the scale suggested by Kendall, et 
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al. (2005) provides the physiotherapist with the added information from plus and minus 

signs to each of the grades given. Though MMT is still useful for shallow strength levels 

(for example, neuromuscular problems), users should be aware of its limitations and 

correct procedures (Palmer and Epler, 1998; Vanpee, et al., 2014; Bohannon, 2018; 

2019).  

The use of scales with active resistance action has been described as less reliable than 

isometric tests (Hislop and Montgomery, 2007; Ryder, 2011). However, this has not been 

thoroughly investigated in the literature using hand-held dynamometers as they are not 

usually able to gather dynamic data from manual muscle tests. This work aims to analyse 

the reliability of active resistance tests using a new prototype to detect peak strength 

during a concentric action. 

 

 

MMT using isometric testing, the most used approach in this research field, has shown 

different degrees of reliability according to the joints tested in systematic reviews 

(Schrama, et al., 2014; Vanpee, et al., 2014; Chamorro, et al., 2017). Schrama, et al. 

(2014) demonstrated that elbow flexion and extension displayed acceptable reliability but 

not for wrist and shoulder movements. This was mainly due to low methodological 

qualities, and further research in this area is needed to establish baseline reliability. To 

investigate this issue, shoulder abduction reliability is examined in chapter 5. Vanpee, et 

al. (2014), in their systematic review, attest the importance of assessing strength in 

Intensive Care Units and found upper and lower limb reliability tests to be valuable and 

reliable. This may be due to the lower maximal strength levels found in these settings. 

Chamorro, et al. (2017) investigated absolute reliability and concurrent validity in hip, 

knee and ankle joints and reported that knee extension and ankle plantar testing were the 

movements with the lowest reliability. Thus, the authors recommend that these should 

not be assessed by HHDs but by an IKD. However, these movements have not been 

compared with IKDs in an active resistance (concentric) test.  

More significantly for the concentric MMT approach, these systematic reviews provide a 

summary of considerations for further HHD tests –to improve reliability and 

methodological strength - that were taken into account in this approach: body position 
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and stabilisation should be standardised and provide stability for both tester and device; 

evaluator and muscle group strength have an impact on reliability and stronger evaluators 

should perform better in stronger muscle groups – the current approach aims to minimise 

this by using concentric instead of isometric testing; fixation systems for HHDs should 

also improve reliability and ought to be considered – positions for testing were chosen 

with this in mind to limit segment mobility, but no fixation was used due to the nature of 

the test; individual factors can affect both tester and participant and should be taken into 

account – activity levels and verbal feedback were standardised to minimise this.  

In terms of their statistical approach, Chamorro, et al. (2017) used Intra-class Correlation 

Coefficients (ICC), which is not recommended to define validity as this type of analysis 

only assesses correlations and not agreement, limits their findings. More details on this 

are found in section 6 of the current chapter.  

In sum, results from their systematic review show different values of reliability for 

different joints. There is a variety of different methodological approaches which limit the 

transferability of the results. Such as the use of various devices, different testing positions 

and varied statistical analysis. The recommendations from "Guidelines for Reporting 

Reliability and Agreement Studies" from Kottner, et al. (2011) are followed to minimise 

the supra cited problems. 

 

 

One of the main criticisms of MMT is the lack of granularity. Although Intrarater 

reliability has proven to be acceptable, performing the technique (MMT) without a hand-

held dynamometer reduces the assessment's sensitivity, which induces clinical limitations 

by reducing the range of available muscular function detail. This was identified over 30 

years ago by Wadsworth, et al. (1987) while investigating intrarater reliability when 

comparing MMT data with and without hand-held dynamometer in five muscle groups 

with 11 participants. Although their sample was small, they identify early issues with the 

use of dynamometers in clinical practice that are still relevant today such as the 

characteristics of the examiners and positions (such as in upper limb) where the tester 

might find it challenging to stabilise the HHD and provide adequate resistance to the 

participant.  
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Over 50 years ago Beasley (1961), reported that a grade 3 muscle group only had 9% of 

normal force instead of the 50% strength that a grade 3 should correspond. In 1989, 

researchers also indicated their reservations about the use of MMT in research and 

recommended the use of dynamometers as an outcome measure instead of MMT 

(Aitkens, et al., 1989).  In line with these findings, Noreau and Vachon (1998) agreed that 

MMT is not sensitive enough. This was also corroborated by Bohannon (2001), for 

instance, who argued that although results between an MMT and a hand-held 

dynamometer in knee extension tests are highly correlated, they have limited ability to 

discriminate high levels of variance in strong individuals, and an improvement for MMT 

was in order. A more recent paper Nagatomi, et al. (2016) also revealed their reservation 

regarding MMT in patients with strength values closer to "normal". They report that in 

patients with several shoulder conditions, MMT tests could only detect weakness 

compared to the opposite shoulder if strength was less than 60% of the "normal" shoulder 

(Nagatomi, et al., 2017). In general, researchers appear to agree that the use of 

dynamometers should be part of the assessment when using manual muscle tests to 

minimise the lack of sensitivity of manual muscle tests in patients that can overcome 

gravity resistance. 

Apart from problems with force discrimination, Knepler and Bohannon (1998) also 

suggest that inter-rater reliability is a problem for MMT, and when possible, tests should 

be done by only one tester for grades of 3+ and above. In a more recent paper, Fan, et al. 

(2010) assessed inter-rater reliability in 26 muscle groups in a group of 19 patients and 

reported high reliability; however, 10 out of 19 of their participants were "simulated", by 

pretending to have less force than they actually did, which can affect their results. MMTs 

results can be affected by factors such as the tester's strength, testing position and force 

direction (Mulroy, et al., 1997; Knepler and Bohannon, 1998; Palmer and Epler, 1998; 

Schrma, et al., 2014; Vanpee, et al., 2014; Chamorro, et al., 2017). 

In general, MMT has shown good correlation with values from HHD (Bohannon, 2001; 

Perry, et al., 2004; Lee, et al., 2012). However, it is worth pointing out that correlation 

does not mean agreement and MMT lacks other vital clinical practice factors. For 

instance, in 2005, Bohannon (2005) shows that important responsiveness information 

such as minimal detectable change cannot be obtained from MMT and that patients with 

progress/change in significant strength scores will not be detected by MMT. Due to 
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aforementioned problems and the increasing body of research around HHD, more and 

more physiotherapists have been using alternative muscle testing methods. Nonetheless, 

its use still appears to be more common in research than in clinical practice.  

 

 

In 1978, Pearn reported the invention of an HHD by a Frenchman called John Graham-

Desaguliers in 1763, whereas the earliest portable dynamometer was developed around 

1798 by Regnier (Pearn, 1978). Since then, several models have been available on the 

market, and current technological advances have made them more widespread, although 

not to the point of making them an everyday device. Current HHDs are still expensive for 

most health professionals to use and are not widespread in clinical settings. 

HHDs are generally considered easy to use, portable and cheap when compared with 

IKDs. HHDs can provide a reliable and valid assessment of strength (Stark, et al., 2011). 

In general, an HHD consists of a load cell that transforms mechanical tension into an 

electrical signal for accurate measurement (Garcia and Souza, 2020). The use of HHD in 

isometric testing in specific populations has demonstrated good results, from respiratory 

conditions (Dowman, et al., 2016) to myotonic dystrophy (Hebert, et al., 2010). As with 

MMT, the tester resists the movement with the HHD used as an interface between the 

hand and the segment. Tests usually consist of an isometric resistance in a specific angle, 

for a certain period, usually 5 seconds.  The output from the HHD is varied and can allow 

for data comparison of force output from torque. Another vital feature of HHDs, when 

compared to a manual muscle test, is that it is possible to compare clinimetric properties 

with other approaches as one can calculate, for example, Standard Error of Measurement 

(SEM), and Minimal Detectable Change (MDC), these points will be approached in the 

following sections. This, however, does not mean the HHD eliminates all the problems 

from MMT, as tester strength is still an important factor in the reliability and validity of 

the results (Wikholm and Bohannon, 1991; Bohannon, 1997).  

More recent approaches have used belts or other means of stabilisation to curtail 

limitations from tester/joint strength to enhance reliability. For example, Toonstra and 

Mattacola (2013) compared a fixed HHD to an HHD and IKD in knee flexion and knee 

extension movements and found that test-retest reliability was only acceptable when 
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comparing the fixed HHD and IKD.  Jackson, et al. (2017) also obtained good results 

with an adapted PVC pipe used as a stabiliser in a small sample of healthy adult runners. 

In specific populations, the postulated external fixation hypothesis also appears to be 

superior to a non-fixed alternative: Bui, et al., 2019 demonstrated the increased reliability 

of a fixed HHD in detecting knee extension strength in patients with Chronic Obstructive 

Pulmonary Disease, while Nordin, Nyber and Sandber (2020) investigated the use of a 

new fixated load cell in patients with congenital heart disease. The fixed HHDs are useful 

and have shown good reliability but are not suitable for all clinical environments and 

patients. In conclusion, external fixation should be considered for further research and 

clinical application. Nonetheless, it does not provide a dynamic muscle profile and fails 

to consider clinical practice situations where stabilisation/fixation might not always be 

feasible or acceptable. 

Information regarding the correlation between strength assessed by a HHD and functional 

performance has also been investigated before. Data from several previously, peer-

reviewed papers have demonstrated the relation between HHD results and physical 

performance, specifically when considering: Quadriceps strength tested with a HHD in 

patients with Chronic Obstructive Pulmonary Disease (Rausch-Osthof, et al., 2014); in 

older adults both community dwelling and living with partial support (Martien, et al., 

2014); in patients post anterior cruciate ligament surgery when investigating hop-tests 

(Sueyoshi, et al., 2017); and specifically hand grip strength which appears to be related 

to upper and lower body strength as well as functional movements such as sprinting and 

jumping (Cronin, et al., 2017). 

Regarding the limitations from the use of HHD, authors commonly refer to problems in 

terms of lack protocol for positioning, force initiation, statistical approaches, tester 

strength and fixation type rather than limitations arising from device design (Chamorro, 

et al., 2017; Stark, et al., 2011). 

In sum, an HHD should be used in clinical practice, if using manual muscle tests, due to 

considerable evidence in the literature reporting acceptable reliability and validity. It is 

more objective than MMT and provides increased data granularity, which evidently 

influences individual muscle strength and exercise prescription accuracy. HHDs have 

other advantages consistently reported by researchers such as being portable and cheaper 
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than an IKD which is considered the gold standard (Drouin, et al., 2004; Martin et al., 

2006; Stark, et al., 2011). 

 

 

IKDs are used comprehensively in research and high-level sports clubs, but they are not 

easily available. IKDs are considered a gold-standard laboratorial technique due to their 

reliability and validity (Drouin, et al., 2004; Orri and Dardem, 2008; Habets, et al., 2018). 

It allows for a standardised assessment with pre-set positions for testing where angular 

velocity and category of movement action can be easily chosen, which allow for a myriad 

of outputs to be chosen such as peak torque, work, peak torque-to-body-weight, angle of 

peak torque and other (Baltzopoulos, et al., 2012; Pescatello, et al., 2014).  

Peak torque is one of the most commonly used outputs due to its reliability. With Habets, 

et al. (2018) reporting, in terms of peak torque for concentric movements, for an IKD 

(Humac NORM) moderate to good ICC values: for knee extension between 0.76 and 0.86, 

for Knee flexion between 0.74 and 0.82 while internal shoulder rotation showed ICC 

values of 0.88 and 0.94, external shoulder rotation had ICC values between 0.81 and 0.94. 

In terms of SEM(%), the values ranged from 17.1-23.1% for knee extension; 17-22.1% 

for knee flexion; 9.5-14.4% for shoulder internal rotation; and 6.9-12.1% for shoulder 

external rotation. Some authors suggest that for anterior cruciate ligament injury around 

10% of strength differences are clinically meaningful (Wellsandt, Failla and Snyder-

Mackler, 2017); these values might be less than optimal, but they are none the less 

superior to those from HHDs and MMTs. Peak torque is reported in Newton-meter and 

when comparing the IKD with the new prototype, results were converted to the same unit 

(N*m). However, the comparisons between participants using ASSA data were presented 

as peak force (Kg). 

Research regarding angle of peak torque and work is also reported with high reliability 

levels due to the high correlations reported (Perrin,1986; Perrin, Robertson and Ray, 

1987; Montgomery, Douglass and Deuster, 1989). These findings, however, did not 

clearly ascertain the value of work as a variable from IKDs for future research (Morrisey, 

1987). This was later supported by Kannus (1990, 1994) who suggested that work might 
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not be a better representation of muscle function than peak torque even though it captures 

performance through the range of motion than one point only.  

Nonetheless, a few years later, in 1996, Gleeson and Mercer (1996) quoted several 

authors indicating that other variables such "standardised angle-specific torque, torques 

relativised to a dynamic maximal voluntary range of joint motion, and total work" were 

being investigated and could serve to provide further detail into muscle function. This 

also seems to be the position of Amaral, et al. (2014), who suggested that total work 

should be used as an adjunct to peak torque to gather information about the muscle ability 

to produce torque, as they indicated concerns about the inability of peak torque to be fully 

discriminative of muscle function through the range of motion.  

Recently, with the growing interest in muscle fatigue, more protocols have been devised 

that explore peak torque, total work and their influence in detecting changes in muscle 

performance (Bosquet, et al., 2010; Mendonca, et al., 2011; Gautrey, Watson and Mitchel, 

2013; Ribeiro, et al., 2015). They seem to be both reliable, but this is still a matter of 

debate due to the wide range of protocols and approaches to exploring this issue. Work is 

calculated multiplying force by distance, this is commonly calculated as the area under 

the curve (torque) versus the displacement of the joint with the SI unit of Joules (Perrin, 

Robertson and Ray, 1987; Biodex Medical System, 1991; Bosquet, et al. 2015). However, 

as the author was unsure about the prototype's ability to gather accurate joint displacement 

it was established that angular impulse could be calculated as an alternative. Therefore, if 

the data is deemed accurate it could be possible to assess fatigue as an indirect measure 

of work, this however would need further analysis and development of an appropriate 

protocol with ASSA. Angular impulse derives from total work as is closely related to 

work as it also is calculated from the area under the curve, but instead of distance it uses 

time (Angular Impulse = Torque x Time) (Kreighbaum and Barthels, 1996). 

Similarly, recent research regarding range-dependent muscle assessment has questioned 

the current paradigm focus of peak torque in hamstring risk injury, when it might be more 

relevant to consider torque changes through the full range of motion (Cohen, et al., 2015; 

Pieters, et al., 2020). The suggestion to use torque displayed across the ROM are similar 

to the postulated by Greig and Naylor (2017) when investigating the ability of different 

ratios (torque based or angle based) to predict performance in an agility test. This makes 
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it more critical to have tools that a clinician can use to detect torque changes across the 

available joint range, which this thesis will investigate. 

Another commonly recorded parameter from IKDs is the angle of peak torque, it 

represents the angle of which the highest torque value occurs. It is not as reliable as peak 

torque with authors reporting values that range from 0.16 to 0.64 (Wilhite, Cohen and 

Wilhite, 1992) and 0.28-0.67 in knee flexors of a small sample of volleyball players 

(Dauty and Rochcongar, 2001). The shoulder joint results appear to demonstrate worse 

reliability than in the knee joint, with variability from 25.1-41.1% (Mayer, et al., 1994). 

However, other authors reported higher levels of reliability, such as Maffiuletti et al., 

2007 in knee flexion (ICC>0.50) and knee extension (ICC>0.90) concentric movements 

using a Con-Trex IKD and Hill (2014) who demonstrated a moderate ICC for of angle of 

peak torque ranged between 0.53 – 0.73 in knee extension movements.  

With changes in angle of peak torque related to eccentric hamstring training (Clark, et al., 

2005); stretching (Cramer, et al., 2007); fatigue (Coratella, et al., 2015) and after anterior 

cruciate injuries (Eustace, Page and Greig, 2019; Królikowska, et al., 2019) and with 

physiotherapy interventions able to influence all of the effects above, it makes it attractive 

for this parameter to be investigated. In recent years, researchers have also used joint 

angle-specific torque data to obtain the hamstring to quadriceps ratios in order to find 

possible strength imbalances (Ayala, et al., 2012; El-Ashker, et al., 2017). If the prototype 

is reliable, this type of data might be able to be retrieved. 

Lastly, it is important to refer that testing using IKDs does not reflect a functional 

movement as it does not allow for speed changes, and most IKDs only allow movement 

in one plane of movement. Nonetheless, the IKD was used for comparison with the 

prototype due to its reliability, validity, and considering its aptitude to quantify concentric 

movements.  

 

 

New methods have been developed in the last two decades as an alternative to the 

common hand-held dynamometers. The dynamometers developed by Li, et al. (2006) and 

Janssen and Le-Ngoc (2009) aimed to provide a dynamic overview of muscle function at 

a fraction of the cost of an isokinetic dynamometer by investigating concentric manual 
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muscle test. These have demonstrated good reliability but have not been followed up in 

further research or with further prototypes. 

New hand-held dynamometers for eccentric tests have also been tested with the work 

from Karabay, Yesilyaprakand and Picak (2020) where 25 participants were tested for 

shoulder abduction in order to investigate ICC and validity. ICC was high in their work; 

however, they used ICC (3,k), which has a tendency to increase the final results. Cadogan, 

et al. (2011) used a device that could assess the range of motion and strength but could 

only be used with isometric tests as a regular HHD.  

At the same time, low-cost isometric dynamometer alternatives to the currently sold 

HHDs have started to be investigated in the literature (Oh, Kang and Dvir, 2016; Romero-

Franco et al., 2019) and this is of particular importance in developing countries and to 

physiotherapists around the world that might consider current market devices to be too 

expensive. To the current project, this means that there is a space for this technology that 

has not been fully explored and that the overall cost of the prototype should be kept to a 

minimum in order to be accessible to all physiotherapists.  

Previous authors in the area of newly developed dynamometers have, however not 

approached four essential points that can facilitate the use of a concentric HHD:  

1) concentric forces during manual muscle tests are smaller than isometric forces which 

should facilitate the use of the device when compared with the standard approach 

2)  the use of concentric forces might make the test easier for less experienced users 

3) since the HHDs mentioned previously were developed, the cost of hardware components 

have dropped which can decrease the cost of its development and facilitate its widespread 

use 

4) sonification has never been tested in HHDs and can provide useful live audio-feedback 

to improve reliability and patient experience 

 

3.3    Device development 

Arduino-based Strength Assessment (ASSA) is a new prototype developed by the author 

of this thesis which aims to facilitate how physiotherapists and other professionals assess 

strength in humans. Strength assessment has been up for thoughtful debate since it was 
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first idealised. However, as previously identified, consistent problems with manual 

muscle tests signify that it still indicates a suboptimal practice when physiotherapists use 

manual muscle tests. Some key questions are how to assess strength initially and how to 

measure its changes throughout treatment. This project aims to change that by using 

technological advances to support clinicians worldwide with the development of a new 

hand-held dynamometer.  

This portable prototype aims to enhance strength testing using MMT, thus allowing 

physiotherapists and exercise professionals to perform accurate measures of muscle 

strength with increased detail about dynamic muscle performance and with a lower price 

than similar market competitors. The device will provide visual information and audio 

feedback as an output, which will aid assessment and exercise prescription. The next step 

of this research will investigate its ability to provide comparable data to a gold-standard 

technique (validity) and between users (reliability) while assessing its sonification 

capabilities. 

Even though ASSA is considered to be in the same category as HHDs, it provides extra 

information not commonly found in a standard HHD. HHDs are a common type of device 

which uses a load cell and a small processor to record muscle strength data from an 

isometric activity in several different joints. Devices on the market, such as the MicroFET 

2 and 3, Lafayette, and others, have embedded microprocessors capable of saving and 

displaying information or convey it to a computer either by cable or through 

Bluetooth/wireless connection. 

Typical measures include peak torque, time to peak torque, test time, time in a specific 

torque, and mean torque. ASSA aims to provide dynamic strength and range of movement 

feedback, similar to previous work by Li, et al. (2006) and Janssen and Le-Ngoc (2009), 

in contrast with HHDs which only provide static measures of force. In clinical practice 

and other locations such as health and sports clubs, the development and influx of these 

devices should disrupt how current manual muscle tests are performed and improve 

clinical practice. In order to do this, innovation is paramount. 

Several versions were developed and went through several rounds of testing to create the 

prototype's final version, this can be found in figure 3.2. An iterative process was 
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followed, thus allowing for improvements to the hardware and software used to enhance 

the device during this project's development.  

 

Figure 3. 2 Prototype development stages 

 

 

The first attempt to build a dynamometer was made with a load cell from a hand luggage 

scale (Figure 3.3). The main goal was to establish the idea's feasibility by using simple, 

cheap components that could be easily manipulated and trialled in an informal 

environment. Open-source software was downloaded from the internet at this stage, and 

the hardware was tested in separate to assess the project's viability (Seidle, 2014; 

Thomsen, 2014). 
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Stage 2

•Investigation of similar products
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•Sonification testing
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•Focus group
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Figure 3. 3 Hand luggage scale 

 

 

The first version (Figure 3.4) of the device featured an Arduino Uno® (Appendix 2) as 

the microprocessor with a low-cost processor. The processor was combined with an 

MPU-6050 as an inertial measurement unit (IMU) to measure the device's displacement; 

load cell amplifier HX-711 which transforms data from the load-cell to the processor; and 

a hand-luggage scale as a load cell to gather data from the force applied. A laptop powered 

the device. The IMU MPU-6050 (with 16-bit analogue-to-digital conversion) has a three-

axis gyroscope and a three-axis accelerometer (range of: +-250º/sec to +-2000º/sec for 

the gyroscope and +-2G to +-16G for the accelerometer) and requires a power supply of 

3-5V (Appendix 3). The load cell amplifier (HX-711) has a 24-bit, analogue to digital 

converter for weighing scales that need a 5V supply to produce data output at 10Hz 

(Appendix 4). The hardware was recommended from the tutorials online and are 

commonly available throughout the world at a low-cost, which is an essential point if the 

device is to be made available worldwide and cheaply. 
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Figure 3.4 Schematics from v1 

 

 

The device showed great promise as it was able to capture information about force (in 

Kg) applied and movement. Thus, it was decided that further developments were needed 

to take the project forward. Initial informal contact with several physiotherapists was 

made to inquiry about the possible use of this device in clinical practice and how it could 

be developed with clinical relevance. This was the starting point for the initial formal 

contact with a software developer to support the increased coding complexity needed for 

the next stage. 

The approach that was followed aimed to first establish the project's feasibility by 

considering the available timeframe, costs, personnel available for the progress, and its 

final aim. Due to the limited knowledge from the primary author in terms of software and 

coding, a software developer was approached to build the software. The software 

developer (VC) was responsible for creating code to intertwine different components and 

create the user interface. This encompasses the management of each sensor but also the 

mathematical algorithms to produce accurate results. VC's code and the interface were 

developed following the author's guidance.  
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The author used several open-source pages that could compile the data from the different 

sensors such as but not limited to: For the load cell and load cell amplifier the Arduino 

HX711 library from Necula (2021); Kalman filter for signal treatment between IMU and 

processor by Lauszus (2020). At the time of testing it was unknown how the software 

used could impact reliability as there is no current data on how different algorithms such 

as the Kalman-filter can impact reliability in this field. It is usually considered that the 

main limitation arises from the hardware used rather than software (data sheets for 

hardware used are present in the appendices). The project's primary goal was to provide 

a solution for physiotherapists worldwide, either by having a low-cost or open software 

solution that could improve the use of manual muscle tests. Therefore, hardware selection 

was made with the software developer taking into account several issues such as the 

programming difficulty, cost, and hardware accessibility.  

 

 

The second version of the prototype (ASSA v2 – Figure 3.5) uses the same Arduino 

UNO® REV3 as a processor in conjunction with three components: (1) IMU MPU6050; 

(2) load cell amplifier (HX711); (3) and a new, more accurate, load cell, a PSD S-type 

Load Cell (575g) with 300kg load capacity (10 x 4 x 4 cm) and 0.02% accuracy 

(Appendix 4). 

It had two wood attachments on each side of the load cell, one for handgrip and one for 

skin contact. On the side that comes in contact with the patient's skin, two different foam 

segments improve comfort—one high-density foam with 5mm height and a low-density 

foam with 40mm height. 

The load cell was chosen considering its cost and the mean load that these devices usually 

undergo, as seen in previous research. As this was a prototype, it was decided to use a 

cheap S-type load cell with 300kg maximum load (although load capacity is higher than 

usually required even for lower limbs). The device's output could be seen in real-time on 

the laptop and was provided in angle and kg (active resistance mode) or kg (isometric 

mode). The load cell amplifier used was an HX711 with 24-Bit Analog-to-Digital 

Converter for Weigh Scales to output data at a rate of 10Hz. Finally, Arduino was 

connected to a laptop through a USB AB cable (2m). The test results were given in 
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maximum kg force exerted on a determined angle; this means the software filtered data 

output per angle of movement analysed while minimising unwanted movement by the 

therapist. Output for angle and force was provided on an Excel® spreadsheet for post hoc 

analysis. 

Figure 3.5 ASSA prototype v2- lateral and superior view 

 

 

 

Version 3 used the base hardware from v2 except for a new smaller load cell – beam type. 

This load cell weighted 200g, which was a reduction in weight of over 60%, with the 

main aim of reducing the total prototype size and facilitate its handling with one hand 

only.  

Figure 3.6 Beam load cell 
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A new outer casing (15cm x 5cm x 8cm) (Figure 7) was used to allow for a smaller and 

lighter device – figure 3.6. 

Figure 3.7 New electronics box 

 

 

This meant opening the electronics box (figure 3.7) to create a new attachment to the load 

cell that would serve as the contact area with the segment to be tested. This attachment 

was made of a wood square (9cm x 9cm x 1cm) with a high-density foam – 1cm height 

(x2) and a total thickness of 2cm. The final prototype v3 has a total height of 10.5cm, a 

length of 15cm, a width of 8cm, and weighed 869g (Figure 3.8). 

 

Figure 3.8 Prototype v3 – lateral and superior view 

 

 

 

Version 4 maintained the hardware from version 3, but two new features were introduced: 

speed measurement and sonification. The speed output was created as an addition to the 

output (spreadsheet) as this type of information was already available from the hardware 
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but only not in use. To create the sonification feature of the device, PyGame (Shinners, 

2011) was used. PyGame is a free tool commonly used in game design with Python, which 

meant a seamless integration with the current program that can be embedded in future 

devices. This is an innovative alternative to other approaches when using sonification that 

usually uses an external interface for sonification. It also meant that no added costs were 

needed to add this feature. In this prototype, PyGame was used as the interface between 

the data collection process and the sound output (Figure 3.9). 

Figure 3.9 Interaction between ASSA and PyGame 

 

 

Data variables were captured throughout the range of motion while the physiotherapist 

performed the movement. PyGame relies on that data stream to create sound - data 

sonification. Further details regarding sonification are presented in the next section.  

 

3.4    Sonification   

 

The study of sound waves dates to Pythagoras and Aristotle, the latter started to explore 

the concept of sound propagating in air and that notes travel at different speeds. 

Simultaneously, its evolution can be traced in the last millennia from Galileo to Marin 

Mersenne, called by many the father of acoustics, who lived between 1558-1648 and 

investigated the speed of sound in the air. Another essential researcher was Robert Boyle, 

who pioneered the scientific method and contributed to the knowledge of the need for 
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sound to have a medium in which to propagate. More recently, in the early 19th century, 

Fourier established the Fourier transform, which provides a tool to analyse a sound wave 

representing time and frequency (Bohn, 1988). While in 1857, the first phonautograph 

was created. It was used to record sounds and was invented by Édouard-Léon Scott de 

Martinville - later Graham Bell worked on developing the phonautograph (which Thomas 

Edison also did) before patenting the telephone (Feaster, 2010).  

More recently, with the upsurge of technology, sonification has facilitated human-

computer interaction and provided an alternative insight from data. Sonification has been 

employed in several domains, such as the use of earcons (the sound an icon makes when 

we click on it), or for data analysis to investigate multivariate streams of information such 

as salmon migration (Hegg, et al., 2018), to explore spacial data from the Kepler telescope 

(Winton, et al., 2012) and to aid image-based medical diagnosis (Gionfrida and Roginska, 

2017). This highlights how sound and sonification can be used in relevant ways to explore 

natural phenomena. Physiotherapists and other health professionals, specifically if they 

work in a hospital setting, are flooded with sounds almost every hour of their workday, 

either by an alarm or audio display from devices used in clinical practice. However, one 

cannot forget how useful and practical these sounds are, predominantly saving time and 

facilitating health care assistance. For physiotherapists, sonification can be adopted using 

data-related audio-feedback to support human perception in assessment and rehabilitation 

for both patient and physiotherapist.  

Physiotherapy practice has changed considerably in the last 30 years, and that change has 

can also be associated with the increase in the percentage of physiotherapy related 

research published within the domain of human-based health (Jesus, et al., 2020). 

Simultaneously, the amount of research and innovative approaches to rehabilitation has 

grown, with relevant work arising from the overlap of physiotherapy and sonification 

(Guerra, et al., 2020). Sonification has the potential to improve the patient's related 

outcomes due to its specific and systematic approach. Kramer, et al. (1998) defined it as 

"the use of non-speech audio to convey information". In their words, "it is the 

transformation of data relations into perceived relations in an acoustic signal for the 

purposes of facilitating communication or interpretation". In this work, sonification will 

convey live audio feedback to the user, but this can be expanded to provide feedback to 

the patient as well. 
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While auditory display is a broad term for sound representations on information from a 

computer to the user, sonification is more specific. Sonification excludes speech-like 

audio through the use of audio feedback and has been widely tried in different 

circumstances (Dubus and Bresin, 2013). Physiotherapists are now, more than ever, using 

these new technologies in everyday clinical practice. Simultaneously, patients are 

beginning to embrace such technologies with the added benefit of increasing patient 

satisfaction. One example is the work developed by Kairy, et al. (2013), where a 

telerehabilitation system was used for patients after a total knee arthroplasty.  

The reason why sonification is different from regular audio-feedback systems can be 

found in this description by Hermann (2008) "a technique that uses data as input, and 

generates sound signals (eventually in response to optional additional excitation or 

triggering)". While adding, it should be objective regarding the input data, being 

systematic and reproducible (Hermann, 2008). This is where sonification differs from 

common audio-feedback as the latter does not need to have any of these characteristics. 

Sound is concurrent with human existence and human activity.  From the sound of a 

beating heart to the inherent familiar sound of walking, these sounds help us make sense 

of our surroundings, the disposition of other humans and are part of our daily lives in 

more contexts than we usually perceive. Research from different fields such as cognitive 

neurosciences, music therapy, and sports has investigated how sound affects our ability 

to understand and produce movement (Scholz, et al., 2016; Danna and Velay, 2017; Maes, 

Lorenzoni and Six, 2019). Physiotherapy has a close connection with movement and 

function, and sonification has shown the potential to assist in human movement 

perception (Schaffert, et al., 2019). The importance of sonification and audio feedback 

has been increasing within motor control research with plenty of room for expanding their 

use to aid rehabilitation.  Therefore, and considering the current limitations in the use of 

manual muscle tests, it is relevant to assess, for the first time, how sonification can impact 

clinical practice in this specific task.  

Schaffert, et al. (2019) provided an overview of the relation between sound and movement 

in sports and rehabilitation. Their work encourages evidence on the use of audio feedback 

to support motor learning and sports, revealing its essential role in auditory perception in 

several tasks with relevance for performance and rehabilitation. Dubus and Bresin (2013), 

argue that the constant presence of musical characteristics charted to different dynamic 
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or kinematic movement parameters during the execution of specific movements 

contributes to "improve movement quality and motor (re)learning" through various 

parallel pathways which improve performance through error minimisation and improved 

internal movement representation. All of which can reduce the influence of perceptual 

impairments. In theory, this increment in performance by minimising error in a specific 

task should be transposable to different areas within rehabilitation, namely assessment 

techniques that rely on the systematic performance of a particular gesture. This is the 

starting point for the exploration of sonification to improve MMT.  

Transposing data parameters to sound that the user can easily perceive is the primary goal 

of using sonification, even though this is not an automatic process but a planned 

intervention where data source and sound output have to be considered to warrant a clear 

understanding of the underlying information. If this is not correctly done, the goal of 

sonification is lost. One of the initial steps of building a stimulating and relevant sound 

output from human movement data begins by choosing the interface that will process 

data. In this case, it was the Arduino Uno, as previously explained. To transform data into 

sound, the software PyGame was used, which acted like a processing tunnel between data 

input (Arduino) and sound output to the physiotherapist by using Musical Instrument 

Digital Interface (MIDI) signals.  

 

 

According to Huber (2012) MIDI is a language that allows communication between 

different instruments, hardware and controllers in a particular network. The technology 

was created to allow for a standardised protocol that could be used by different 

manufacturers and in different hardware devices in a synchronised manner, which was a 

problem in sound design before the appearance of MIDI.  

In the case of ASSA, data is collected from the Arduino from several sensors with each 

data parameter attributed to a different sound parameter. The Arduino output values are 

then charted to MIDI notes on PyGame, with each value varying from 0-127 or 1-127. 

The parameters to be modelled are Rhythm, Note, Instrument and Volume. Although 

PyGame was not explicitly designed for sonification purposes, it can still be used to 
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connect the input from the Arduino processed data with the live output data from the IMU 

and load cell in a meaningful form.  

Creating the code for the sound feedback implies generating a series of commands that 

can be understood by the processor and can result in an audible output for the user. In 

order to do that, it is necessary to understand the basic MIDI commands that will convey 

audio-specific commands to the controller. In this case, each MIDI value corresponds to 

a determined frequency (Figure 3.10).  

Figure 3.10 – MIDI frequency table  

 

Source: Wolfe, 1997 

 

Another perspective into the MIDI values is displayed on Figure 3.11, where octave 

numbers are also considered - these features allow even an untrained user to create and 

manipulate MIDI in a simplistic manner as this can be easily changed within the software. 
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Figure 3.11MIDI values by octave 

 

Source: Schuyler and Eun-jin, 2016 

Previous research and the task's specificity were considered to select the more meaningful 

variables for sonification. A few possibilities within the domain of sonification allow for 

data to be harnessed with an auditory goal. A few examples are audification, parameter 

sonification, model-based sonification, event-based sonification or earcons. The main 

feature of the use of sonification in this system is its ability for the user to interact with it. 

This allows for sound creation which has a direct implication on the type of sonification 

selected. 

By referring to the "sonification space" presented by Ludovico and Presti (2015), one can 

place the current project within a specific area of sonification. The "sonification space" 

uses two different axes (x-axis – time granularity and y-axis – sound abstraction level) to 

suggest a distribution of sonification approaches according to these two variables. 

According to the data available for this project (from the prototype) and the main goal 

(clear instructions for the physiotherapist given by interaction with the device and 

participant), the time granularity available to us should be regular to allow for live 

reaction to the sound received. In contrast, the sound output should be closer to the graph's 

low-level area as the task is of short duration, and simpler sounds facilitate the 

comprehension of the data meaning. This choice is also based on the fact that different 

groups of people more widely understand low-level sounds than high-level sounds (such 

as soundscapes), which might differ from culture to culture (Ludovico and Presti, 2015). 

In terms of the time granularity, it is closely related to the device's data output, in this 

case at least 10Hz, thus providing a stable output and not a continuous one, making a case 

for a model-based sonification. Regular time granularity, rather than continuous, provides 
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more benefits for interactive sonification, which was the case. This fact positions the 

current work either in parameter mapping or model-based sonification. However, 

considering that user and participant interaction is the most crucial feature, the current 

approach can be demarcated as model-based sonification. 

Model-based sonification can be defined "as the general term for all concrete sonification 

techniques that make use of dynamic models which mathematically describe the 

evolution of a system in time, parameterise and configure them during initialisation with 

the available data and offer interaction/excitation modes to the user as the interface to 

actively query sonic responses which depend systematically upon the temporal evolution 

model" (Hermann, 2011). Model-based sonification was derived from sonification 

mapping, with the main difference is that it needs energy from the system it refers to 

create sound, whereas a sonification mapping does not need input for sound to arise 

(Hunt, Hermann and Pauletto, 2004). In designing the sound models for the current 

approach for manual muscle tests, the initial primary focus was to provide an increased 

perception of the interaction between the therapist and the participant, either from the 

force, speed or acceleration of the tested segment. Once again, this points to a model-

based sonification. As noted by Hermann (2011), a few points differ between model-

based sonification and parameter mapping sonification. Namely, for model-based 

sonification: the interaction between the model and the participant is a feature, fewer 

parameters are needed, there is no need for the creation of "musical listening" as sounds 

can be more straightforward and the parameter attribution does not need to change for 

each dataset as in parameter mapping sonification. 

Different sonification approaches might help different users in different situations. For 

example, an experienced physiotherapist using ASSA might benefit from having 

segmental displacement sound-feedback on a strong patient, whereas force feedback 

might be more relevant to a novice user. In the future, the prototype could also provide 

parallel information to the user (patient or client) while focusing on a particular exercise. 

Sound feedback is of particular importance to provide temporal precision and reduce 

variability on the task (Kenyon and Thaut, 2003). Most uses of biomechanics data and its 

effects on motor learning are focused on the feedback to the participant (Effenberg, 2005; 

Schaffert, Mattes and Effenberg, 2011, 2017; Sigrist, et al., 2013), but this thesis focuses 

on audio feedback to the physiotherapist and not the patient/client.  
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In this project, different models were tested to investigate how different sounds from 

several parameters could provide valuable and understandable feedback on muscle testing 

in different joints. Dubus and Bresin (2013) published a systematic review that provided 

an excellent insight into models researched in several sonification areas. The authors 

provided an overview of areas of sonification regarding the use of sound parameters and 

have identified several categories that commonly arose from the literature: pitch-related; 

timbral; loudness-related; spatial and temporal. They have found that the most used 

auditory dimensions are pitch, loudness and duration, and these are standard features in 

research using kinetic and kinematics data sources. This work helped the author to select 

these three parameters (pitch, loudness and duration) as variables to be manipulated. It is 

important to refer that Dubus and Bresin (2013) state that the commonly used auditory 

attributes do not automatically make them ideal for every area and that researchers should 

explore several options according to their goals. However, considering this was the first 

time sonification was used for manual muscle tests, it made sense to explore these 

parameters first. 

The developed software allows the therapist to manipulate the instrument, pitch, note 

length, volume, and relationship with manual muscle test variables. The variables selected 

to manipulate are quite restricted when considering the complexity of professionally 

created sound design and the endless possibilities of musical creation. Nonetheless, in 

this work, the sound is used to support and reduce the task's effort rather than embellishing 

it unnecessarily with layers of sound feedback.  

The data parameters from the device and the MMT that can be considered for sonification 

are time, force, angle, speed and acceleration. Below is an example of the possibilities of 

PyGame as a tool for sonification used within the context of manual muscle test. This 

code segment describes PyGame being initiated and the user's ability to select, on the 

source code, which instrument correspond to each variable (Figure 3.12). In this case, 

three instruments can be selected for the model-based sonification (line 21-23 in figure 

3.12), even though only one was chosen to avoid auditive overload. The list of instruments 

is readily available in speciality books and websites. The current model used an acoustic 

grand piano due to its neutral and pleasant tone.  
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Figure 3.12 Code for PyGame initiation and instrument selection 

 

The code segment present in figure 3.13 focuses on the charting of sound variables to the 

speed of the segment moving and how information about speed can be attributed to 

specific angle ranges for a particular join, it is divided into two parts. Firstly it allows the 

researcher to choose, under the variable "NoteData", a particular pitch (denoted by 

"note"), a specific length for that sound ("duration") and an exact volume ("volume") – 

together, these variables create a "setting" which will then be attributed to the property of 

interest, in this case, joint angle. Secondly, the researcher or physiotherapist can chart 

each setting to a different angle range, resulting in different sounds as the angle varies 

across the test. 
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Figure 3.13 Pygame Code for selection of parameters 

 

The model-based sonifications were developed to provide relevant feedback with the final 

user in mind, not necessarily to create a pleasant aesthetic sound (Dubus and Bresin, 

2013). It is also recommended that the sound-feedback be appropriate for the environment 

in which the task will be performed - e.g.: user cannot listen to the sound due to other 

auditive environmental inputs (Walker and Nees, 2011). 

This process is not trivial, particularly in sonification applications, as research suggests 

that an overload of auditory information has detrimental effects on task performance (e.g., 

Wolf, et al., 2011) and that task-irrelevant auditory stimuli are strong distractors 

(Parmentier, 2014). The use of meaningful auditory information is, therefore, determinant 

for the user's experience (Effenberg, et al., 2016; Dyer, et al., 2017a) and needs to be 

considered in a clear framework for model-based sonification derived from a better 

understanding of the processes underlying motor learning/control from a basic research 

perspective (Dyer, Stapleton and Rodger, 2015). 

The previous points support the case for a sonification that can be easily understood even 

by an untrained user. Therefore, the current model-based sonification aims to provide 

simple and clear audio-feedback instructions to therapists to provide complex information 

about kinematic data in a clinical setting. To create a sonification model without 

considering the final auditive objective might create either an innovative display or a 

complete disaster. Which is why it is of considerable importance that researchers create 
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a sound design with the end-user in mind. To achieve this, sound feedback was tested in 

simulated tasks in an environment similar to what physiotherapists might regularly face 

in terms of noise and activity. Walker and Nees (2011) suggest that when designing 

sonification three main points should be considered: data-to-display mapping (which data 

dimension correlates to each sound dimension); the polarity of the map (is the sound 

attribute chosen positively or negatively related to the data attribute, e.g., positive polarity 

– increase in force mapped to increase in pitch); scaling of the data attributes (how much 

sound variation corresponds to each data point). Although these points were created for 

parameter-mapped sonification, they are widely accepted in most sonification designs. 

They were also integrated into the process to establish the model-based sonifications for 

elbow flexion and knee flexion- the joints to be tested. 

 

 

A six-step framework for the creation of model-based sonification design was suggested 

by Hermann, 2011. Below is the outline of that framework and how it was used to develop 

the sonification design. 

1 - Model set up - In establishing a successful sonification for human movement, 

or other, the first step consists of determining the data which will be used. In this current 

prototype, it was muscle force, angle and angular velocity were the available data output. 

However, only force and angular velocity data were considered to improve reliability at 

this stage. Data input will differ for each participant, but the same data parameters will be 

used in the sonification design. 

2 – Model dynamics - The next step is to identify which sound dimension will 

correspond to each data parameter. This is of particular importance as it must allow the 

user to clearly understand the analysed variables (Walker and Nees, 2011). Although this 

is true for sonification in general, this is quite relevant in this research, as it is 

hypothesised that the expected effect can provide significant input to the user so that it 

has considerable effect in the results. 

Two main maps were developed one corresponding to force – more force applied meant 

a higher pitch (data were scaled separately for elbow and knee movements (force data); 

and another one for segment movement (angular velocity data). In terms of the sounds 
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used, there was a need to maximise the sound range available due to the high number of 

strength outputs. Therefore, frequencies varied from 27.5Hz to 4186Hz, similar to a grand 

piano – this was alike for all sound models. Maximal note duration was set to 1/10th 

second to minimise disruption of perceptual interpretation and to maximise auditive 

pleasantness. 

In terms of the data to sound mapping, a linear mapping approach was followed with the 

lowest end of the frequency mapped to the lowest range of force values from 2kg of force 

onwards. In turn, this allowed the system to remain silent until the initial force was 

applied. The end of the frequency range (4184Hz) was attributed to each joint's highest 

values of force. Pitch was selected for the model-based sonification as it has been 

extensively used in previous research with kinematics related approaches while being an 

easily recognisable feature of sound (Dubus and Bresin, 2013) 

3 – Model excitation – In order for the participant to interact with the system, 

two different steps were needed. Firstly, the tester would position the device, prepared to 

start the manual muscle test, applying the correct positioning of the device in the contact 

area with the segment to be tested and a 90º orientation with that same segment. Secondly, 

the main tester would then inform the support tester to initialise the program on the 

computer. Once this was done, the data started to flow, and the interaction between 

participant and sonification would start.  

4 – Initial state – If no movement or pressure was present as the program started 

then no sound would be conveyed to the tester, but data would be collected, nonetheless. 

This set-up was deliberately designed into the program so the tester would only start the 

test once ready. 

5– Model link variables – This step is directly related to how different data 

variables can become connected to different sound parameters. However, in this case, 

data features only match one sound parameter due to the short length of the task and 

eventual latency issues. 

6 – Listener characteristics -The central aspect is to determine how the user will 

be receiving the sound (location, orientation or distance between sources), which can be 

divided into macroscopic or microscopic models. Macroscopic models are more complex 

and can include soundscapes and audio-panning, whereas microscopic models are single-
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sourced and simpler. As the physiotherapist performs a physical task - manual muscle test 

- that requires attention and effort, consequently, the microscopic model was chosen - 

with audio being provided by earphones. 

The scaling of the data parameters is of particular importance for data collections with a 

considerable amount of data entries and where the user needs to identify small but 

significant changes from the sound output. For the current project, this is relevant as the 

participant's changes in force, speed, and angle need to be identified by the user, and 

adequate scaling allows the information to be clearly understood. Scaling is a particularly 

problematic point in designing sonification for manual muscle test, as this has never been 

done before, and there is no previous research that could indicate a potential direction or 

any major potential problems.  

Lastly, it is crucial to understand who is on the receiving end of the sonification. 

Physiotherapists are not acquainted with this type of approach; therefore, the user's 

inexperience can significantly impact how complex the model might be. Furthermore, if 

physiotherapists were to use this in clinical practice, not much time could be spent 

learning which sound parameter corresponds to each data variable. Therefore, sound 

feedback design needs to be clear and conspicuous. Further details from sonification and 

the full code for the specific use case in manual muscle tests can be found in Chapter 6. 

 

3.5    Measurement tools and properties  

In order to use a measurement tool, clinicians and researchers need to achieve a certain 

level of performance before it can be deemed appropriate and accurate for clinical 

practice. To achieve that, it is essential to define what a measurement is in the first place. 

Hopkins and Stanley (1981) defined measurements broadly as "rules for assigning 

numbers to objects in such a way as to represent quantities of attributes". While Carter, 

et al, (2011) defined it as "the systematic process by which things are differentiated", the 

authors add that their definition underlines the fact that measurements need to have 

specific rules and guidelines as part of their definition process.  

It is reasonable to argue that the only reason to measure something is to obtain accurate 

and factual information about the measured subject.  However, there is no perfect 
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measurement tool, any device ever created by man has some inherent degree of error, 

even if small. There is no point in collecting data if the device's error is so large that it 

will remove significance from the analysed information. For instance, if we accept an 

error of 1° in a cooking thermometer, that might be acceptable, but it would probably not 

be satisfactory for measuring a chemical reaction where differences larger than 0.01º 

might change the end product for a particular medication. To detect changes in a certain 

variable, one must define what is being measured first.  

In ASSA's case, the construct to be measured can be defined by the objective quantitative 

output from peak muscle force produced by a concentric action on a specific joint under 

external manual resistance and measured by a dynamometer. In the context of this thesis, 

it is also crucial to state that muscle force is represented by weight (in Kg) or torque (in 

Nm) both considered ratio scales to be measured as continuous variables (Carter, et al., 

2011).  

It is particularly relevant for researchers to determine what will be assessed when a 

particular measurement tool is developed. In general, one can ascertain that reliability, 

validity and responsiveness are the most critical measurement properties (Mokkin, et al., 

2010; Carter, et al., 2011; de Vet, et al., 2011) (figure 3.14). Any instrument to be used 

for the purpose of measuring a health-related issue should be subject to validity and 

reliability testing. To be able to deploy this device for clinical use, we first need to test its 

reliability, validity and responsiveness to a certain degree (Mokkink, et al, 2010).  
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Figure 3.14 – Measurement properties of outcome measurement instruments 

 

Source: Mokkink, et al. (2010) 

 

 

Lexel and Downham (2005) explained that "reliability refers to the reproducibility of 

measurements" while Mokkink, et al (2010) defined reliability as "the degree to which 

the measurement is free from measurement error". In a more extended way, the same 

authors also add that "the extent to which scores for patients who have not changed are 

the same for repeated measurement under several conditions:  e.g. using different sets of 

items from the same multi-item measurement instrument (internal consistency); over time 

(test-retest); by different persons on the same occasion (inter-rater); or by the same 

persons (i.e. raters or responders) on different occasions (intra-rater)". Due to the 

instrument's characteristics in this work, data collection focused on intra-rater and inter-

rater reliability. As suggested by Sharma, et al. (2014) test-retest for Intrarater reliability 

were done on different days rather than on the same day, and the mean of three repetitions 

was used for reliability comparison. Between day data used the average of three 
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repetitions for comparison – ICC(2,3). If between day data was not available, comparison 

between each of the three repetitions was performed - ICC(2,1). 

 

 

Reliability can then be split into relative reliability and absolute reliability. Relative 

reliability implies that the same score measured on two different occasions (repeated 

measure) will have a similar overall ranking as it relates similarly to the other scores in 

both measurements. This type of reliability is assessed by correlation coefficients, which 

measure the relationship when comparing two or more output measures. The commonly 

used measure for correlation coefficient in HHDs is the intraclass correlation coefficients 

(ICC) which will be applied to all data collection procedures. The ICC varies between 0 

and 1, with 0 meaning no correlation and 1 meaning a perfect correlation (Carter, et al., 

2011). Fleiss (1999) described reliability, with an ICC over 0.75 considered excellent, 

between 0.4-0.75 as fair to good and poor if below 0.4. More recently, Portney and 

Watkins (2015) used an updated version with a stricter view in regards to poor reliability, 

defining poor as anything below 0.5, between 0.5 – 0.74 as moderate reliability, above 

0.75 as good reliability, and an ICC larger than 0.90 as excellent – this version was 

selected to report the data.  

 

 

Absolute reliability refers to the variability of the same score over a repeated 

measurement - in other words, it is the expected instrument error over two different 

measurements. This is assessed by the SEM, which measures the standard deviation for 

a specific group of measurements (Carter, et al., 2011). The author used SEM, which uses 

one standard deviation as a multiplier which regards to an SEM that covers 68% of the 

variability, this is the most common method of reliability, although some authors have 

used SEM covering two standard deviations or 95% SEM. 
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Validity can have several categories (Carter, et al., 2011, Portney and Watkins, 2015): 1) 

Construct validity refers to the abstract construct concerning the measurement being 

taken; this type of construct compares different populations to assess if the new measure 

can differentiate between them. 2) Content validity attempts to determine if a tool can 

represent the concept under study; this is usually used for self-reported or observational 

tools. 3) Criterion validity "is the extent to which one measure is systematically related 

to other measure or outcome". It is commonly divided into concurrent validity, which 

compares the new tool with the gold-standard measure (investigated in this thesis), and 

predictive validity, which looks into a test taken at a point in time trying to foresee a 

future result. 

To assess how the measures or outcomes relate, correlation tests are usually performed 

(Carter, et al., 2011, Portney and Watkins, 2015). For instance, the correlation coefficient 

(or Pearsons's r) has been used extensively to measure association. However, the 

approach has its problems with the main caveat being pointed by several authors because 

a strong association between measures might not reflect essential differences between 

methods (Bland and Altman, 1983, Daly and Bourke, 2000). This is why a different 

approach was proposed by Bland and Altman in 1986, which is known as the Bland-

Altman Analysis (BA Analysis). Their work is one of the most commonly cited papers 

when comparing methods in agreement research to validate one method against another 

in several domains (Scolletta, et al., 2016; Lynall, et al., 2017), as it allows for further 

insight onto differences between methods across the spectrum of measurements. An 

important concept of BA analysis is the pre-setting of the Limits of agreement (LOA), 

this helps researchers set an acceptable level of differences between the two methods 

being tested. In this work, LOA were not set a priori as it is usually recommended 

(Giavarina, 2015; Abu-Arafeh, Jordan and Drummond, 2016) for three main reasons. 

Firstly, when using the BA analysis, researchers in several scientific domains are looking 

for the possibility of replacing one measure with another, however, in HHD research, 

authors are trying to quantify the differences between the gold standard and a 

cheap/widespread option which is the HHD. HHDs, where testers deploy resistance (such 

as ASSA), will most likely never replace IKDs due to the introduction of human error 

(technique, strength, motivation, etc.) and therefore, the exercise of setting a priori LOA 
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to establish if the new method is adequate to replace the gold-standard seems redundant. 

Secondly, using a concentric approach with an HHD has only been done once (Le-Ngoc 

and Janssen, 2012), and there is insufficient data from previous research to set LOA 

appropriately. Lastly, similar HHD research investigating make or break tests for validity 

does not always use BA analysis (some authors only use correlation coefficients). If they 

use it, data is not always reported in the same units, which means there is also insufficient 

consensus to establish useful LOA. 

More recently, another approach has been considered to complement the BA analysis 

which was proposed by Ludbrook (2010). In that paper, the author suggested that a Model 

II regression should be performed. In a subsequent paper Ludbrook (2012) suggested the 

use of Weighted Least Products (WLP) – as it was more appropriate for method 

comparison studies, particularly if one is attempting to calibrate a device against the gold 

standard. 

Therefore, and because there are no clear guidelines in the literature for one specific 

approach: the correlation was measured using Pearson's r (recommended by Ludbrook 

(2010) as part of the Model II regression analysis) with classed as small (r<0.30), 

moderate (0.30-0.50), large (0.50-0.70), very large (0.70-1.0) (Hopkins, et al., 2009); 

whereas agreement was measured using Bland-Altman analysis – qualitative assessment 

(Bland and Altman, 1986); to provide a quantitative assessment and a calibration equation 

Weighed Least Products (WLP) regression was also used to assess validity (Ludbrook, 

2010). With the WLP regression, the assessment of validity is provided by the 95% 

confidence intervals (CI), from the regression equation, if the 95% CI for the intercept 

does not include 0, then fixed bias can be assumed, in the same way, if the 95% CI for 

the slope does not include 1, proportional bias can be assumed (Ludbrook, 2002). 

 

 

When developing a new tool, practitioners are also interested in knowing how it can detect 

changes to treatment or the pathology's normal progression as this will impact the 

rehabilitation process. This means end-users are interested in identifying the real changes 

to their patient's status that are not measurement errors. Responsiveness is given by 

Minimal Detectable Difference (MDD) or Minimal Detectable Change (MDC) and is 
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related to SEM due to its statistical formula MDD = z * SEM * √2  and with the value of 

z set for 95% confidence interval equal to 1.96 (Portney and Watkins, 2015). It can be 

defined as the least amount of change that the measurement tool can detect while 

exceeding measurement error and is an important value to determine the clinical 

relevance and usability of a measurement (Carter, et al., 2011). SEM and MDD values 

were only retrieved if ICC values were higher than 0.50. 

These are the variables that will provide the baseline information regarding the 

performance of ASSA while using active resistance manual muscle tests. Further 

information regarding statistical analysis and category-specific formulas can be found in 

the next chapters.  

 

3.6    Aims 

The aims of this thesis are: 

a) To create and develop a new hand-held dynamometer for concentric muscle tests. 

b) To investigate the validity, reliability and responsiveness of the new prototype and 

subsequent versions in a healthy population, by using groups of testers with both 

homogeneous and heterogenous experience levels. 

c) To develop and investigate the use of sonification as an adjunct of manual muscle test 

when using a hand-held dynamometer. 

d) To identify how the use of a new approach for manual muscle tests using a newly 

developed prototype is perceived by physiotherapists and how it can further improve for 

dissemination and implementation in clinical practice. 

 

Hypothesis for validity, reliability and responsiveness testing are presented in Appendix 

6 for each chapter.  
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4. A PILOT STUDY EVALUATING CONCURRENT 

VALIDITY AND RELIABILITY OF A NEW HAND-HELD 

DYNAMOMETER ON HEALTHY SUBJECTS 

4.1    Introduction 

The previous chapters document the use of sonification in physiotherapy and its 

limitations in assessment and intervention approaches. Simultaneously, the author 

demonstrated how current strength assessment practices are still far from ideal in several 

settings where IKDs or HHDs are not available. This highlights the need for alternative 

methods of strength testing to improve the current paradigm where physiotherapists still 

rely on MMTs. This chapter presents the pilot testing of an Arduino-based Sound Strength 

Assessment (ASSA) tool by investigating concurrent validity and reliability in healthy 

subjects. 

 

4.2    Hand-Held dynamometers and ASSA 

As reported in chapter 3, ASSA v2 is a new portable HHD prototype designed for strength 

testing to provide a cheaper, quantitative and concentric approach to physiotherapists and 

exercise professionals. The current study investigates its ability to provide comparable 

data to a gold-standard technique (validity) and between users (reliability) without sound-

feedback. 

Even though the ASSA v2 can be considered in the same category as HHDs, it has the 

potential to provide extra information such as range of motion (ROM), peak force and 

angle of peak force, variables that are not commonly found in a standard HHD. Typically, 

an HHD is a device which uses a load cell and a small processor to record muscle strength 

data from an isometric activity in several different joints. Examples of devices available 

on the market range from the MicroFET™ 3, Lafayette™ and PowerTrack™ II 

Commander.  

Validity and reliability problems are key measures for assessing a new device. In this 

chapter ASSA v2 function is compared with a gold standard method (IKD) for validity 

and reliability (intra and inter-tester) purposes. 
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4.3    Objective 

The pilot study's objective was to investigate ASSA v2 validity and reliability in a 

laboratorial scenario by comparing ASSA v2 with a gold standard measure (IKD). The 

aim was to examine the device's performance and explore any problems related to its use 

in a real-life scenario.  

 

4.4    Methods and materials 

 

A repeated-measures, single-blinded randomised controlled trial was performed with a 

healthy adult population. ASSA v2 was tested. Three different testers with different 

degrees of experience and in two different sessions. Participants were randomly allocated 

to each intervention and tester (Day 1 - IKD and ASSA; Day 2 – ASSA Tester 1 and 

ASSA Tester 2/3) (figure 4.1) to minimise bias, and the order of movements executed by 

each tester/device was maintained. Tester 1 was an experienced physiotherapist with 

experience in using HHD and manual muscle tests. Tester 2 and tester 3 had no experience 

with manual muscle tests or HHD. 
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Figure 4. 1Research outline by day 

 

 

 

 

Participants consisted of staff and students from ARU. The ARU website, posters and 

word-of-mouth were used for recruitment. The SES School Research Ethics Panel 

approved the research from ARU – Cambridge with the code ESPGR-02 (Appendix 7).  

The sample size was determined by considering a power of 90% and alpha of 0.05 

according to the work of Bujang and Baharum (2017), with a difference of acceptable 

reliability (0.70) to expectable reliability (0.90), this study would need to recruit at least 

18 individuals with three repetitions per participant. Considering some data may be lost, 

and participants may withdraw from the study; it was thought more appropriate to recruit 

20%-30% more participants. In the end, a total of 24 subjects were recruited for the study. 

Individuals who demonstrated interest in participating in the study were provided with a 

Participant Information Sheet (PIS) and a Participant Consent Form (PCF) which was 

signed before taking part in the study. The procedure was explained, and a questionnaire 

was completed to apply exclusion and inclusion criteria.  

Inclusion criteria were: between 18 – 40 years old; no major surgery/injury in the last 6 

months; no current injury on back or lower limbs. While exclusion criteria were set 

Research Outline

Day 1

IKD

Tester 1

Day 2

Tester 1

Tester 2/3
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as:  Currently pregnant; Hearing difficulties; Recent injury or disability that prevents the 

subject from performing a maximum voluntary contraction.  

Testers for the use of the device were also recruited from ARU. The data collection was 

initially planned with two testers (one experienced – tester 1 and one novice – tester 2) 

However, after data collection had started, the novice tester had to withdraw due to 

personal issues. A third tester (tester 3) was recruited to evaluate the remaining 

participants.  

 

This protocol aims to control factors that could influence testing, such as stabilisation, 

testing position and verbal feedback by providing a procedure that can be used 

transversely to diminish bias and optimise reliability. 

Before starting the protocol (either when using IKD or ASSA) each participant initiated 

a 5-min warm-up on a cycle ergometer using a braking force corresponding to 2% of their 

body mass at 60 revolutions per minute.  The familiarisation procedure was performed 

just before the correspondent movement was done in each device. These steps aimed to 

facilitate the testing procedure by providing the first contact with the instruments. The 

participant was allowed to do one to three 50% - 60% Maximal Voluntary Contraction 

(MVC) until they felt comfortable with the device before initiating the test. 

The familiarisation trials facilitated the subsequent tasks as they allowed participants to 

perform the movement adequately and gave the testers the chance to adjust the force 

applied in each movement. Force should be exerted on ASSA at a progressive and slow 

rate (1-2 seconds are required for the tester to adequate the resistance level and device 

positioning), regardless of the testing being isometric or not. In the isometric testing, the 

participant was asked to maintain the contraction for 5 seconds (this feedback was 

provided not by the tester using ASSA but by the other tester present in the room). A 

goniometer was used to determine the joint angles at which each movement is deemed to 

occur (isometric movements), namely at 60° knee extension or 90° knee flexion.  

This familiarisation might be perceived as reduced when compared with what other 

authors used, such as Whiteley, et al. (2012) - three sub-maximal contractions followed 

by three near-maximal concentric contractions at the same speed and mode as the test 

about to be conducted. After pre-trial testing, it was concluded that such an approach, 
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Whiteley, et al. (2012), would be deemed too fatiguing as the participants are not 

professional athletes and this study is considerably longer in terms of protocol. As 

required in studies of this nature, the encouragement was standard and firm to allow for 

the best possible results as it has been demonstrated in the literature that this can affect 

the outcome (Engel, et al., 2019; Rendos, et al., 2019). The same information was used 

in ASSA and IKD testing by saying to the participant: "When I say three start pushing 

against the device, start slowly to remove the slack between the device's foam and your 

leg and then push as hard as you can". The encouragement was consistent on both devices 

and consisted of "Push, push, push and stop" or "Bend your knee, bend, bend and stop". 

These instructions were kept over chapter 5 and 6.  

 

 

Participants were required to perform knee extension (Figure 4.2) and knee flexion 

(Figure 4.3) movements in two different positions on two different days in consecutive 

weeks.  

 Figure 4. 2 Knee extension 

 

 

 

 

     

 Figure 4. 3 Knee flexion 
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To address this, inexperienced testers had a previous two-hour training session on the 

theoretical background of the use of manual muscle testing and the use of ASSA with an 

experienced physiotherapist. Testers were provided with practical training on the use of 

manual muscle tests. The author was responsible for both concentric and isometric 

training by executing the tests with and without the HHD and providing adequate verbal 

feedback throughout the procedure. Testing set-up is demonstrated by figure 4.4. 

Figure 4. 4 ASSA prototype and set-up 

 

 

Testing was done with at least a five-minute rest between trials to reduce fatigue, 

similar to the protocol developed by Mentiplay, et al. (2015). Between each testing day 

there was a 5-12 day interval, as per other studies (Kilmer, et al., 1997; Thorborg, et al., 

2010; Stockton, et al, 2011; Dowman, et al., 2016), to minimise any learning effect but 

still guarantee that there are no considerable changes in strength due to training.   

Participants were given 5-10 seconds to rest between contractions, 1 minute between 

movements and 5-10 minutes between devices/testers and for repositioning to reduce 

fatigue (Whinton, et al., 2018). Participants were also asked not to perform any vigorous 

physical activity in the 48h preceding each testing session and to maintain their nutritional 

and activity habits.  Subjects were, as much as possible, scheduled to perform the test at 

similar times of the day to minimise any diurnal influence in strength production. The 

participants used the same warm-up routine on both the IKD and manual muscle testing 

days, and all testing was performed on the dominant leg (this was determined beforehand 

by asking the participant which leg they used to kick a ball).  
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In HHD research, make tests are usually preferred as they are easier to perform due to the 

lower forces at play when compared to break tests (Bohannon, 1988; Stratford and Balsor, 

1994). However, since they are isometric, there is no information about how force 

changes through the range of motion.  

As the new ASSA prototype can collect information through the range of motion, it was 

decided to use isometric testing and the technique described by the Oxford Scale, also 

named Medical Research Council Manual Muscle Testing scale. The assessment is made 

from resisting movement through the available range of motion using a concentric 

movement (concentric testing) in this type of testing. For the isometric (figure 4.5 and 

4.6) and concentric (figure 4.7) testing, the test's position was standardised (Table 4.1) for 

both tester and participant.  

As per the Oxford Scale, manual testing requires maximum concentric force to be resisted 

in the available ROM. While in the isometric testing, participants were asked to exert as 

much force as possible for 5 seconds to elicit maximal muscle fibre recruitment 

(Bohannon, 1997). The two testers were always present for testing (one performing the 

MMTs; the other, providing support and controlling the laptop). In order to guarantee a 

specific position for the isometric test, a goniometer was placed by the assistant to indicate 

the correct initial position. Any loss of control throughout the range or inability to keep 

the isometric movement's predetermined position meant the test was repeated. If the tester 

was still unable to conduct a valid test, then this would be categorised as "invalid" and 

the data discarded.  

 

Figure 4. 5 Isometric knee extension   
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Figure 4. 6 Isometric knee flexion 

 

 

Regarding the knee flexion movements, it was decided to standardise this movement by 

asking participants to "keep their foot and toes up" during ASSA and IKD testing (this 

was also performed on chapter 5 and 6).  This is due to the influence of the gastrocnemius 

on knee flexion moment torque which is minimised in this position (Galluci and Challis, 

2002).  

 

Figure 4. 7 Knee flexion concentric testing position 
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Table 4. 1 Testing position by movement 

Activity Subjects' Position ASSA 

Knee 

Extension 

Isometric 

and 

concentric 

 

Sat on an IKD chair, cross the arms and not hold the 

testing chair during the procedure.  The chair was 

upright at 85°, and back support was adjusted to allow 

free knee flexion.  

Isometric extension - the test starts at 60° knee 

extension 

Concentric extension – the test starts from a relaxed 

seated position (+-90/100°). 

The tester directed ASSA's contact area to the anterior lower third of 

the tibia just above the tibial malleoli while maintaining a gricular 

orientation with the lower leg segment, maintained throughout the 

movement. 

Knee Flexion 

Isometric 

The subjects were asked to sit on an IKD chair, cross 

the arms and not hold the testing chair during the testing 

procedure. The chair was upright at 85°, and back 

support was adjusted to allow free knee flexion.  

Isometric extension - the test starts at 90°. 

The tester directed ASSA's contact area to the posterior lower third of 

the tibia just above the tibial malleoli while maintaining a 

perpendicular orientation with the lower leg segment, maintained 

throughout the movement.  
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Knee Flexion 

concentric 

Prone position, on a plinth, while keeping their arms 

next to their body and not hold the testing plinth during 

the testing procedure, lower limbs straight and toes 

hanging over the edge of the table. Allow for at least 5-

10° of knee flexion before applying resistance to 

facilitate the application of force to the segment.  

The tester directed ASSA's contact area to the posterior lower third of 

the tibia just above the tibial malleoli while maintaining a 

perpendicular orientation with the lower leg segment, maintained 

throughout the movement. Position of Therapist: On the side of the leg 

to be tested. The dynamometer on the posterior surface of the leg just 

above the ankle.   
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The testers were instructed to use a modified technique from Manual Muscle Testing 

(Hislop and Montgomery, 2007) with an appropriate body position to minimise testing 

errors and optimise mechanical advantage over the participants (Kelln, et al., 2008).  

Throughout testing the testers directed ASSA's contact area to the lower third of the tibia 

(anteriorly or posteriorly according to the movement tested) and a 90º orientation with 

the moving segment was enforced throughout the movement to maximise force delivered 

and facilitate resistance. Testing positions used followed the protocol proposed by 

previous authors such as Bohannon (1986); Dowman, et al. (2016) and Muff, et al. (2016). 

At the end of the protocol, a 5-10 minutes rest was provided between testers or before 

changing to the IKD. The protocol for HHD is described in table 4.2. 

 

Table 4. 2 Protocol outline - ASSA 

Muscle 

group 

Activity 

(3x) 

Starting 

position 

Time Position Rest 

 

Knee 

extensors 

Isometric  60° 5 seconds Seated 1 min. 

Concentric 

Extension 

Relaxed position N/A Seated 1 min. 

 

Knee 

Flexors 

Isometric 90° 5 seconds Seated 1 min. 

Concentric  

Flexion 

Relaxed position N/A Prone  5-10 min. 

Note: N/A – Not applicable; min.: Minute 

 

 

The IKD (HUMAC NORM Model 770; CSMi, Stoughton, MA, USA) protocol followed 

the manufacturer's instruction for this type of activity. All movements were recorded 

using the gravity corrected feature. The chair was set-up in two different positions, seated 

and prone. For the seated position, the tester adjusted the chest, thigh, and lower 

leg straps. The subject was then asked to cross the arms and not hold the testing chair 
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during the procedure. The subject was positioned as per the manufacturer's instructions 

with a chair back angle of 85°, and the other parameters were adjusted to match individual 

differences. In the prone position the back of the seat was positioned at 0° so the subject 

would be flat with the alignment of the axis of the dynamometer in the same region as for 

the seated position. For further details see table 4.3. 

The knee joint axis was aligned with the mechanical axis of the dynamometer. About 2cm 

were allowed between the back of the tester's leg and the chair to allow for maximal 

flexion. Each participant's chair position was recorded so it could be positioned in the 

same orientation for the follow-up trial (The IKD chair was used for all seating tests). The 

participants' arms were kept on the side without holding the chair. For the prone position, 

a plinth was used, and no straps were utilised.  
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Table 4. 3 Protocol outline - IKD 

MUSCLE GROUP ACTIVITY (5X) STARTING POSITION SPEED POSITION REST 

 

KNEE EXTENSORS 

Isokinetic Knee flexion (90º-110º) 30°/sec Seated 1 min. 

Isokinetic Knee flexion (90º-110º) 60º/sec Seated 1 min. 

Isometric 60º flexion N/A Seated 1 min 

 

KNEE FLEXORS 

Isometric 90° flexion N/A Seated 1 min. 

Isokinetic Knee flexion (110º-120º) 30°/sec Prone 1 min. 

Isokinetic Knee flexion (110º-120º) 60º/sec Prone 5-10 min. 
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On average, 60 seconds rest was provided between sets to allow for recovery and in line 

with previous research (Parcell, et al., 2002). Isometric knee extension was assessed at 

60° degrees (0° – full extension) as this was reported to be the mean angle of peak force 

(Deones, Wiley and Worrell, 1994) while isometric knee flexion was tested at 90° to be 

similar to the test done by Andrews, Thomas and Bohannon (1996). The IKD tested each 

participant maximal available range for each movement. 

  

4.5    Data processing 

The author wrote a customised RStudio (Version 1.2.5033 © 2009-2019) program to 

analyse the data collected from the ASSA and the IKD. 

Data processing consisted of the following steps: 

1. A zero-phase shift 5Hz low-pass 4th order Butterworth filter was designed to filter the 

data from the devices. As the devices had different sampling rates (ASSA – 10Hz; IKD 

– 500Hz), a cubic spline interpolation was used to allow for a more accurate comparison.  

2. ASSA measures strength in Kg, unlike the IKD, which uses Newton-meter (Nm) as the 

standard unit of measure. Taking this difference into account, and for validity purposes, 

it was necessary to convert ASSA strength from Kg to Nm. To do this, Kg were 

transformed into Newtons (1Kg = 9.81N), but lower leg segment sizes were also needed. 

As those were not gathered at the time of data collection, the height estimation formula 

from Trotter and Gleser (1958) was used to estimate individual leg segment size using a 

linear regression analysis. The final value of the leg segment used for torque estimation 

was equal to the theoretical values obtained from Trotter and Gleser (1958) minus 4cm 

to account for the dynamometer's position on the participant's lower leg. Data in Nm was 

then compared. 

3. Gravitational moment correction for the ASSA force output (when comparing the IKD) 

was done using the method suggested by Kellis and Baltzopoulus (1996), the authors used 

anthropometric data from Dempster (1955). Following their equation the knee joint 

gravitational correction was defined as: M = (l*0.437)*(0.06*BW), with M = 
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gravitational moment, l = length of the limb (m), 0.437= centre of mass proximal joint 

distance/segment length, 0.06 = leg-foot weight/body weight, and BW = body weight (N).  

4. Data were tested for normality using Shapiro-Wilks (p<0.05). Mean and standard 

deviations (SDs) are reported. Muscle strength was reported in kilograms (Kg) for ASSA 

when comparing values between testers but was reported in Newton-meter (Nm) when 

being compared with the IKD output (Nm). The angle of peak torque results are reported 

in degrees (°). For both types of reliability results were categorised as poor if below 0.5, 

moderate if between 0.5 – 0.74, as good if above 0.74, and as excellent if larger than 0.90. 

5. A dependent t-test was performed to compare the mean force for each movement tested, 

effect sizes are reported with Cohen's D with small effect reported as r = 0.10, medium 

effect as r = 0.30 and large effects as r = 0.50. Bonferroni correction was used when 

performing the analysis with a p-value of 0.025. 

 

 

Intra-rater reliability and responsiveness: The approaches to analyse Intrarater 

reliability included intraclass correlation coefficient (ICC), standard error of 

measurement (SEM) and in percentage (SEM%) while Minimal detectable change 

(MDC) in percentage (MDC%) was used to test for responsiveness. The degree of 

correlation as defined by Schrout and Fleiss (1979) is calculated using a mean of 

three repetitions and comparing the data between different days of all the maximal 

strength tests and is calculated using ICC (2,3). The ICC (2,3), uses a two-way random 

effects model. Results also include reliability measures (intra-day) for comparison 

between three repetitions for each tester– ICC (2,1) (Koo and Li, 2016). 

 

Inter-rater reliability and responsiveness: To assess the degree of reliability between 

different testers, the tests used were similar to Intrarater reliability: ICC, SEM and MDC. 

The degree of correlation between testers was done using the average (force or angle) 

of three repetitions of all the maximal strength tests.  The ICC (2,3) reflects a two-way 

random effects model. 
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SEM results were obtained by multiplying the standard deviation from the first session 

output (SD1) by the square root of one minus the ICC: 

SEM = SD1√1 − 𝐼𝐶𝐶 

 

This was then converted to a percentage (SEM%) to facilitate comparison with similar 

research following the equation:  

 

SEM% = (SEM/mean) × 100  

(Portney and Watkins, 2015) 

 

 MDC for 95% confidence intervals were calculated with z = 1.96:  

MDC = z × SEM × √2  

 

 This was also reported in percentage (MDC%): 

MDC% = (MDC/mean) × 100 

(Lexell and Downham, 2005) 

 

These tests were done for the maximum force produced (peak force) and angle of which 

this peak force was achieved (angle of peak force), to facilitate comparison with similar 

research on both inter and intratester reliability (Portney and Watkins, 2015).  

 

Concurrent Validity: To assess validity of the new prototype; Pearson's r correlation, 

Bland Altman analysis – Limits of Agreement (LOA). (Zaki, et al, 2012). WLP regression 

was used to quantify the agreement between the two devices and can provide a calibration 

equation (Ludbrook, 2010). Data analysis followed these steps: 
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1. To determine concurrent validity Bland Altman analysis were run for each movement 

assessed using the prototype (only for tester 1 who assessed all participants). 

Comparisons with the IKD used knee extension and flexion data at 30º/sec, 60º/sec and 

isometric. 

2. Shapiro-Wilk (p <0.05) test was used to assess normality. When the data set was 

determined to be non-normal (line of best fit different from zero) a log-transformed BA 

analysis was done.  

3. Due to difficulty to interpret Bland-Altman plots on a log scale, results were transformed 

back to the original scale using anti-logs and plotting the data from the ratio between 

ASSA and the IKD against means from both devices (Bland and Altman, 1999).  

4. If the line of best fit from the BA analysis was still not zero after the log transform, then 

a regression-based V-shaped BA plot was done (Ludbrook, 2010). To aid interpretation 

of this plot a percentage BA plot was done as in the above point. BA plots were not created 

to determine a numeric output that determines if a method is valid or not compared to 

another but to give an indication of differences between methods given a determined 

spectrum of measurements.  

 

4.6    Results 

A total of 24 participants were recruited (6 females and 18 males) between 18 and 40 

years of age mean (SD) - 24.92 (6.18). Mean (SD) height was 174.82 cm (8.43) and 

ranged from 158cm to 188cm; mean (SD) weight was 77.58kg (20.27) with a range of 

55kg to 150kg.  Participants were required to attend two sessions, first for IKD and ASSA 

testing and on the second day for ASSA testing with two different testers. Two 

participants did not return for the second assessment, and therefore no data was collected 

regarding inter-tester reliability. In total, tester 1 assessed 24 participants at least once, 

tester 2 assessed 12 participants, and tester 3 assessed 10 participants.  

Tester 1 could not resist isometric knee extension movement from one of the participants 

whereas Tester 2 could not resist knee extension isometric movement in 6 participants or 

resist/maintain control during knee extension concentric movement for 3 participants. 

Lastly, tester 3 could not maintain position with 3 different participants when assessing 
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isometric knee extension. For each movement that testers could not resist, data was 

discarded and not used for statistical analysis. 

 

 

 

For between day reliability (day 1 vs day 2), the ICC (2,3) results (table 4.4) demonstrated 

increased reliability for peak force using the knee extension concentric test compared to 

the extension isometric data and equal reliability when comparing concentric flexion with 

isometric flexion.  For tester 1, ICC was 0.93 (95% CI: 0.8-0.97) for knee extension 

concentric when compared with isometric extension 0.83 (95% CI: 0.6-0.94). Whereas 

knee flexion concentric ICC was 0.83 (95% CI: 0.6-0.93) and isometric knee flexion was 

0.83 (95% CI: 0.6-0.93). 

 

Table 4. 4 ICC(2,3), SEM and MDC for peak force per movement tested (day 1 vs day 2 

– Tester 1) 

 ICC (CI) SEM (%) MDC (%) 

ISOM EX 0.83 (0.6-0.94) 3.48 kg (5.9%) 9.65 kg (20.4%) 

CONC EXT 0.93 (0.8-0.97) 2.12 kg (5.04%) 5.88 kg (14%) 

ISO FLEX 0.83 (0.6-0.93) 2.72 kg (9.8%) 7.54 kg (27.2%) 

CONC FLEX 0.83 (0.6-0.93) 1.80 kg (8.9%) 4.99 kg (24.74%) 

Note: ISOM EX- Isometric extension; CONC EXT- Concentric extension; ISO FLEX- 

Isometric flexion; CONC FLEX- Concentric flexion; CI – Confidence Interval 

 

The concentric tests display smaller SEM (1.80 and 2.12kg for flexion and extension 

respectively) when compared with isometric testing (2.72 and 3.48kg for flexion and 

extension respectively) (see table 4.4). MDC results show that concentric testing (4.99kg 
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for flexion and 5.88kg extension) is smaller than isometric testing (7.54kg for flexion and 

9.65kg for extension).  

Total mean force production for tester 1 comparing isometric and concentric tests (table 

4.5) reveals that isometric tests produce on average more force than concentric tests 

regardless of the day and tested articulation. Table 4.6 shows statistically significant 

higher force produced by isometric testing on extension (Day 1 – 4.94kg and Day 2 – 

7.17kg (p < 0.001)) and knee flexion (Day 1 – 7.22kg and Day 2 – 8.15kg (p < 0.001)) 

on average (table 4.6), large effects sizes for the difference between isometric and 

concentric tests were also found. 

 

Table 4. 5 Strength mean in Kg(SD) for day 1 and day 2 (Tester 1) 

 ISOM EX CONC EXT ISO FLEX CONC FLEX 

DAY 1 47.61 (8.46) 42.67 (8.44) 26.53 (6.61) 21.20 (4.40) 

DAY 2 49.84 (10.01) 42.67 (9.84) 27.36 (8.04) 21.55 (5.20) 

Note: ISOM EX- Isometric extension; CONC EXT- Concentric extension; ISO FLEX- 

Isometric flexion; CONC FLEX- Concentric flexion 
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Table 4. 6 T-test comparison of mean force differences isometric vs concentric tests by day and joint 

 DIFF 95% CI T - VALUE P-VALUE EFFECT SIZE 

ISOM. VS CONC. 

EXTENSION – D1 

4.94 3.02 – 6.68 5.33 <0.001 0.75 

ISOM. VS CONC. 

FLEXION- D1 

7.22 5.26-9.19 7.61 <0.001 0.85 

ISOM. VS CONC. 

EXTENSION – D2 

7.17 4.75-9.59 6.18 <0.001 0.81 

ISOM. VS CONC. 

FLEXION- D2 

8.15 4.30-12 4.40 <0.001 0.69 

Note: ISOM- Isometric; CONC- Concentric; D1 – Day 1; D2 – Day 2 
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For the intra-session reliability (ICC(2,1)) the following tables 4.7 and 4.8 describe results 

for each movement (either the maximum force or angle of peak force output). Table 4.7 

displays good reliability (ICC≥0.80) for tester 1 in both extension and flexion concentric 

tests (peak force) with an SEM of 6.78% and 9.51%, respectively. Tester 2 showed good 

reliability for both extension and flexion (table 4.8), with an ICC of 0.85 and 0.87 

respectively and SEM of 5.13% and 9.49%. For tester 3, the reliability was poor with an 

ICC of 0.36 (extension) and 0.44 (flexion).
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Table 4. 7 Intra-session reliability ICC (2,1), SEM and MDC for tester 1 (Day 1) 

T1 ICC (2,1) P-VALUE CI SEM (%) MDC (%) 

CE 0.89 <0.01 0.80-0.95 2.87 (6.78%) 7.96 (18.8%) 

CF 0.80 <0.01 0.65-0.90 1.90 (9.51%) 5.3 (26.41%) 

Note: CE - Concentric Extension; CF - Concentric Flexion 

Table 4. 8 Intra-session reliability ICC (2,1), SEM and MDC for tester 2 and 3 

T2 ICC (2,1) P-VALUE CI SEM MDC 

CE 0.85 <0.01 0.67-0.95 1.49(5.13%) 4.13(14.25%) 

CF 0.87 <0.01 0.69-0.95 1.63(9.49%) 4.52(26.34%) 

T3 ICC (2,3) p-value CI SEM MDC 

CE 0.36 <0.05 0.00071-0.75 NA NA 

CF 0.44 <0.01 0.064-0.79 NA NA 

Note: CE - Concentric Extension; CF - Concentric Flexion 
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Angle of peak force for tester 1 (table 4.9) shows moderate reliability (between days 1 

and 2) for knee extension (ICC – 0.61). Knee flexion revealed moderate reliability as well 

with ICC=0.71. The SEM(%) for knee extension was 9.28%, and an MDC(%) of 25.70%; 

a larger SEM and MDC for knee flexion was found with 18.52% and 51.29%, 

respectively. 

 

Table 4. 9 Between session comparison for tester 1 angle of peak force  

T1 ICC 

(2,3) 

P-VAL. CI SEM(%) MDC(%) 

EXT. 0.61 <0.05 -0.001 – 0.85 3.01(9.28%) 8.34(25.70%) 

FLEX. 0.71 <0.01 0.34– 0.86 5.82(18.52%) 16.13(51.29%) 

Note: Ext. – Extension: Flex. - Flexion 

When comparing ICC(2,1) levels for angle peak force the results in table 4.10 reveal poor 

reliability for tester 1 on both day 1 (0.23) and 2 (0.48) when resisting knee extension, 

while tester 2 (0.53) and tester 3 (0.55) show moderate reliability. Knee flexion reliability 

levels increase slightly for both tester 1 – day1 (0.59), tester 1 - day 2 (0.68) and tester 3 

(0.59), while tester 2 (0.43) results were poor. SEM(%) values from knee extension 

concentric was 15% (tester 2), meanwhile knee flexion ranged from 21.63% (tester 1 – 

day 1), 27.45% (tester 1 – day 2), and 35.38% for tester 3. MDC(%) values for tester 1 

were quite high for knee flexion at almost 60% for day 1 and over 70% at day 2. Novice 

testers 2 and 3 demonstrated similar values with 41.72% and 52.68% respectively for 

knee extension. MDC(%) for tester 1 displayed an MDC higher than 59% in both days 

and tester 3 with an MDC of 97.99%. 

The results from the reliability for the IKD (ICC(2,1)) are reported in table 4.11 with 

moderate to good reliability in all movements tested at 30º/sec and 60º/sec. MDC values 

were lower at 60º/sec than at 30º/sec.  
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Table 4. 10 Intra-tester ICC(2,1) Angle of peak force (º) - ASSA 

T1 ICC (2,1) P-VALUE CI SEM(%) MDC(%) 

EXTENSION – D1 0.23 0.03 -0.01 – 0.51 NA NA 

FLEXION – D1 0.59 <0.01 0.37 – 0.78 6.53 (21.63%) 18.10 (59.93%) 

EXTENSION – D2 0.48 <0.01 0.23 – 0.71 NA NA 

FLEXION – D2 0.68 <0.01 0.48 – 0.84 6.64 (27.45%) 18.40 (76.05%) 

T2 ICC (2,1) p-value CI SEM(%) MDC(%) 

EXTENSION 0.53 <0.01 0.17 – 0.82 6.26 (15%) 17.34 (41.72%) 

FLEXION 0.43 <0.05 -0.032 – 0.85 NA NA 

T3 ICC (2,1) p-value CI SEM(%) MDC(%) 

EXTENSION 0.55 <0.01 0.17 – 0.85 6.49 (19.01%) 17.97 (52.68%) 

FLEXION 0.59 <0.01 0.21 – 0.86 8.73 (35.38%) 24.18 (97.99%) 
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Table 4. 11 Intra-tester ICC (2,1)Angle of peak force (º) – IKD 

IKD 30°/SEC ICC (2,1) P-VALUE CI SEM(%) MDC(%) 

EXTENSION 0.76 <0.01 0.53-0.89 5.16 (8.19%) 14.30 (22.70%) 

FLEXION 0.85 <0.01 0.7-0.93 8.08 (18.79%) 22.39 (52.07%) 

IKD 60°/SEC ICC (2,1) p-value CI SEM(%) MDC(%) 

EXTENSION 0.84 <0.01 0.68-0.93 3.19 (7.38%) 8.84 (20.43%) 

FLEXION 0.70 <0.01 0.42-0.87 3.53 (5.72%) 9.77 (15.85%) 
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As seen in table 4.12, ICC(2,3) tests display a good correlation for inter-rater reliability 

in the Isometric Flexion T1/T2 movement. Reliability is considered moderate in Isometric 

Flexion (T1/T3) and concentric Flexion (T1/T3). All remaining comparisons show poor 

inter-tester reliability. 

 

Table 4. 12 ICC (95% CI) peak force between testers 

T1/T2 ICC (2,3) P-

VALUE 

CI SEM(%) MDC(%) 

CE. 0.18 0.3 -0.3 – 0.3 NA NA 

ISO. EXT. 0.32 0.24 -0.24 – 0.74 NA NA 

CF 0.44 0.2 -0.19 – 0.19 NA NA 

ISO. FLEX. 0.86 <0.05 (0.50 – 0.96) 6.70 (24.36%) 18.54 (6.46%) 

T1/T3 ICC (2,3) p-value CI SEM MDC 

CE 0.36 <0.05 -0.16 – 0.74 NA NA 

ISO. EXT. 0.23 0.3 -0.26 – 0.77 NA NA 

CF 0.70 <0.05 -0.2 – 0.93 2.55 (13.52%) 7.05 (37.44%) 

ISO. FLEX. 0.74 <0.04 -0.12 – 0.94 3.23(10.93%) 8.95 (30.26%) 

Note: CE – Concentric extension; CF- Concentric flexion; Iso. – Isometric; Ext.: -

Extension; Flex. – Flexion; T1 -Tester 1; T2 – Tester 2; T3 – Tester 3. 

 

Inter-tester reliability for peak force data shows T1/T3 (the only with at least moderate 

reliability for both concentric and isometric tests) (see table 4.12) isometric testing 

produces a slightly smaller SEM(%) in knee flexion movements (13.52% and 10.93%). 
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As seen in table 4.13, inter-tester reliability for angle of peak force is poor for T1/T2, for 

knee extension (-0.10) and for knee flexion (0.13), whereas for T1 vs T3 the reported 

ICC for knee extension is 0.27 and knee flexion is 0.70 (SEM=21.06%). 

 

Table 4. 13 ICC for angle of peak force comparison for T1/T2 and T1/ T3 (º) 

T1/T2 ICC 

(2,3) 

P-

VALUE 

CI SEM MDC 

CE. -0.10 0.6 -0.95 – 0.57 NA NA 

CF 0.13 0.4 -1.5 – 0.75 NA NA 

T1/T3 ICC 

(2,3) 

p-value CI SEM MDC 

CE 0.27 0.3 -1.8 – 0.82 NA NA 

CF 0.70 0.03 -0.09 – 0.92 5.37 (21.06%) 14.88 (58.34%) 

Note: CE – Concentric extension; CF- Concentric flexion; T1 -Tester 1; T2 – Tester 2; 

T3 – Tester 3. 

 

 

Results for concurrent validity analysis for peak force are presented next (table 4.14) 

firstly with Pearson´s correlations, followed by WLP regression analysis and finally 

Bland-Altman Analysis. As data showed low reliability for angle of peak torque, validity 

analysis was not performed. Table 4.14 shows moderate correlations between the IKD 

and ASSA v2 for both the isometric extension movements and for concentric extension 

movement tested at 30º/sec. The correlation was lower for the extension movement tested 

at 60º/sec. For flexion movements, the correlations are moderate to good, with a slightly 

lower value (0.65) for the comparison between the IKD 60º/sec and 30º/sec.  
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Table 4. 14 Pearson´s correlations for peak torque (IKD vs ASSA) 

 CORR. 95% CI P VALUE DF T 

ISOMETRIC 

EXTENSION 

0.55 0.18 – 0.79 0.006 21 3.03 

IKD 30º/SEC 

EXTENSION 

0.56 0.20 – 0.79 0.004 22 3.18 

IKD 60º/SEC 

EXTENSION 

0.44 0.05 – 0.72 0.03 22 2.31 

ISOMETRIC 

FLEXION 

0.75 0.49 – 0.89 3.423e-05 21 5.24 

IKD 30º/SEC 

FLEXION 

0.69 0.41 – 0.86 0.0001 22 4.58 

IKD 60º/SEC 

FLEXION 

0.65 0.34 – 0.84 0.0005 22 4.04 

 

Results for WLP regression (table 4.15) show no proportional or fixed bias between the 

IKD tests and the new prototype, this is demonstrated if zero is present in the confidence 

intervals from the interception (a) – proportional bias – and presence of 1 on the 

confidence intervals from the slope (b). From the b slope, it is clear that Isometric 

extension is the only movement that slightly underestimates the results from IKD (b = 

0.945) where all the remaining movements overestimate the gold standard. This is 

particularly visible in the isometric flexion test with (b = 1.28).   
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Table 4. 15 WLP regression analysis IKD vs ASSA for peak torque 

Note: A – Interception; B – Slope; IE- Isometric extension; CE- Concentric extension; 

IF- Isometric flexion; CF- Concentric flexion  

 

In table 4.16, the correlation between IKD and ASSA for the angle peak torque is 

presented, with low levels of correlations presented. For this reason, no further validity 

analysis was performed. 

 

Table 4. 16 Correlation between IKD and ASSA – Angle of peak torque 

 CORR. 95% CI P VALUE DF T 

IKD30º/SEC 

EXTENSION 

0.20 -0.22-0.56 0.34 22 0.97 

IKD60º/SEC 

EXTENSION 

0.29 -0.13-0.62 0.17 22 1.42 

IKD30º/SEC 

FLEXION 

0.003 -0.4-0.41 0.99 22 0.01 

IKD30º/SEC 

FLEXION 

0.25 -0.18-0.60 0.23 22 1.22 

Note: Corr. - Correlation 

MOVEMENT A CI (A) B CI (B) 

IE – ISO IKD 4.16 -66.41 – 74.73 0.945 0.53 – 1.36 

CE – IKD30º/SEC -22.42 -92.83 – 47.99 1.05 0.61- 1.49 

CE – IKD60º/SEC -16.55 -87.89 – 54.79 1.10 0.62 – 1.58 

IF – ISO IKD 2.68 -24.01 – 29.38 1.28 0.830 – 1.72 

CF – IKD30º/SEC 1.17 -19.71 – 22.05 1.07 0.67 – 1.47 

CF – IKD60º/SEC -1.87 -24.85 – 21.11 1.28 0.78 – 1.78 
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Presented in the following sections are the tables and graphs describing the agreement 

between ASSA v2 and the IKD. Comparisons were assessed between isometric 

movements from ASSA and the IKD. At the same time, ASSA v2 concentric tests were 

compared with two different IKD speeds (30º/sec and 60º/sec). Log transform graphs 

were reported for all tests where the log-transform did not eliminate bias when calculating 

the differences. 

 

 

Log transform Bland-Altman analysis did not remove bias (figure 4.8) therefore, Bland-

Altman analysis (ratio by means) was performed. For knee extension, when comparing 

isometric tests, ASSA v2 values (figure 4.9 and table 4.17) were between -38% and 51% 

of those from the gold standard while revealing an average underestimate of -2%.  

 

Figure 4. 8 Bland-Altman plot isometric knee extension ASSA vs IKD (log transform) 
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Figure 4. 9 Bland-Altman plot Isometric knee extension ASSA vs IKD in Nm 

 

 

Table 4. 17 Bland-Altman LOA Isometric extension– ASSA vs IKD in Nm (ratio and 

percentage) 

ISOMETRIC 

EXTENSION 

ESTIMATE 

(RATIO (%)) 

LOWER UPPER 

BIAS (N = 23) 0.98 (-2%) 0.89 (-11%) 1.07 (7%) 

LOWER LOA 0.62 (-38%) 0.52 (-48%) 0.72 (-28%) 

UPPER LOA 1.51 (51%) 1.26 (26%) 1.82 (82%) 

 

Results from knee extension concentric test (ASSA vs IKD 30º/sec – figure 4.10) 

demonstrate a negative bias of -13.80Nm with LOA from -82.19 to 54.59;  table 4.18 and 

figure 4.11 display a negative bias of -7% with 95% of the results from ASSA fitting 

between -44% and 30% of the gold-standard.  
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Figure 4. 10 Bland-Altman plot concentric knee extension - ASSA vs IKD 30º/sec in Nm 

 

Figure 4. 11 ASSA concentric knee extension vs IKD 30º/sec in Nm 

 

 

Table 4. 18 Bland-Altman LOA concentric knee extension - ASSA vs IKD30º/sec in Nm 

(ratio and percentage) 

IKD 30º/SEC ESTIMATE RATIO LOWER UPPER 

BIAS (N = 24) -13.80 0.93 (- 7%) -28.53 0.93 

LOWER LOA -82.19 0.56 (-44%) -107.72 -56.65 

UPPER LOA 54.59 1.30 (30%) 29.05 80.12 
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BA plot from the comparisons between ASSA concentric extension and the IKD 60º/sec 

(figure 4.12) reveals a small but positive bias, where ASSA appears to overestimate the 

IKD 60º/sec (figure 4.13) results by 1% lower LOA -44% and the upper LOA 46% (table 

4.19).  

Figure 4. 12 ASSA concentric knee extension vs IKD 60º/sec in Nm 

 

 

Figure 4. 13 Concentric knee extension ASSA vs IKD 60º/sec in Nm 
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Table 4. 19 Bland-Altman LOA concentric knee extension - ASSA vs IKD60º/sec in Nm 

(ratio and percentage) 

IKD 60º/SEC ESTIMATE RATIO (%) LOWER UPPER 

BIAS (N = 24) -0.98 1.01 (1%) -17.09 15.12 

LOWER LOA -75.76 -0.56 (-44%) -103.68 -47.83 

UPPER LOA 73.79 1.46 (46%) 45.87 101.71 

 

 

The BA analysis using log-transform for isometric flexion did not eliminate bias and 

therefore a V-shaped 95% confidence interval was created (figure 4.14), this can be done 

using the BA method or using the one suggested by Ludbrook (2010) via WLP regression. 

As the WLP data was already available from previous analysis, the Ludbrook (2010) 

method was chosen. Isometric flexion data (figure 4.15 and table 4.20) shows an 

overestimate of 32% by ASSA, while 95% confidence intervals place the LOA between 

104% and -16% of the IKD. 

 

Figure 4. 14 V-shaped LOA Isometric flexion – ASSA vs IKD in Nm 
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Figure 4. 15 Bland-Altman plot knee flexion isometric - ASSA vs IKD in Nm 

 

 

Table 4. 20 Bland-Altman LOA Isometric knee flexion – ASSA vs IKD isometric in Nm 

(ratio and percentage) 

ISOMETRIC 

FLEXION 

ESTIMATE 

(RATIO (%)) 

LOWER UPPER 

BIAS (N = 23) 1.32 (32%) 1.19 (19%) 1.45 (45%) 

LOWER LOA 0.84 (-16%) 0.71 (-29%) 1.0 (0%) 

UPPER LOA 2.04 (104%) 1.74 (74%) 2.44 (144%) 

 

The comparison between concentric knee flexion and IKD 30º/sec reveal a slight bias of 

5.04Nm (12%) from the prototype (figure 4.16), while ratio analysis in percentage shows 

the LOA are between -37% and 61% (figure 4.17 and table 4.21). 
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Figure 4. 16 Bland-Altman plot concentric knee flexion ASSA vs IKD 30º/sec in Nm 

 

 

Figure 4. 17 ASSA concentric knee flexion vs IKD30º/sec in Nm 
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Table 4. 21 Bland-Altman LOA knee flexion - ASSA vs IKD 30º/sec in Nm (ratio and 

percentage) 

 ESTIMATE RATIO (%) LOWER UPPER 

BIAS (N = 

24) 

5.04 1.12 (12%) -0.08 10.16 

LOWER 

LOA 

-18.73 0.63 (-37%) -27.61 -9.86 

UPPER LOA 28.82 1.61 (61%) 19.94 37.69 

 

BA analysis for ASSA concentric knee flexion vs IKD 60º/sec (figure 4.18) demonstrate 

ASSA overestimates the IKD, by an average of 24% (figure 4.19 and table 4.22), with an 

lower LOA of -21% and a upper LOA of 95%. 

 

Figure 4. 18 Bland-Altman plot concentric knee flexion ASSA IKD 60º/sec (log 

transform) 
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Figure 4. 19 Bland-Altman plot concentric knee flexion ASSA vs IKD 60º/sec in Nm 

 

 

Table 4. 22 Concentric knee flexion vs IKD 60º/sec (ratio and percentage) 

ISOMETRIC 

EXTENSION 

ESTIMATE 

(RATIO (%)) 

LOWER UPPER 

BIAS (N = 24) 1.24 (24%) 1.12 1.35 

LOWER LOA 0.79 (-21%) 0.68 0.93 

UPPER LOA 1.95 (95%) 1.62 2.29 

 

4.7    Discussion 

Physiotherapists assess strength regularly in their everyday practice, and most 

professionals use manual muscle tests. Evident problems with manual muscle tests have 

been identified (see chapter 3, section 3.2.4) - nonetheless, these are still the dominant 

approach in clinical practice. The current pilot study was critical on this prototype's early-

stage development by investigating clinimetric properties to establish intra and inter tester 

reliability and validity. The study also contributed to establishing an adequate approach 

for future trials. 
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The pilot study found that smaller peak force values were retrieved when the concentric 

test is used for knee extension and flexion – compared to the isometric test. This was 

already a documented fact from previous research comparing isometric and concentric 

muscle actions (Doss and Karpovich, 1965; Knapik, et al., 1983) but to the author's 

knowledge has never been demonstrated in manual muscle tests while using a concentric 

HHD. The overall strength difference might be an essential point favouring the concentric 

approach mainly when testing stronger patients or at a later stage in rehabilitation where 

most physiotherapists might struggle to get reliable results due to the participants' 

strength.  

 

 

 

The results for intra-tester reliability (between-session ICC(2,3)) showed that tester 1 had 

good reliability for average peak force in all movements (ICC>0.75). Concentric testing 

was at least as reliable as isometric testing and more reliable in the knee extension 

movement. Moreover, SEM for concentric tests for knee extension and flexion is also 

smaller (5.04% - 8.9%) when compared with isometric testing (5.9% - 9.8%), 

respectively. MDC results also suggest that concentric testing (extension: 5.88kg (14%); 

flexion: 4.99kg (24.74%)) appears to be superior – by detecting smaller differences - 

when compared with isometric testing (extension: 9.65kg (20.4%); flexion - 7.54kg 

(27.2%)). These results are statistically significant (p<0.01), as demonstrated in table 4.6 

and are also useful for future reference in similar research for concentric HHDs as they 

have never been reported before. A word of caution is also important as these results 

might not be identical for all other HHDs on the market. 

 

 

In contrast, for the average angle of peak force, the reliability between sessions was 

moderate for knee extension (ICC 0.61) and for knee flexion (ICC 0.71). SEM(%) stood 

at 9.28% for knee extension with MDC(%) at 25.70%, meaning the test can detect 

changes in peak force angle if they are superior to 8.34°, whereas for knee flexion, these 
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are slightly larger with 18.52% (SEM) and 51.29%(MDC). Le-Ngoc and Janssen (2012) 

reported similar values for their new prototype in a knee extension movement (ICC = 

0.75 CI:0.38-0.91). However, the CI (-0.001 – 0.85) for the current prototype is wider, 

which raises questions about its clinical value and needs to be improved further by 

adapting its algorithm. One of the main reasons for the discrepancy may be software 

differences revealed by Le-Ngoc and Janssen (2012) as they explained that their device 

did not need to be constantly aligned with the segment being tested for ROM readings. 

This is not the case with ASSA.  

There are no previous data published for the concentric angle of peak force using an HHD 

for knee flexion, but the results from this pilot study are encouraging as the ICC (0.71) is 

superior to angle of peak force for knee extension, and this suggests that different joints 

or testing positions might offer acceptable results.  

For comparison of the reliability between the gold standard and ASSA, data from three 

repetitions for the angle of peak torque from the IKD was collected (ICC(2,1)). The ICC 

from this study and from Le-Ngoc and Janssen (2012) regarding the IKD ability to detect 

angle of peak torque was smaller than other research. This might rise from the short 

training procedure with the subjects. This is evident when comparing both results with 

the data from Maffiuletti, et al. (2007) where ICC values are larger for both knee 

extension and knee flexion angle of peak torque but where researchers allowed for 20 

repetitions for each movement before testing began as a form of warm-up. 

 

 

Data comparing the reliability between different peak force values between three 

repetitions (ICC(2,1)) for each of the testers showed good reliability for both tester 1 and 

tester 2 in each of the tested movements (concentric flexion and extension), whereas tester 

3 displayed poor reliability with both concentric movements displaying ICC values of 

less than 0.5. This might be due to the possibility that tester 3 tested participants who 

produced larger torques and therefore were inherently more difficult to test. This should 

be investigated further in the next chapter by using testers with more experience. 
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The angle of peak force data demonstrated fair to moderate reliability for knee flexion 

movements for tester 1 and tester 3 (>0.55) whereas tester 2 has poor reliability (<0.36). 

Knee extension reliability for angle of peak force is poor for tester 1 (day 1 and day 2) 

and moderate for tester 2 (0.53) and tester 3 (0.55). Considering knee extension also 

produced the higher peak torque for the trial and tester 1 resisted the higher forces in that 

movement, it might indicate that it is more challenging to maintain the position of the 

device across the range of motion at higher values of the force. This seems to be supported 

by an increase in reliability for testing knee flexion by tester 1 (0.59 – day 1; 0.68 – day 

2) and for tester 3 (0.59) but not for tester 2 (0.43). Further data needs to be collected to 

draw further conclusions. 

 

 

 

Inter-rater reliability for peak force results were divided into two pairs T1/T2 and T1/T3. 

For the pairing T1/T2, reliability for peak torque was poor in knee extension isometric 

(0.32), concentric (0.18) and knee flexion concentric (0.44) with the only acceptable value 

being the test for isometric knee flexion (0.86). When looking at T1/T3, reliability was 

also poor for knee extension isometric and concentric (0.23-0.26), but higher reliability 

was shown on knee flexion isometric and concentric (0.74-0.70). The main explanation 

for this finding is that testers 2 and 3 did not possess any MMT training, which could 

have impaired the comparison with an experienced tester. Further analysis is needed in 

the next chapters to improve insight. 

 

Reliability for inter tester angle of peak force is poor for all movements except for T1/T3 

knee flexion, even though CI intervals for this movement were quite wide, which shades 

doubt over its clinical acceptability. Inter-tester reliability for knee extension is poor for 

the two testing pairs and needs to be improved if it is to be useful for clinicians. 
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Several reasons arise that could contribute to the current results for both (inter-rater 

reliability) peak torque and peak torque angle. Firstly, each tester needed to assess at least 

17 participants for a statistically significant ICC result that was not achieved due to a 

tester's inability to terminate the data collection. Therefore, ICC values for inter-rater 

reliability should be interpreted with this in mind, and further research is needed to clarify 

this point. Secondly, the testers were not able to resist several movements, as reported in 

section 4.6, which might be due to their inexperience and the device's design. The device's 

length can create instability while testing, and the handling area might affect comfort. 

These factors might increase the difficulty in performing an adequate test and influence 

the results. Apart from these issues, low-reliability scores might be related to the current 

testing positions, since the knee extension testing position requires more skill due to 

decreased stability both from the tester and participant. It may also be hypothesised that 

concentric testing requires more training than isometric, particularly for inexperienced 

testers. These issues were further investigated in the next stage of the thesis. 

 

 

The correlation obtained suggests a moderate degree of association between the devices 

for knee extension tests in terms of validity. Whereas for knee flexion tests, the correlation 

was good, showing a superior association with the isometric test than the concentric tests. 

Correlations were superior when testing at lower speeds (30º/sec), this is an important 

point as in future trials only one testing speed will be assessed. In general terms, the 

correlation values are inferior to similar trials (Hansen, et al., 2015; Martins, et al., 2017), 

particularly in knee extension, and should be improved to superior levels to increase the 

validity of ASSA compared with the gold standard. 

Validity test results for the WLP regression analysis (see table 4.15) show peak torque is 

valid as it does not show fixed proportional bias for the isometric and concentric tests in 

both knee extension and knee flexion. From the same table, the slope values indicate 

under or overestimation for IKD comparison (if the values were 1, it would indicate the 

values from ASSA are perfectly matching the IKD) are closer to 1 when comparing with 

the IKD at 30º/sec and therefore for the next stage of testing the comparison will be done 

using that speed instead of two different speeds such as in this pilot. 
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The LOA presented are smaller for the concentric test using the current prototype when 

comparing the isometric and concentric movement for knee extension, which suggests 

that the concentric approach might be better at conveying valid data than the gold 

standard. Previous research by Martins, et al, (2017) for belt stabilised HHD knee 

extension was 40% more or -66% less than the average force displayed; these values are 

slightly better than the pilot study results for knee flexion but their HHD was stabilised. 

For the comparison with the IKD30º/sec vs HHD, LOA are lower for the concentric 

approach displayed here (LOA -44% to 30%). These are positive signals favouring the 

concentric approach as agreement seems to be narrower with this approach. 

For knee flexion tests, isometric knee flexion LOA stand at -16% to 104%, whereas 

previous research by Martins, et al., (2017) has reported LOA for IKD vs HHDs at 

60.57% and -42.74%. In the concentric knee flexion the LOA range from 61% to -37% 

(IKD 30º/sec) and 95% to -21% (IKD 60º/sec). 

This means the device is valid as it conveys the same construct; however, the output 

cannot be used interchangeably with the IKD and cannot replace the IKD. When 

comparing the current data with similar research (see Chapter 8), there is limited research 

using the LOA for validity testing as most authors are still using ICC and other 

correlations. The results from the concentric approach convey narrower LOA than 

isometric tests. Therefore, it can be considered at least as appropriate for clinical use as 

fixed HHD (further details can be found in chapter 8).  

The poor results (see table 4.16) for the correlations in peak torque angle suggest that the 

prototype cannot convey valid results of peak torque angle. Consequently, WLP 

regression and BA analysis were not performed. Further improvements are needed to be 

able to use this feature in a clinical setting, and more data regarding this issue will be 

made available in the next chapters. 

 

 

A strong point in this chapter was the good intra-tester reliability and the validity found. 

From the pilot test, it is also possible to ascertain that the prototype was able to perform 
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as expected. Considering this is a newly developed prototype, the results support the 

development of a new version and further testing with specialised testers.  

One of the reasons for the small to moderate correlations regarding peak torque and angle 

of peak torque might be twofold. Firstly, the length of the device might contribute to some 

instability due to an increased lever when compared to common HHD, this might make 

it more difficult to resist the concentric movement and to maintain a similar speed through 

the range of motion. Secondly, the current software might also contribute to this type of 

error. Currently, the device provides an angle output in a consequential form, not allowing 

for repeated angle values – this might prevent the device to get accurate readings if the 

segment is moving too fast, too slow, or in an uncontrolled way. This might justify why 

tester 1 (who showed the biggest forces) had lower correlation values in knee extension 

movement when compared to the other testers. 

Another limitation was the absence of segment size measurements; this prevented the 

direct comparison with data from the IKD, which meant that a regression procedure had 

to be run to estimate each participant's segment length. This might have biased the results 

for the validity assessment as such formula has an estimated error of around 2-3cm. This 

issue was addressed on the next stage of data collection by collecting segment size data. 

As a take from the pilot study, the slower speed (IKD 30°/sec) showed a narrower width 

for the LOA; therefore, this will be the selected speed of analysis for the research's next 

steps.  Further testing is also needed to gather data for inter-tester reliability using 

concentric tests, particularly with an experienced and homogenous group of testers. 

 

4.8    Conclusions 

These are encouraging results to try and use the newly tested approach and device as it 

indicates that the device is valid regarding peak torque output when compared to the gold-

standard IKD. The concentric movement technique demonstrates intra-tester reliability 

and it seems to provide more consistent results for peak torque than isometric testing.  
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5. INTRA-TESTER, INTER-TESTER RELIABILITY AND 

VALIDITY OF A NEW HHD IN A GROUP OF 

EXPERIENCED PHYSIOTHERAPISTS 

 

5.1    Introduction 

The current chapter describes the testing of ASSA v3. As stated in chapter 3, ASSA v3 is 

an upgraded version of the prototype tested in the previous chapter that has been enhanced 

(in terms of software and hardware). With data from the pilot study an improved and more 

user-friendly version of the prototype was developed. Previously, we have investigated 

how an early-stage prototype could be employed in manual muscle testing by 

physiotherapists. In order to achieve this, the HHD was used on several joints with a 

larger, heterogeneous and experienced group of physiotherapists, thus exploring its on 

performance.  

5.2    Objective 

The current investigation's objective was to test ASSA v3 validity and reliability in 

several joints with experienced physiotherapists. This was done by comparing concentric 

manual tests on shoulder abduction, elbow flexion, knee extension and flexion comparing 

movements between testers and with an IKD. Four different physiotherapists performed 

the testing in different sessions with a healthy adult population. 

  

5.3    Methods and Materials 

 

The first step in the development of ASSA v3 was to enhance its shape so that we could 

improve the product's usability. With that in mind, all components were enclosed in a 

new casing (15cm x 8cm x 5cm) that was then adjoined to a wood attachment 3.5cm in 

height and that would be directly in contact with the participant. This decreased the height 

of the device by more than 40%, allowing for increased control which should aid 
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reliability on both angle and force detection. A new, lighter load cell (beam load cell, 

capacity: 0-120kg) was essential in decreasing the weight of the device while maintaining 

its accuracy. The software was also updated with new modes of data collection and 

output. ASSA v3 provides complete (raw) data output – the previous version filtered data 

before producing the excel file – so it can be fully analysed afterwards (Figure 5.1).  

 

Figure 5. 1 Excel output example from ASSA v3 

 

Time information was displayed at the fastest rate possible by the load cell amplifier while 

force data was not obstructed by the software, which was previously filtering maximum 

force per angle. In practical terms, the device (ASSA v2) would only register information 

on a unidirectional fluid movement. This new prototype can detect errors or sudden 

movements as it allows a freer-flowing data stream. The device was calibrated daily 

before data collection to ensure stable and accurate measures. This was performed using 

the repeatability method, the HHD was turned on and zeroed, then a load of 50% of the 

load cell capacity was positioned on the measuring area and the result collected. This was 

repeated five times, if the results were off by more than ±0.05% a re-calibration was 

performed. 
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A single-blinded repeated measures RCT to test reliability and concurrent validity was 

done. One day was reserved for collecting data with the IKD, and three days for the HHD. 

For the HHD, tester 1 and 2 performed two days of assessment and tester 3 and 4 only 

one day. Movements tested were shoulder abduction; elbow flexion; knee extension and 

knee flexion. In order to minimise fatigue participants had a minimum of 48h between 

testing and were tested at similar times of day. Neither participants nor testers could 

visualise the results for each repetition. Each intervention's order was randomised (as well 

as the tester who assessed the participant first) to minimise bias, but the order of 

movements executed was maintained to facilitate the procedure.  

Data from all testers (1, 2, 3, 4) was used to allow for inter-tester reliability analysis. 

Validity testing was performed on an IKD (Biodex Multi-Joint System 4; Biodex Medical 

Systems, Inc) at 30º/sec (see section 4.5.3). Researchers present on the day provided 

consistent information to participants to provide uniform information and verbal 

incentive, a script was developed for both the IKD and HHD.  

Torque calculations were performed to allow for comparison with IKD data. Moment arm 

was determined by measuring the segment size with a soft measuring tape in each 

participant. This method has proved to be a reliable way to assess leg length (Beattie, et 

al., 1990). Segment size was measured considering the perpendicular distance from the 

axis of rotation to the dynamometer's placement point. Shoulder segment was measured 

from the lateral aspect of the acromion to the posterior base of the first 

metacarpophalangeal joint; elbow segment was determined from the lateral epicondyle to 

the anterior projection of the radial styloid process; lower leg segment was determined 

from the centre of the lateral condyle of the femur to the centre of the lateral malleoli. To 

allow for a good contact area with the device, resistance was applied to a pen marked dot 

3cm above the anatomical points described above – this dot was considered the central 

point for HHD contact and was marked again for the second session. The prototype was 

maintained perpendicular – as much as possible - to the segment through the range of 

motion. 
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Participants were healthy adults recruited from the Higher School of Health of The 

Portuguese Red Cross (HSHPRC). They all received written and verbal information about 

the study and signed a consent form before the study began. The trial had Ethical approval 

from ARU (code: ESPGR-05) (Appendix 8) as well as HSHPRC where the data was 

collected. 

To determine the sample size both reliability and validity were considered for the 

analysis. Regarding reliability, to achieve a power of 90% and alpha of 0.05, a difference 

of acceptable reliability (0.70) – which we determined in the previous data collection - to 

expectable reliability (0.90) this study would need to recruit at least 18 individuals with 

three observations per participant (Bujang and Baharum, 2017). Regarding validity we 

applied Bland and Altman formula (1.71SD/sqr(n)) for the calculation of the standard 

error (SE). From data collected in the pilot study and for a power of 90% and alpha of 

0.05 and a maximum acceptable difference between methods of 120Nm (for knee 

extension), the minimum required sample size was determined to be 17. Since some data 

might be lost and considering that participants might withdraw, it was deemed more 

appropriate to recruit 20%-30% more participants. A total of 24 subjects were recruited.  

Participants were included if they hadn't had surgery or serious injury in the last six 

months or any current injury on back, lower/upper limbs. We excluded anyone if they 

were pregnant; had any injury that would prevent them from exerting maximal force on 

any of the joints to be tested; blood pressure above 199/109 mmHg; previous cerebral 

aneurysm; cerebral haemorrhage in the last six months; cataract surgery in the last six 

weeks; non treated inguinal hernia. 

In terms of physiotherapists' recruitment to test the participants Koo and Li (2016), 

suggest at least three. Considering that data loss or dropout might occur, it was deemed 

that four testers would be appropriate.  

Physiotherapists recruitment was based on judgement sampling from the available 

physiotherapists from the HSHPRC. Experienced physiotherapists inclusion criteria: 

more than ten years clinical experience; ability to perform a manual muscle test against 

strong resistance. Exclusion criteria: hearing deficit; inability to understand the protocol, 
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inability to understand English (both written/spoken). Physiotherapists performed no 

proficiency test as in a real-life scenario, these would not be performed. The recruited 

physiotherapists had between 23 and 13 years of experience. 

Before the study began, testers underwent a 2h training to become proficient in the use of 

techniques in all joints. Intra tester reliability (between days) was assessed by tester 1 and 

tester 2 who evaluated participants on two different sessions (day 1 and day 2). 

Once recruitment was finished and data collection started not all participants attended the 

planned sessions. On the day 1, tester 1 and tester 2 assessed all but one participant, 

whereas, on day 2, 21 participants were tested. Regarding tester 3, 22 participants were 

assessed and tester 4 assessed 21 participants. IKD data were collected on 19 participants.  

 

 

Participants were asked not to perform any vigorous physical activity 48h before each 

testing session and to maintain their nutritional and activity habits.  Subjects were, as 

much as possible, scheduled to perform the test with at least one-week interval to warrant 

independence between trials as recommended by (Terwee, et al., 2007) and at similar 

times of the day to minimise any diurnal influence in strength production. Participants 

dominant side was determined beforehand by asking the participant which leg they used 

to kick a ball, and only that side was tested.  

Participants performed a warm-up before testing started (in both the IKD and manual 

muscle test) where 1-3 repetitions was permitted (25-50% MVC) to allow for a gentle 

increase in muscle activity and task recognition before the MVC. In the literature, 

methods of MMT that use a dynamometer were developed considering an isometric 

contraction. For this study, however, the author adapted those techniques to match the 

IKD testing movements as closely as possible, as the testing procedure is not in a static 

position but through a certain range of motion. However, some of these positions might 

not make sense in a clinical setting – for instance, the shoulder abduction test where the 

resistance was applied distally on the hand to simulate the IKD position. As documented 

previously, even for regular HHDs using isometric testing, different researchers used 
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various approaches (Stark, et al., 2011). In this case, testing positions were selected to 

match as closely as possible the concentric testing on the IKD.  

Below is presented the description for the adopted positions during testing when using 

the HHD (table 5.1 – where no straps or fixations were applied to the participants) and 

the IKD (table 5.2). All dots that marked the segment size were repeated on each day of 

testing and were used by all testers to position the dynamometer's centre at every single 

session. The verbal incentive was provided as soon as the test began with different inputs 

for each joint: shoulder – "lift your hand, up, up, up"; elbow – "bend your elbow, bend, 

bend"; knee extension -" extend your knee, up, up"; knee flexion – "bend your knee, bend, 

bend". Participants were also instructed to keep their elbow straight (on shoulder 

abduction), the wrist in neutral position (for elbow flexion) or the thigh resting (for knee 

extension and flexion) on the plinth as necessary. If the participant was struggling to 

follow any instructions, the test was repeated. Participants were given 3-5 seconds to rest 

between contractions, 1 minute between movements and 5-10 minutes between 

devices/testers to avoid fatigue and for repositioning (Whinton, et al., 2018). 
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Table 5.1 Hand-held dynamometer testing position 

ACTIVITY POSITION ASSA 

SHOULDER 

ABDUCTION 

Participants sat on a stool next to a wall to prevent trunk inclination. 

Both feet were placed on the floor for increased stability and the arm 

not being tested - resting by the side of the trunk - the opposite 

shoulder resting on the lap or across the chest. Participants were 

explicitly asked not to push with the elbow (of the resting arm) 

against the wall. 

The tester directed ASSA's contact area to the region between 

the 1st and 2nd metacarpal bones while maintaining a 

perpendicular orientation with the forearm, maintained 

throughout the movement. Participants were instructed to keep 

the elbow extended. The tester would stand facing the participant 

and holding the device with one hand. 

ELBOW 

FLEXION 

Participants sat, the arm to be tested resting on a plinth, which was 

tilted so the whole arm lays at around 45º with the floor. This 

simulates the testing position in the IKD.  

ASSA's contact area on the forearm's anterior distal area using 

the mark done before as a reference. The tester was asked to 

maintain a perpendicular orientation throughout the movement.  

KNEE 

EXTENSION  

Participants sat on the edge of a plinth with back supported against 

wall (hard foam pillows supplied if needed) so that the knee sits 

outside the plinth.  Knee relaxed, hands on plinth for support. Not 

allowed to hold plinth to extend knee. 

The tester directed ASSA's contact area to the anterior lower 

third of the tibia just above the tibial malleoli while maintaining 

a perpendicular orientation with the lower leg segment, 

maintained throughout the movement. Tester faced the subject 
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while the participant extended the knee (maintaining upper thigh 

in contact with plinth at all times). 

KNEE 

FLEXION 

Participants sat on the edge of a plinth with back supported against 

wall (hard foam pillows supplied if needed) so that the knee was kept 

outside the plinth.  Knee fully extended, hands on plinth for support. 

Not allowed to hold plinth to extend knee. Participant to avoid 

pressure (or to "rest") on prototype before the tester initiates the test. 

The tester directed ASSA's contact area to the posterior lower 

third of the tibia just above the tibial malleoli while maintaining 

a perpendicular orientation with the lower leg segment, 

maintained throughout the movement. Tester faced the 

subject.   Patient flexed knee while maintaining upper thigh in 

contact with plinth at all times.   
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Figure 5.2 ASSA shoulder abduction 

 

 

Figure 5.3 ASSA Elbow flexion 

 

 

Figure 5.4 ASSA Knee extension and knee flexion 
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Figure 5.5 IKD Elbow flexion and IKD Shoulder abduction 

 

 

Figure 5.6 IKD Knee extension and knee flexion 
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Table 5.2 IKD position 

ACTIVITY POSITION 

SHOULDER 

ABDUCTION  

Subjects were asked to sit on the IKD chair, to cross the arms and not 

hold the testing chair during the procedure. Chair upright at 85°, 

shoulder attachment installed, and the dynamometer axis aligned 

with the acromioclavicular joint axis. 

ELBOW 

FLEXION 

Subjects sat on the IKD chair, unused arm across the chest. The chair 

was upright at 85°, and an upper arm attachment provided a 45º plane 

for the humerus to rest. An attachment was used so that the testers 

were holding an IKD handle, and the dynamometer axis was aligned 

with the lateral elbow epicondyle. 

KNEE 

EXTENSION 

Subjects were asked to sit in the IKD chair, to cross the arms and not 

hold the testing chair during the procedure. IKD axis was aligned 

with lateral femoral condyle. The chair was positioned so the 

participant could fully extend and flex the knee. 

KNEE 

FLEXION 

Same as above 

 

5.4    Data processing 

A customised RStudio (Version 1.2.5033 © 2009-2019) program was written to analyse 

the data collected from the ASSA and the IKD. Data processing consisted of the following 

steps: 

1. A low-pass 4th order Butterworth filter was designed to filter the data from the devices. 

As the devices had different sampling rates (ASSA – 10Hz; IKD – 1000Hz), a cubic 

spline interpolation for the device with the lowest sample rate was used to allow for a 

more accurate comparison. Data were tested for normality using Shapiro-Wilks (p<0.05).  

The prototype captured strength in kilograms (kg). These values were later converted to 

torque in Newtons (Nm) to allow for comparison with the IKD - the following formula 

was applied (Martin, et al., 2006; Sung, Yi and Shin, 2019): 

HHD output (kg) x 9.81 x lever length (m) = torque (Nm) 
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2. Gravitational moment correction for the ASSA force output (when comparing the IKD) 

was done using the method suggested by Kellis and Baltzopoulus (1996), the authors used 

anthropometric data from Dempster (1955). The knee joint gravitational correction was: 

M = (l*0.437)*(0.06*BW), considering M = gravitational moment, l = length of the limb 

(m), 0.437= centre of mass proximal joint distance/segment length, 0.06 = leg-foot 

weight/body weight, and BW = body weight (N). The equation suggested by Kellis and 

Baltzopoulus (1996) was adapted, anthropometric data presented by Dempster (1955) as 

in the previous chapter. For shoulder abduction, centre of mass proximal joint 

distance/segment length = 0.512 and upper limb weight/body weight = 0.049. Whereas, 

for elbow flexion data, centre of mass proximal joint distance/segment length = 0.677 and 

forearm weight/body weight = 0.022. IKD and ASSA both produce joint angles in 

degrees (°) so no change was made to this parameter. 

3. Angular impulse data was calculated using the area under each curve. It was calculated 

for reliability and validity. For the reliability analysis, the full range of movement was 

used for the calculation. Whereas for the validity analysis, to minimise discrepancies in 

range of movement between ASSA and the IKD, the following range of movement were 

analysed for each device. Elbow flexion: 5 – 95°; Knee flexion: 15 – 105°; Knee 

extension: 15 – 105°; Shoulder abduction: 5-95°. The range of movement for each joint 

was chosen considering the most common available range of movement for all testers 

taking into account the testing position. The range is different for knee movements as 

most patients never achieved less than 5 degrees of knee extension due to the testing 

position. 

4. Mean and standard deviations (SDs) are reported. Due to the nature of the analysis where 

comparisons between day or tester were performed, if a data point was missing for a 

specific participant, then the correspondent data point for the following day/tester was 

also removed. Therefore, different numbers of participants are expected. 

 

 

Intra-tester reliability and responsiveness: The degree of correlation as defined 

by Schrout and Fleiss (1979) was done using a mean of three repetitions and comparing 
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the data between different days for tester 1 and tester 2. All the peak force, angle of peak 

force and angular impulse tests from ASSA  was calculated using ICC (2,3). The ICC 

(2,3), uses a two-way random-effects model, with mean scores. SEM and MDD in 

absolute values and in percentage were also obtained. 

Inter-tester reliability and responsiveness:  The approaches to analyse this included 

ICC, SEM, SEM in percentage, MDC and MDC in percentage . The ICC (2,3), reflects a 

two-way random effects model, using average scores from 3 repetitions. 

SEM results were obtained by multiplying SD1 the standard deviation from the first 

session output by the square root of one minus the ICC (SEM = SD1√1 − 𝐼𝐶𝐶) this was 

then converted to SEM% (SEM% = (SEM/mean) × 100) (Portney and Watkins, 2015). 

MDC were calculated with: MDC = z × SEM × √2, z = 1.96 (for 95% confidence 

intervals), this was also reported in percentage (MDC% = (MDC/mean) × 100) (Lexell 

and Downham, 2005; Portney and Watkins, 2015).  Similarly to the intra-tester reliability 

peak force, angle of peak force and angular impulse were calculated, to facilitate 

comparison with similar research on both inter and intratester reliability. 

Concurrent Validity: To quantify the agreement between the two devices (ASSA vs 

IKD), Pearson's r correlation, Bland Altman analysis – Limits of Agreement was used 

(Zaki, et al., 2012) and WLP regression was used to assess correlation between the two 

devices and provide a calibration equation (Ludbrook, 2010). Data analysis followed 

these steps: Bland Altman analysis – Limits of Agreement was used to test for 

agreement between the two devices (IKD vs ASSA); 95% LOAs were calculated as LOA 

= bias ± 1.96 SD (Zaki, et al., 2012; Martins, et al., 2017). Shapiro-Wilk (p <0.05) test 

was used to assess normality. When the data set was determined to be non-normal (line 

of best fit different from zero), a log-transformed BA analysis was done.  If data was not 

normally distributed a log transformation would be performed, if log transform bias was 

still present (heteroscedasticity) then a linear regression with V-shaped intervals on the 

normal data set would be constructed (Altman, 2009; Ludbrook, 2010). To aid 

interpretation (as there were no normally distributed data for the LOA) BA analysis were 

also presented with a percentage by means plot. Validity data was analysed only by 

comparing the most experienced user (tester 2) and the IKD. 
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5.5    Results 

The recruited physiotherapists (4) had between 23 and 13 years of experience. Results are 

described for 24 participants, 13 females (54%) and 11 males (46%) with the following 

mean: age of 23.5 (± 5.4); height of 169.39 cm (± 10.72); the weight of 73.74 kg (± 11.83); 

and BMI of 25.77 (± 4.03). 

Twenty-three participants were right hand dominant (96%), and only one participant was 

left hand dominant (4%). Data was also collected for the size of the moving segment to 

allow comparison with the IKD. Five participants abandoned the trial before its 

completion; information on this issue is provided by tester and device (Table 5.3). 

 

Table 5.3 Participants tested by each tester 

 T1 T2 T3 T4 IKD 

D1 23 23 22 21 19 

D2 21 21 NA NA NA 

Note: T – tester; IKD – Isokinetic Dynamometer; D1 – Day 1; D2 – Day 2; NA – Not 

applicable 

 

 

 

As can be seen in Table 5.4, for tester 1, Intrarater reliability using ICC (2,3) comparing 

day 1 vs day 2 shows excellent reliability for mean peak force in the shoulder (0.93), 

elbow flexion (0.93) and knee extension (0.83) and moderate reliability for knee flexion 

(0.74). Analysis of data from tester 1 revealed a SEM of 0.59kg (8.62%) for shoulder 

abduction, 0.68kg (7.37%) for elbow flexion, 1.94kg (7.73%) for knee extension and 

1.72kg (9.65%) for knee flexion. Whereas, when looking at the MDC values it can be 

seen that these ranged from 1.63kg (23.89%) on shoulder abduction to 1.90kg (20.40%) 

on elbow flexion, 5.37kg (21.40%) knee extension and 4.75kg (26.73%) on knee flexion.  
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Data from tester 2 (table 5.5) revealed an excellent reliability for mean peak force in 

shoulder (0.93), elbow flexion (0.96) and good reliability for knee extension (0.78) and 

for knee flexion (0.76). SEM values were: 0.53kg (7.97%) for shoulder abduction, 0.57kg 

(5.32%) for elbow flexion, 2.31 (8.92%) for knee extension and 1.73 kg (9.21%) for knee 

flexion. MDC values range from 1.46kg (22.09%) on shoulder abduction, to 1.58 kg 

(14.73%) on elbow flexion, 6.40 kg (24.72%) knee extension and 4.79kg (25.50%) on 

knee flexion. 
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Table 5.4 Mean Peak force and Intra-rater reliability – (p < 0.01) Tester 1 

MOVEMENT D1 (KG (SD)) D2 (KG (SD)) ICC(2,3) (95%CI) SEM (%) MDC(%) 

SHOULDER ABDUCTION 6.99(2.32) 6.66(2.13) 0.93(0.83-0.97) 0.59(8.62%) 1.63(23.89%) 

ELBOW FLEXION 9.19(2.29) 9.38(2.84) 0.93(0.84-0.97) 0.68(7.37%) 1.90(20.40%) 

KNEE EXTENSION 24.56(4.09) 25.59(5.24) 0.83(0.62-0.93) 1.94(7.73%) 5.37(21.40%) 

KNEE FLEXION 18.06(3.70) 17.49(2.99) 0.74(0.41-0.89) 1.72(9.65%) 4.75(26.73%) 

Note: D1 – Day 1; D2 – Day 2; KG- Kilogram; SD – standard deviation, Abd. – Abduction;  

Table 5.5 Mean Peak force and Intra-rater reliability – (p < 0.01) Tester 2 

MOVEMENT D1 (KG (SD)) D2 (KG (SD)) ICC (95%CI) SEM (%) MDC(%) 

SHOULDER ABDUCTION 7.09(2.08) 6.17(1.91) 0.93(0.43-0.98) 0.53(7.97%) 1.46(22.09%) 

ELBOW FLEXION 10.98(3.01) 11.01(2.66) 0.96(0.89-0.98) 0.57(5.32%) 1.58(14.73%) 

KNEE EXTENSION 26.71(4.89) 25.06(4.96) 0.78(0.49-0.90) 2.31(8.92%) 6.40(24.72%) 

KNEE FLEXION 17.83(2.96) 19.77(3.53) 0.76(0.20-0.91) 1.73(9.21%) 4.79(25.50%) 
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The Mean angle of peak force has moderate reliability for elbow flexion and knee flexion 

for tester 1 (0.61 and 0.62 respectively – see table 5.6) - whereas shoulder abduction and 

knee flexion have poor reliability. For tester 2 (table 5.7) knee extension and knee flexion 

revealed moderate reliability (0.74), whereas shoulder abduction and elbow flexion had 

poor reliability (ICC <0.5). 
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Table 5.6 Mean Angle of Peak Force and Intrarater reliability – (p < 0.01) Tester 1 

MOVEMENT D1 T1 (º) D2 T1 (º) ICC (95%CI) SEM (% SEM) MDC (% MDC) 

SHOULDER ABD. 24.16(10.62) 30.36(13.56) 0.17(-0.77-0.63) 11.07(40.62%) 30.68(112.53%) 

ELBOW FLEXION 82.49(20.75) 82.21(12.70) 0.61(0.114-0.83) 10.70(12.99%) 29.64(35.99%) 

KNEE EXTENSION 58.59(20.44) 61.61(13.60) 0.25(-0.71-0.68) 11.12(18.50%) 30.80(51.24%) 

KNEE FLEXION 30.64(22.47) 35.13(19.72) 0.62(0.129-0.83) 13.03(39.63%) 36.10(109.78) 

Notes: Abd.- Abduction; D1 – Day 1; D2 – Day 2; T1 -Tester 1; T2- Tester 2 

Table 5.7 Mean Angle of Peak Force and Intrarater reliability – (p < 0.01) Tester 2 

MOVEMENT D1 T2 (º) D2 T2 (º) ICC (95%CI) SEM (% SEM) MDC(%MDC) 

SHOULDER ABD. 14.98(5.51) 25.31(11.35) 0.27(-0.28-0.64) 7.60(37.74%) 21.06(104.53%) 

ELBOW FLEXION 91.14(25.92) 97.31(16.20) 0.21(-0.81-0.66) 19.21(20.39%) 53.22(56.48%) 

KNEE EXTENSION 54.21(24.22) 67.26(25.26) 0.74(0.41-0.89) 12.88(21.21%) 35.68(58.74%) 

KNEE FLEXION 37.43(21.87) 59.38(19.60) 0.45(-0.18-0.76) 15.40(31.81%) 42.65(88.11%) 

Notes: Abd. – Abduction; D1 – Day 1; D2 – Day 2; T1 -Tester 1; T2- Tester 2
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Angular impulse data reliability for the comparison between-sessions for tester 1 and 

tester 2 is presented in table 5.8 and 5.9. Results for angular impulse were good for elbow 

flexion but poor for all other movements. Elbow flexion showed a SEM% of 10.65 and 

MDC% of 29.50. Whereas results were superior for tester 2 with good reliability for 

shoulder abduction and elbow flexion. Moderate for knee flexion and poor for knee 

extension. All MDC values were consistently higher than 40% for all movements with 

ICC>0.50.  

Table 5.8 Angular Impulse Intratester reliability between day– Tester 1 

MOVEMENT ICC (95% CI) SEM (%) MDC (%) 

SHOULDER 

ABDUCTION 

0.25 (-0.26 – 

0.59) 

NA NA 

ELBOW FLEXION 0.79 (-0.05-0.94) 3.79(10.65) 10.50(29.50) 

KNEE EXTENSION 0.27 (-0.17 – 

0.59) 

NA NA 

KNEE FLEXION 0.46 (-0.03 – 

0.73) 

NA NA 

 

Table 5.9 Angular Impulse Intratester reliability between day– Tester 2 

MOVEMENT ICC (95% CI) SEM (%) MDC (%) 

SHOULDER 

ABDUCTION 

0.84 (0.61-0.94) 4.49 (17.02) 12.45 (47.14) 

ELBOW FLEXION 0.83 (0.58-0.93) 5.47 (15.96) 15.14 (44.20) 

KNEE EXTENSION 0.39 (-0.51-0.75) 21.70 (23.31) 60.11 (64.56) 

KNEE FLEXION 0.69 (0.25-0.88) 11.15 (15.81) 30.88 (43.79) 
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As shown in table 5.10, intertester reliability (ICC 2,3 – mean of three repetitions) 

demonstrated excellent reliability for shoulder and elbow test (0.93 and 0.96), whereas 

good reliability was depicted for lower limb movements - 0.76 and 0.68 - for knee 

extension and knee flexion respectively. SEM was lowest for elbow flexion with 0.72kg 

(6.45%) with an MDC of 2kg (17.87%). These values increased slightly with shoulder 

abduction 0.60kg (8.78%) and MDC of 1.65kg (24.31%). Knee extension and knee 

flexion had an SEM of 4.54kg (9.37%) and 2.58kg (13.19%), respectively and an MDC 

for knee extension of 6.17kg (25.95%) and knee flexion 7.14kg (36.53%). 

The angle of peak force for all testers (table 5.11) ranged from poor on knee extension 

(0.28) and on shoulder abduction (0.43) to moderate in knee flexion (0.55) and good in 

elbow flexion (0.77). With a minimal SEM of 9.28º (39.93%) for abduction, 9.98º 

(12.59%) for elbow flexion, 15.14º (30.20%) for knee flexion and 15.84º (35.42%). Due 

to the poor to moderate reliability MDC values are high, particularly for shoulder 

abduction 25.70º (110.60%), knee extension 43.86º (98.12%), knee flexion 41.93º 

(83.64%) and elbow flexion 27.65º (34.89%). 
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Table 5.10 Mean force per day and Peak force Inter-tester reliability 

MOVEMENT D1 T1 (KG) D1 T2 (KG) D1 T3 (KG) D1 T4 (KG) ICC (95% CI) SEM (% SEM) MDC (% MDC) 

SHOULDER ABD 6.99 (2.32) 7.09 (2.08) 6.47 (2.05) 6.62 (2.53) 0.93 (0.86-0.97) 0.60 (8.78%) 1.65 (24.31%) 

ELBOW FLEX 9.19 (2.29) 10.98 (3.01) 12.61 (4.29) 12.03 (4.42) 0.96 (0.90-0.98) 0.72 (6.45%) 2.00 (17.87%) 

KNEE EXT 24.56 (4.09) 26.71 (4.89) 20.89 (4.18) 22.91 (4.95) 0.76 (0.47-0.89) 4.54 (9.37%) 6.17 (25.95%) 

KNEE FLEX 18.06 (3.70) 17.83 (2.96) 20.92 (4.09) 21.42 (6.63) 0.68 (0.42-0.84) 2.58 (13.19%) 7.14 (36.53%) 

Table 5.11 Angle of Peak force inter tester reliability 

MOVEMENT D1 T1 (º) D1 T2 (º) D1 T3 (º) D1 T4 (º) ICC (95% CI) SEM (% SEM) MDC (% MDC) 

SHOULDER 

ABD. 

24.16 (10.62) 14.98 (5.51) 31.54 (18.18) 22.26 (11.54) 0.43 (0.04-0.71) 9.28 (39.93%) 25.70(110.6%) 

ELBOW FLEX. 82.49 (20.75) 91.14 (25.92) 78.83 (15.27) 64.55 (19.93) 0.77 (0.57-0.89) 9.98 (12.59%) 27.65 (34.89%) 

KNEE EXT. 58.59 (20.44) 54.21 (24.22) 31.95 (12.04) 34.06 (15.30) 0.28 (-0.05-0.58) 15.84 (35.42%) 43.86 (98.12%) 

KNEE FLEX. 30.64 (22.47) 37.43 (21.87) 73.67 (22.67) 58.76 (23.22) 0.55 (0.15-0.78) 15.14 (30.20%) 41.93 (83.64%) 

Note: Abd. – Abduction; Flex. – Flexion; Ext. – Extension; D1- Day 1; T1 – Tester 1; T2 – Tester 2; T3 - Tester 3; T4 – Tester 4  
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Intertester reliability for angular impulse (table 5.12) was excellent for elbow flexion but 

lower (good) for shoulder abduction and moderate for knee extension and flexion. In table 

5.12 SEM in percentage is lowest (11.60%) for elbow flexion, followed by knee extension 

(12.51%), knee flexion (14.49%) and shoulder abduction (19.50%). MDC, which relates 

to the minimal detectable error one can expect to measure without error, ranged from 

32.13% for elbow flexion, 34.65% for knee extension, 40.13% for knee flexion and 

shoulder abduction for 54.02%. 

 

Table 5.12 Inter-tester reliability angular impulse -All testers 

MOVEMENT ICC (95%CI) SEM (% SEM) MDC (% MDC) 

SHOULDER ABD 0.82 (0.64-0.93) 6.73 (19.50) 18.65 (54.02) 

ELBOW FLEX 0.92 (0.84-0.97) 5.72 (11.60) 15.86 (32.13) 

KNEE EXT 0.74 (0.46-0.89) 12.91 (12.51) 35.75 (34.65) 

KNEE FLEX 0.74 (0.48-0.89) 12.66 (14.49) 35.07 (40.13) 

 

 

Validity data is presented only for the comparison with the most experienced user with 

the dynamometer – tester 2. The results from IKD vs Tester 2 (table 5.13) for the peak 

torque analysis show strong correlations for all movements, with higher results (0.88) for 

shoulder abduction and elbow flexion. However, poor correlations were reached for the 

angle of peak torque in all tested movements (table 5.14). WLP regression for angle of 

peak torque was not performed as the p-value for the correlation are superior to 0.05 (table 

5.14) for every comparison, which means there is no acceptable level of correlation 

between the two variables, and therefore they are not suitable for WLP regression 

(Ludbrook, 2012). 
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Table 5.13 Correlation IKD vs ASSA – Peak torque (Tester 2) 

 PEARSON'S R P-VALUE 95% CI T-VALUE 

SHOULDER 0.88 <0.01 0.70-0.95 7.45 

ELBOW 0.88 <0.01 0.71-0.95 7.65 

KNEE EXT. 0.72 <0.01 0.39-0.88 4.23 

KNEE FLEX. 0.66 <0.01 0.29-0.86 3.60 

 

Table 5.14 Correlation IKD vs ASSA – Angle of peak torque (Tester 2) 

 PEARSON'S R P-VALUE 95% CI T-VALUE 

SHOULDER -0.05 0.85 -0.49-0.42 -0.19 

ELBOW 0.12 0.64 -0.36-0.54 0.48 

KNEE EXT. -0.33 0.17 -0.68-0.15 -1.42 

KNEE FLEX. -0.18 0.47 -0.58-0.30 -0.74 

 

Table 5.15 WLP regression IKD vs Tester 2 

MOVEMENT ELEVATION (95% CI) SLOPE (95% CI) 

SHOULDER ABDUCTION 13.42 (8.14-17.55) 1.32 (1.01-1.69) 

ELBOW FLEXION 7.00 (1.49-11.36) 0.74 (0.58-0.94) 

KNEE EXTENSION 36.63 (9.91-55.46) 0.44 (0.31-0.63) 

KNEE FLEXION 26.69 (8.66 – 39.06) 0.51 (0.35-0.75) 

 

WLP regression for peak torque (table 5.15) shows both fixed and proportional bias in all 

movements. In the following sections (section 5.5.3.1 to 5.5.3.4), LOA results for several 

movements are presented.  

 

 

Shoulder abduction was overestimated on average by 88.48% (LOA: 16.15%-160.80%) 

(table 5.16). Figure 5.8 shows that means lower than 25Nm there is an overestimation 
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(from the prototype) of around 125% and higher means (above 25 Nm), overestimating 

the gold standard by around 50% (figure 5.8). 

 

Figure 5.7 WLP regression peak torque shoulder abduction 

 

 

 

Figure 5.8 Bland-Altman plot shoulder abduction in Nm 
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Table 5.16 Bland-Altman LOA Shoulder abduction -ASSA vs IKD in Nm (percentage) 

 ESTIMATE (%) LOWER CI (%) UPPER CI (%) 

BIAS 88.48 71.43 105.52 

LOWER LOA 16.16 -13.36 45.69 

UPPER LOA 160.80 131.27 190.32 

 

 

Elbow flexion was overestimated on average by 2.85% (LOA: -35.32% - 38.17%), with 

a tendency for lower means to be overestimated and higher means to underestimate the 

IKD (table 5.17 and figure 5.10). WLP regression is presented in figure 5.9. 

Table 5.17 Bland-Altman LOA Elbow flexion -ASSA vs IKD in Nm (percentage) 

 ESTIMATE (%) LOWER CI (%) UPPER CI (%) 

BIAS 2.85 -5.70 11.40 

LOWER LOA -35.32 -18.62 -48.26 

UPPER LOA 38.17 24.33 53.96 
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Figure 5.9 WLP regression elbow flexion in Nm 

 

Figure 5.10  Bland-Altman plot Elbow flexion (percentage by means in Nm) 

 

 

 

Knee extension was underestimated on average by -33.10% (LOA: -70.83% - 4.62%), 

with most data points showing it underestimates the criterion measure from -5% to -50% 

(table 5.18 and figure 5.12). WLP regression for knee extension is presented in figure 

5.11. 
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Table 5.18 Bland-Altman LOA knee extension – ASSA vs IKD (percentage) 

 ESTIMATE (%) LOWER CI (%) UPPER CI (%) 

BIAS -33.10 -42.00 -24.21 

LOWER LOA -70.83 -86.23 -55.43 

UPPER LOA 4.62 -10.78 20.02 

 

 

Figure 5.11 Knee extension WLP regression in Nm 

 

 

Figure 5.12 Bland-Altman plot Knee extension (percentage by means in Nm) 
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ASSA underestimated knee flexion on average by -12.85% (LOA: -52.11% - 26.42%) 

(table 5.19 and figure 5.14), with higher mean values of torque closer to the lower LOA, 

the WLP regression is presented in figure 5.13. 

Table 5.19 Bland-Altman LOA Knee flexion – ASSA vs IKD (percentage) 

 ESTIMATE (%) LOWER CI (%) UPPER CI (%) 

BIAS -12.85 -22.10 -3.59 

LOWER LOA -52.11 -68.14 -36.08 

UPPER LOA 26.42 10.39 42.45 

 

Figure 5.13 WLP regression knee flexion in Nm 
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Figure 5.14 Bland-Altman plot Knee flexion (percentage by means in Nm) 

 

5.6    Discussion 

The use of concentric tests when using an HHD is not usual in physiotherapy practice, 

but the current decrease in costs warrants the investigation for the development of a 

device that most physiotherapists can use. Results demonstrated good to excellent for 

both intra and intertester reliability in peak force detection. At the same time, angle of 

peak force had moderate to good reliability in the elbow and knee flexion for tester 1 and 

moderate for tester 2 on knee extension. Validity analysis shows high correlation between 

ASSA and the IKD but there is a fixed and proportional bias when using the device, 

particularly for larger forces in each movement. Due to the absence of literature regarding 

the use of concentric movements for manual muscle tests, comparisons with isometric 

HHD are limited.  

 

 

 

In terms of peak force reliability (between-session), results show an excellent correlation 

for shoulder abduction in both testers. Which is similar to a comparable device and 

concentric movement investigated by Cadogan, et al. (2011). The current results are also 

superior to the reliability reported by Dollings, et al. (2012), who tested intra and 

intertester reliability of the PowerCommander II in clinical tests performed on the 

shoulder. The SEM was 5.9N (0.59kg) (tester 1) and 5.3N (0.53kg) (tester 2), where theirs 
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was between 8.45-9.34N (both limbs tested). However, they used an isometric test and 

their resistance point was above the elbow joint (as did Cadogan, et al., 2011), which 

might make it more difficult for the therapist to resist due to a smaller lever - which could 

increase SEM.  

Vermeulen, et al. (2005) when investigating the use of a fixed HHD reported elbow 

flexion with an ICC of 0.95 and 0.96 for HHD and fixed HHD, respectively, while 

shoulder abduction was 0.86 and 0.82, respectively. These values are similar to the results 

presented in this thesis for elbow flexion but lower than the concentric approach (0.93 – 

tester 1; 0.96 – tester 2) for shoulder abduction. The same authors also state some 

discomfort when using the device, which was not reported with this prototype. 

Knee extension reliability revealed good results for both testers with SEM ~7-9%. When 

compared with research performed by Martins, et al. (2017), whom used a fixed HHD, 

their reliability was excellent, yet, their SEM was larger (12% right side; 20% left side), 

where the concentric movement was 0.83 for tester 1 (SEM=7.73% and MDC=21.4%) 

and 0.78 for tester 2 (SEM=8.92% and MDC=24.72%). The device and the concentric 

approach appears to have lower reliability for a group of healthy subjects but better SEM, 

however, it is unknown how these values would differ in specific conditions. 

Reliability regarding knee flexion from Martins, et al. (2017) were moderate (ICC: 0.66-

0.62) with and SEM of 20-22% whereas these findings are slightly better with an ICC of 

0.74 for tester 1 (SEM=9.65%; MDC=26.7%) and for tester 2 ICC was 0.76 

(SEM=9.21%; MDC=25.50%). Their testing position uses the chair and straps from an 

IKD which might influence their results by providing stability to the participant - that was 

inexistent in this trial (see section 5.3.4). The knee flexion was tested with the participant 

in a sitting position (same as knee extension), and the participant was asked to flex their 

knee. This was chosen to compare data with the IKD. However, this position would not 

normally be selected in a clinical setting as it allows for neither good segment control nor 

patient stability, which might be why the ICC was lower than expected.  
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Angle of peak force was poor in shoulder abduction for between-session reliability (both 

testers). This might be due to the large range of motion and the testing position. The 

position was selected to be as similar as possible with the testing position used in the IKD 

(with the resistance applied on the subject's hand), this might have impaired the ability of 

the therapists to resist the movement throughout the range and a different position should 

be tested in further studies. The preferred position was suggested by Bohannon (1997) 

where the resistance should be applied above the elbow – this should be investigated in 

future research. 

Similar problems might have a causal relationship for the fact that none of the movements 

had an ICC higher than 0.75 for both testers. Further exploration in terms of therapist 

position and range of motion for each joint should be considered in the future. Besides 

this, SEM and MDC values should be carefully considered as they might still be relevant 

to practice if the reliability is deemed improvable or if the clinical situation is deemed 

appropriate. For instance, when one expects a considerable improvement of ROM, it 

might still be acceptable to have a tool with a large MDC. 

For the first time, it was documented that the angle of peak force can have moderate 

reliability (elbow flexion and knee flexion for tester 1 and knee extension for tester 2) 

when using the concentric approach. In the next chapter this thesis will investigate if the 

use of sonification can improve this outcome. 

 

Angular impulse data retrieved from concentric manual tests have never been published 

to the author's knowledge. The results present in this thesis demonstrate that the 

concentric approach displays moderate to good reliability for tester 2 (the exception being 

knee extension between-session 1 and 2). However, results for between-session in regards 

to tester 1 are poor with the exception of elbow flexion. Tester 1 has extensively used 

MMT and HHD, but results are not enough to ascertain that angular impulse can provide 

a dynamic assessment of strength for between-session reliability. Considering that there 

is no previous data from HHD regarding this outcome, it might be argued that this has 

limited practical ability, and the MDC's are too large (over 30% for all tests). Nonetheless, 
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this approach should be explored in different joints and populations to investigate further 

how physiotherapy and rehabilitation can benefit this parameter if deemed reliable.  

 

 

 

Peak force results for all testers demonstrated excellent reliability for shoulder and elbow 

movements, good reliability for knee extension, and moderate knee flexion reliability. 

For inter-tester reliability results demonstrated that the concentric approach appears to be 

superior in a young and healthy population. Results from Clarke, et al. (2011) displayed 

moderate inter-tester reliability (0.61 – day 1 and 0.66 – day 2) with a slightly younger 

population (21.8 ± 2.4 years) than the one presented in this section (23.5 ± 5.4 years). 

While shoulder abduction from the Dollings, et al. (2012) research presented moderate 

reliability (0.77 – right side; 0.87 – left side) with an SEM of 15.1N for the right side and 

13.8N for the left side, the concentric method displayed a higher ICC (0.93), while 

demonstrating a lower SEM (0.60Kg – 5.89N). These differences might arise from the 

testing position and dynamometer placement, which in Dollings, et al. (2012) is on the 

humerus – which means it might be more difficult to resist than the movement in this 

chapter due to a longer lever(resistance applied distally on the upper limb). These same 

authors also reported elbow flexion data with excellent reliability for both sides tested 

(0.91-0.93), slightly lower than the displayed by ASSA. Nonetheless, they have a wider 

95%CI (0.68-0.97; 0.83-0.97) than the concentric test (0.90-0.98).  Reported SEM was 

close to 20N for both sides (20.5N – 19.6N), where the SEM in the current research was 

7.06N. 

There were also encouraging results from the concentric approach as the inter-rater 

reliability for knee extension was good (>0.75). At the same time, Clarke, et al. (2011) 

reported moderate inter-tester reliability (0.61-0.66) in two different days with a 

population similar to the present in this chapter. These are particularly encouraging results 

from one of the most difficult joints to assess due to the large torque values. 

Thorborg, Bandholm and Hölmich (2013) while investigating the use of a fixed HHD, 

reported better reliability values than the prototype using the concentric approach. Their 
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ICC (2,1) was 0.84 for knee flexion, with an SEM of 27.1N (SEM 9%) and MDC 75.1N 

(24.8%), where ASSA displayed 0.68 ICC with a 13.19% SEM and 36.53% MDC. They 

did use two physiotherapy students, but this should not significantly impact their results 

compared to ASSA as they did not apply the resistance. As referred in the previous section 

(5.1.1), this might be due to the lack of stabilisation in the selected position and should 

be assessed further. 

 

The angle of peak force displayed poor intertester reliability for both shoulder abduction 

and knee extension, moderate for knee flexion and good for elbow flexion reliability. The 

fact that two hands are used in the elbow flexion test might facilitate the appropriate 

technique, but the other joints do not display acceptable reliability. This means that ASSA 

cannot consistently detect peak angle in most joints tested – with different testers - even 

when using experienced testers in a young and healthy population. Nonetheless, it 

exhibits an inappropriate amount of error for a clinical setting in most joints. If the 

improvements in software and technique are enhanced in the future, then the device might 

be used to monitor and aid in the progress of treatment. 

 

Angular impulse results for inter-tester reliability reveal a promising feature of the new 

prototype with moderate to excellent degrees of reliability for the tested joints while SEM 

was below 20% for all movements tested. Angular impulse data has not been published 

anywhere else to the author's knowledge but can be used as a measure of endurance. This 

has been explored in the literature when using IKDs, but usually, sports scientists tend to 

prefer peak force or work data as ways of analysing muscle performance. For 

physiotherapists, however, it might be a relevant measure of force in a clinical setting.    

 

 

 

The results demonstrate that the device is valid. There was a moderate to strong 

correlation on shoulder abduction; elbow flexion; knee extension and knee flexion 
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between ASSA and the IKD. Lower correlation from knee flexion might have arisen from 

weak stabilisation and segment control, and therefore, this position is not recommended 

for knee flexion testing, and an alternative procedure should be found for the concentric 

test. 

WLP regression analysis demonstrates fixed and proportional bias in all movements 

tested (table 5.15), which means the prototype cannot replace the IKD, but the current 

data can be used to calibrate the device, improving the agreement between methods. 

In their 1999 paper, Bland and Altman stated that "agreement is not something which is 

present or absent but something which must be quantified" (Bland and Altman, 1999, 

p.159). In this chapter, results displayed acceptable LOA for elbow flexion, knee 

extension and knee flexion. LOA were too wide to allow for the substitution of one device 

by the other (which is many times the goal of BA analysis) but enough to warrant that the 

prototype is measuring the same construct as the gold standard. Testing from the IKD 

was reported by the participants in the shoulder abduction testing as problematic and they 

reported difficulties in performing to the best of their ability, which might also affect the 

results for the validity analysis. This issue is relevant for both IKD data and HHD as the 

testing position does not allow for great mechanical advantage at the end of the range of 

movement. Despite this, the results gathered from validity analysis between the HHD and 

IKD can be used to improve the data output of the newly developed prototype. For 

instance, using a calibration formula obtained from the data collected to increase 

agreement between ASSA and IKD. 

 

Data from the angle of peak torque show a poor correlation between ASSA and the IKD. 

This means the concentric technique tested here does not allow for the comparison of the 

angle of peak torque, and the device should not be used for that purpose. In previous 

research by Cadogan, et al. (2011), when testing an HHD with the ability to detect ROM, 

their results show good reliability in active shoulder abduction movements, but they did 

not assess the device's ability to detect angle peak torque. In future endeavours, it might 

be necessary to use sensors independent from the HHD's position as in the device 

developed by Li, et al. (2006) to evaluate their performance for the angle of peak torque. 
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The validity of angular impulse was not investigated in this thesis. This was due to the 

fact that angular impulse data originates from the force applied for a certain period of 

time (in Nm*sec), however, the method used did not account for differences in ROM for 

each of the tested movements and, considering the muscle length-tension relationship, 

this would make it inappropriate to compare force production across the available range 

of motion. One possible solution for future research would be to attach the prototype to 

the IKD while performing the tests, this could provide valuable information regarding the 

not only angular impulse but also angle of peak torque. 

 

The results presented in this section show for the first time that a concentric approach to 

manual muscle testing using an HHD is a reliable source of peak force in all movement 

tested for a group of experienced testers. Tough, knee flexion and knee extension 

movements just below the cut-off values of 0.75 for reliability but with narrow CI to 

assume that if increased stability was provided as explained previously the reliability 

would be above 0.75. Whereas angular impulse demonstrated good reliability for inter-

tester reliability for upper limb movements and knee extension, but below acceptable for 

lower knee flexion. As stated before, a different testing position should increase this. 

ASSA v3 is also able to provide valid output regarding peak force. 

It is yet unknown how less experienced testers and female testers will perform using this 

approach. But given that peak force in concentric testing is decreased when compared to 

isometric testing, this might facilitate manual muscle tests for those specific groups of 

physiotherapists. This will be investigated in the following chapter. 

Data collected shows that HHD does not show agreement to the point that allows for 

replacing the gold standard approach. The author argues that this should not be expected, 

considering the resources involved in each of them. Nevertheless, a therapist should 

decide if the reported LOA are acceptable for their line of work, i.e., target population, 

available resources and country where they practice. 

Lastly, this version of the device needs to undergo further software reliability testing with 

VC as the users reported a failure to initiate the procedure two to four times every day 
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before testing commenced where the device had to be restarted – this means data 

collection was not affected but it results in loss of time for researcher and participants. 

 

5.7    Conclusion 

The new prototype is reliable in conveying peak force data for the same tester (as also 

shown in chapter 4) and for different testers in elbow flexion, shoulder abduction, knee 

extension and knee flexion. Angular impulse displayed mixed results in between session-

intra-tester reliability for shoulder abduction and knee movements but moderate to good 

inter-tester reliability. 

The device demonstrates a good degree of correlation and agreement with the gold-

standard to detect peak torque but not enough to replace the gold-standard. It can still be 

considered valid. On the other hand, regarding the angle of peak force, the correlation 

data show it is not a valid instrument and does not seem to convey reliable data to be used 

in clinical practice for that purpose.  
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6. SONIFICATION TESTING AND RELIABILITY 

COMPARISON BETWEEN PHYSIOTHERAPISTS WITH 

MORE THAN 15 YEARS OF EXPERIENCE AND 

PHYSIOTHERAPY STUDENTS 

 

6.1    Introduction 

Evidence-based clinical approaches require constant reasoning and improvement of daily 

practices. Developing reliable measurement tools that suit both experienced and 

inexperienced physiotherapists is intertwined with improving physiotherapy 

interventions. The new prototype was tested in the previous chapters with a homogenous 

group of experienced testers and quantified its validity, reliability and responsiveness, a 

further step into the device development was needed. Physiotherapists with similar levels 

of experience showed good reliability and responsiveness, however it has not been 

investigated how different characteristics such as experience might affect reliability and 

responsiveness. Physiotherapists who use dynamometers have different experience levels 

and strength. Therefore, this chapter investigates how reliability and responsiveness is 

affected in a heterogeneous group of physiotherapists with distinct genders and 

experience levels. The difference in tester strength, which might be related to biological 

sex, changes muscle test output results using regular HHDs (Clarke, et al., 2011). At the 

same time, experience does not appear to influence the results in isometric testing 

(Bohannon and Wilkhom, 1992; Goonetilleke, et al., 1994; Grooten and Äng, 2010; Keep, 

et al., 2016) and appears to be less relevant than tester strength; however, this needs to be 

examined when using a concentric approach to manual muscle tests. It is also unknown 

how the sonification of manual muscle tests affects such tests' reliability and force 

production, which will be explored here. 

6.2    Objective 

This chapter investigates how sonification, testers' experience, and biological sex 

influence reliability in upper and lower limb manual muscle tests. The current chapter's 

https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/?term=Goonetilleke%20A%5BAuthor%5D&cauthor=true&cauthor_uid=8158181
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objective is to quantify the reliability of ASSA v4 with and without sonification using 

physiotherapists and physiotherapy students as testers. This was done by comparing 

elbow flexion and knee flexion concentric manual muscle tests with and without 

sonification as audio-feedback. 

 

6.3    Methods 

 

As previously explained in chapter 3, the improvements regarding version 4 related to the 

software and the amount of information displayed to the physiotherapist. Namely, data 

regarding the instant acceleration (for segment movement) was made available, and 

sonification provided live audio-feedback to the tester through earphones. The hardware 

did not suffer any changes from the previous data collection, while sonification was added 

to the software. 

 

A repeated-measures single-blinded randomised controlled trial was planned with four 

testers and 24 participants. Each tester would assess both elbow flexion and knee flexion 

in all participants three times under different conditions (control - no sound; intervention 

1 - sound 1; intervention 2 - sound 2).  

Training in the use of ASSA was provided with and without sonification. A similar and 

consistent verbal incentive was taught and provided by all physiotherapists and 

physiotherapy students during practice and testing. The training was given for two hours 

(with at least 20 minutes for MMT with sonification), but no proficiency test was 

arranged. This was a deliberate choice as in clinical practice, physiotherapists will not 

have that option. By doing so, the author hypothesises that the results will be similar to 

the ones found in a clinical setting across different sites.  

All testers were able to trial the HHD with sonification while using earphones 

(VKUSRA® - wireless headphones), and each mapping was explained to the users. 

Volume was selected by each of the participants for maximum comfort so that all sound 
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range was audible. No sound was perceptible to the participant on whom the test was 

being performed, isolating the sound-feedback to the tester only. During testing, as in 

previous chapters, the physiotherapists were blinded to the force/angle/speed results to 

prevent bias – however, they could not be blinded to the sound/no sound condition. 

Conditions were randomised to reduce learning and carry-over effects. As the testers 

worked in pairs, the first tester to begin the MMT was also randomised.  

Due to a technical problem with the software update for this chapter, sonification testing 

had to be stopped on day 3 of data collection. The problem originated on the code that 

attributed different notes to each of the variables (force or speed) and on every attempt to 

run the program, it would stop, and testers would be required to restart the process. When 

the problem arose, only nine participants had completed the data collection for sound 

condition 1. At the time, due to family commitments, the author was in the UK and 

although several attempts were made, the software error could not be solved online. This 

meant that further testing was altered, and testers were instructed to proceed with manual 

muscle testing without sound feedback until the author was back in Portugal to provide 

technical assistance. In sum, 23 participants were tested without sound, and only nine 

were tested with one of the sound conditions (sound 1). Unfortunately, once the author 

was back in Portugal and the sonification problem was solved, COVID-19 was starting 

to impact Portugal, and this research was halted. Nonetheless, post-hoc analysis 

demonstrated that the results for the sonification were statistically significant, and large 

effect sizes were found, which meant meaningful information was collected from the 

sample of nine participants. 

 

Physiotherapists and physiotherapy students were recruited following judgement 

sampling from a pool of available participants from HSHPRC: two experienced 

physiotherapists with more than ten years of experience in manual muscle tests were 

recruited to serve as experienced testers. In contrast, two physiotherapy students (third 

year) were recruited to be novice testers. In order to guarantee a similar approach in each 
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movement, correct procedural positions were also taught to all testers before the data 

collection commencement.  

Criteria for inclusion and exclusion were defined for both testers (experienced 

physiotherapists and physiotherapy students) as well as participants. The sample size for 

reliability was determined considering a power of 90% and alpha of 0.05, for a difference 

of acceptable reliability (0.70) to expectable reliability (0.90) this research would need to 

recruit at least 18 individuals with three observations per participant (Bujang and 

Baharum, 2017). As done previously and since some data may be lost or participants may 

withdraw, 20%-30% more participants were recruited - a total of 24 subjects was then 

included. 

Criteria were established for recruitment for both physiotherapists and participants. 

Different inclusion criteria were created for each group of testers: 1) Experienced 

Physiotherapists - More than ten years clinical experience; Ability to perform a manual 

muscle test against strong resistance; 2) Physiotherapy undergraduates - Less than 4 years 

of experience of manual testing experience; Ability to perform a manual muscle test 

against strong resistance; Over 18 years of age. Exclusion criteria for both groups of 

physiotherapists: Hearing deficit; Inability to understand the protocol; Inability to 

understand English written/spoken. In the end, two experienced (one male and one 

female) physiotherapists and two physiotherapy undergraduates (one male and one 

female) were recruited. 

Separate criteria were created for the participants. Inclusion Criteria: Age between 18 and 

60 years; No major surgery/injury in the last six months; No current injury on back or 

limbs. Exclusion criteria for participants: Recent injury or disability that prevents the 

subject from performing a maximum voluntary contraction (upper and lower limbs); 

Inability to provide consent or understand the procedure.  

Recruited physiotherapists had different levels of experience. The most experienced 

between 16 and 18 years of experience and the physiotherapy students were both third-

year students. 

In order to minimise fatigue, participants had a minimum of 48h between testing and were 

tested at similar times of the day. Ethics approval was required in Portugal, and the United 
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Kingdom for data collection. All participants were given a consent form to sign before 

data collection – ARU Ethics Code ESPGR-08 (Appendix 9) as well as HSHPRC, where 

the data was collected. 

 

 

In line with previous data collection, similar methods were established (see chapter 5 

section 3.4). According to personal preference, a warm-up with 1-3 repetitions was 

permitted (at 25-50% maximum voluntary contraction). Participants were given five 

minutes rest between testers to avoid fatigue (Martins, et al., 2017). On table 6.1 testing 

positions are presented.  

As in the previous testing with the HHD, participants were asked to refrain from vigorous 

physical activity 48h before each testing session and maintain their nutritional and activity 

habits as described in previous chapters to minimize fatigue and changes in strength 

condition.  Subjects were, as much as possible, scheduled to perform the test at similar 

times of the day to minimise any diurnal influence in strength production. The 

participants' dominant side was determined by asking the participant which leg they used 

to kick a ball. Only the dominant side was tested.  

 

Every tester used the same mark on the participants' tibia or forearm to position the centre 

of the dynamometer every single session – marking was recreated every testing day using 

individual measures recorded on the first day of data collection. The physiotherapists 

provided individual verbal incentive 1) elbow flexion – "bend your elbow, bend, bend" 

and 2) knee flexion – "bend your knee, bend, bend". Participants were also instructed to 

keep their wrist in a neutral position (for elbow flexion), or for knee flexion – keep the 

thigh resting on the plinth. If the participant were struggling to maintain any instructions, 

the test would be repeated. 
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Table 6.1 Testing positions for elbow and knee flexion 

Activity Position ASSA 

Elbow 

flexion 

Sitting on a chair, the 

arm to be tested resting 

on a plinth tilted to allow 

the whole arm to rest at 

around 45º with the 

floor. 

The tester directed ASSA's contact area to the 

forearm's anterior distal area using the mark done 

before as a reference for the application of the 

device. The tester was asked to maintain a 

perpendicular orientation of the device 

throughout the movement.  

Knee 

Flexion 

Prone on a plinth with 

both feet dangling.  Both 

arms were lying on the 

plinth but not holding 

onto it. Participant 

allowed 5º-10º of knee 

flexion before resistance 

is applied. 

The tester directed ASSA's contact area to the 

posterior lower third of the tibia just above the 

tibial malleoli while maintaining a perpendicular 

orientation with the lower leg segment, 

maintained throughout the movement. Therapist 

facing the subject's feet.  Test: Patient flexes knee 

while maintaining upper thigh always in contact 

with plinth.   

 

For elbow flexion, the testing position was the same as in Chapter 5, and for knee flexion, 

the testing position was the same as in Chapter 4. 

 

Sonification must use a data source to create systematic, relevant, and perceivable sound 

to its user/s. Therefore, using the HHD's input provides this research with a viable and 

reliable input to create live audio-feedback – figure 6.1.  

Simplicity was fundamental in the development of sonification to minimise cognitive 

effort. In initial trials, a combination of audio cues using simultaneous data (instead of 

only one data stream) from angle and force as well as velocity and force were also used. 

However, the output was confusing and not instantaneously perceived. For instance, when 

this was trialled in manual muscle tests, it provided the listener with an unclear piece of 
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information, mainly due to the short period needed for the task, plus the physical effort 

needed to resist the movement. This issue was considered to be particularly relevant in 

stronger joints such as the knee or hip. Therefore, this option was rejected and only one 

sound parameter (instead of multiple sound streams) was used for the MMT. More details 

are found below. 

To create the sonification, the author considered prior work as identified in the scoping 

review (chapter 2) where several authors developed their own working hardware which 

was then adapted to provide sound-feedback, this is essential to provide a curated and 

specialized sound output for the task being tested. In-depth analysis of the papers selected 

in the scoping review shows authors commonly used model-based and mapping 

sonification even when testing sonification with non-experts, this was the case for 

physiotherapists, this choice was also important as similarly to most participants in the 

studies from the scoping review had never used sonification either. In this research, the 

physiotherapists had never used sonification for manual muscle tests – this meant creating 

a clear-cut audio-feedback that could be usable in a task with short duration. In general, 

several parameters could be modified using PyGame, namely: Pitch; Duration; 

Instrument type and Volume.  

To use sonification, one has to select the variables "to be sonified", in this thesis, the main 

outcome to be analysed in this way is strength – therefore, force was selected as one of 

the variables to be sonified. Considering the HHD can gather information about time, 

force, angle and angular velocity, one had to be chosen. However, in the previous chapter, 

results from the angle of peak force were not highly reliable, which could put in doubt 

potential benefits from sonification, so this parameter was discarded for this work. On the 

other hand, angular velocity could provide information about the participants' movement 

that had never been reported before in HHDs. Therefore, angular velocity was chosen. 

Burns and Spanier (2005) showed that different joint speed changes the maximal force 

output in make break tests, considering that peak torque values also change with the 

velocity of testing on an IKD it was hypothesised that controlling the speed of MMT 

could affect reliability. With this in mind, the segment's speed and the force resisted by 

the tester were selected as two data streams for sonification testing. 
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The sonification model was developed in Python. Two mappings were created: Sound 

model 1 – Force sonification; Sound model 2 – Angular velocity sonification (due to the 

issues with the software and COVID-19 explained previously, this sound feedback was 

not tested). 

Figure 6. 1 From manual muscle test to sonification 

 

 

Designing the acoustic signal followed traditional and previously tested mappings in the 

literature, such as higher force or higher speed, would result in a higher tone in pitch 

(Dubus and Bresin, 2013). On the one hand, this would make it easier information for the 

user to decode the auditory information. On the other hand, when designing a sonification, 

it is critical to consider the listeners' expectation of what sound corresponds to the "target 

task" for a more congruent and effective task orientation (Ferguson and Brewster, 2018). 

In this case, this is particularly important, as higher pitch is commonly perceived and 

associated with higher energy (Dubus and Bresin, 2013). In theory, this should increase 

reliability by encouraging a maximisation of force production. It was also decided to use 

a discontinuous sonification formulation so that an increase in force production of 1kg 

could be undoubtedly perceived as such. If a continuous map had been chosen, the user 

might not be able to distinguish so clearly the correspondent increase in force. 

The speed at which the segment moves seems to be one of the most important parameters 

to warrant a muscle test with high reliability and to maintain a constant lower speed seems 
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to correlate higher with the gold standard (see chapter 4). Therefore, the ability to control 

the speed at which the segment moves is essential to warrant reliability for peak force. 

Initially, it was hypothesised that the increase in pitch with the increase in speed would 

be a relevant model to test as this is in line with what previous authors found in 

sonification literature regarding kinetics and kinematics research (Dubus and Bresin, 

2013). For that reason, it was brought forward as one of the final audio-feedback 

solutions.  

Testing the best audio characteristics for the speed model-based sonification also 

involved the use of different durations of sound, from longer durations such as ½ of a 

second to shorter durations such as 1/30 of a second. The longer duration was initially 

considered, but it was difficult for a non-trained listener to discern pitch changes and act 

upon this change in actionable time, and therefore this was discarded.  

Both models were developed to establish a clear and easy sonification that would allow 

immediate action, as it will be the case for both the experienced and inexperienced 

physiotherapists. With the above two main factors in mind – force and angular velocity - 

it was decided to use the MIDI notes from 21 to 108 which are the same notes one would 

listen from a Grand Piano ranging from A0 to C8 (27.50Hz to 4186Hz). This is a 

reasonably well-known sound and would not require learning from the participants when 

compared to more complex sounds.  

 

 

As an initial development point, it was assumed that this model's auditory information 

needed to provide the physiotherapist with audio cues about the force applied by the 

subject. In theory, this should maximise manual resistance throughout the range of 

movement by incentivising the physiotherapist to apply more resistance. When testing 

this option, by trial and error, it became clear that either a higher note or a shorter period 

for each note would facilitate comprehension and enhance the results.  

Firstly, to design this model, one had to consider the maximum force expected for the 

sample at hand. Previous data from chapters 4 and 5 indicated that a maximum force of 
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24kg was achieved for elbow flexion and 30 kg for knee flexion. Therefore, to encompass 

most individuals, the highest pitch was determined 5-10% above those levels to allow 

some latitude if a particularly strong individual was included in the sample. To establish 

the force model, force was linearly attributed to pitch which meant an increase in 

frequency corresponded to an increase in force applied.  

For elbow flexion the force data (1 to 26kg) was directly attributed to a pitch note ranging 

from note 1 (27.50Hz) up to a maximum note of 108 (4186Hz), increasing by 5 MIDI 

notes for every increase of 1 kg, meaning a change in octave with every 3kg increase. 

Notes had the duration of 1/10th of a second except for the tone played for forces less than 

2kg. Loudness was also kept at the same level, regardless of force level. 

Whereas in the knee flexion movement, the force data (1 to 32kg) was directly attributed 

to a pitch note ranging from note 1 (27.50Hz) up to a maximum note 108 (4186Hz), 

increasing by 4 MIDI notes for every increase of 1 kg, (average change in one octave with 

every 3kg increase). Notes had the duration of 1/10th of a second except for the tone 

played for forces less than 2kg. Similarly, to the elbow flexion model, loudness was also 

kept at the same level regardless of force level. 

In both cases described above, it was decided to use a regular increase in notes (every 4 

or 5 MIDI notes), to correspond to a "step" in force, which was deliberately created to 

provide the tester with the auditory perception of a marked increase. Whereas if the model 

was progressing on a note by note basis, it would not give such sharp feedback to the 

user. This meant that a linear connection between strength and sound would be created. 

The larger the resistance provided, the higher pitch would be perceived by the user.  

 

The angular velocity model used the same sound map for both joints, in contrast with 

sound model 1 which used different sound-parameters for each joint. When developing 

the sonification for the angular velocity model, the main aim was to achieve a specific 

speed while the test was being performed. To do this, a specific speed for the manual 

muscle tests was selected.  
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Due to the results from the previous testing, the speed that allowed a closer comparison 

with the IKD was 30º/sec, which was then selected as the "target speed". However, when 

using the target speed of 30º/sec, it was too difficult to perform the MMT due to the effort 

in maintaining the patient's joint moving at a fixed speed. Therefore, a "target range" 

(instead of a "target speed") for the task's execution was selected. A "target range" 

between 20º/sec to 40º/sec of segment displacement was then defined, allowing some 

margin of error while providing an indication about an acceptable segment displacement 

through the manual muscle test. 

In practical terms, speeds lower than 20 º/sec were mapped to note 21 (27.50Hz), - 

duration of 1/10th of a second; higher than 40 º/sec were mapped to note 108 (4186Hz) - 

duration of 1/30th of a second. If the segment was moving between 20-30 º/sec, the note 

played was a 67 (391.99Hz). A grand piano was used as the instrument (so it was similar 

to the sonification force model), while loudness was kept the same for all attributes. 

Although this sound map was created and was ready to be used, at the time when this was 

to be initiated, COVID-19 stopped the data collection, which meant only sound model 1 

was compared to the no-sound group.  

6.4     Data processing 

A customised RStudio (Version 1.2.5033 © 2009-2019) program was written to process 

the data. A low-pass fourth order Butterworth filter was designed to filter the data from 

the device (ASSA – 10Hz). Data were tested for normality using Shapiro-Wilks (p > 

0.05). Due to the nature of the analysis where comparisons between day or tester were 

performed, if a data point was missing for a particular participant, then the correspondent 

data point for the following day/tester was also removed. Therefore, different numbers of 

participants are expected. Muscle strength is reported in kilograms (Kg), joint angles in 

degrees (°) and impulse in Nm*sec. Mean and standard deviations (SDs) are reported. 

Data analysis 

Intra-tester reliability and responsiveness: The degree of correlation as defined by 

Schrout and Fleiss (1979) is done comparing between three repetitions for each tester is 

presented as – ICC (2,1). As reported previously, an ICC over 0.90 is considered 
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excellent, between 0.50-0.90 as fair/moderate to good and below 0.5 as poor. SEM and 

MDC are reported as in chapter 4 and 5. 

Inter-tester reliability and responsiveness: The degree of correlation between testers 

as defined by Schrout and Fleiss (1979) is done using the mean (force, angle or angular 

impulse) of three repetitions of all the maximal strength tests using ASSA and was 

calculated using intraclass correlation coefficient (ICC(2,3)). SEM and MDC were also 

assessed in line with previous chapters (chapter 4 and 5). 

Differences between the control group and sonification: A dependent t-test was 

performed to compare the mean force and angular impulse production for each joint. 

Effect sizes are reported with Cohen's D with small effect reported as r = 0.10, medium 

effect as r = 0.30 and large effects as r = 0.50. If data was not normal, the correspondent 

non-parametric Wilcoxon signed ranked test was performed. Bonferroni correction was 

used when performing analysis for multiple comparisons with a p-value of 0.025. 

 

6.5    Results  

A total of 24 healthy participants were recruited, but one did not attend the data collection 

stages, in total, 23 participants were involved in this research. From 23 participants, 19 

were females 4 males, the mean (SD) age of 22.65 years (2.90 years), and the ages range 

from 20 to 32. Mean (SD) height was 165cm (8.2cm), range 153cm to 185cm while mean 

(SD) weight was 63.10kg (7.16kg), range from 45.6kg to 85.3kg. Further analysis is 

presented in the following sections.  

 

Elbow flexion peak force data for each of the testers show good to excellent reliability 

for all testers when assessing intraclass correlation coefficient – ICC (2,1) ≥ 0.86 (table 

6.2). In terms of responsiveness, the SEM were between 6.46-12.46% and the MDC 

between (17.89-34.53%) for elbow flexion (p<0.001).  

Results for ICC (2,1) angle of peak force (Table 6.2) for elbow flexion demonstrate 

moderate to good reliability for two testers and poor reliability < 0.5 ICC for two testers 
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(tester 3 and tester 4) (p<0.001). For the testers with ICC≥0.50 angle of peak force values 

for SEM were around 14% for both testers and MDC was 38.65% for tester 1 - 40.45% 

and tester 2 – 40.45%. 

Angular impulse reliability for elbow flexion was excellent for three testers with only one 

tester displaying ICC lower than 0.75 (tester 3) (p<0.001). SEM and MDC values in 

percentage were between 7.75% to 13.70% and between 20.73% to 37.95% for MDC 

(table 6.2).  
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Table 6.2 Intra tester ICC(2,1) – Elbow flexion 

PEAK FORCE ICC 95% CI P-VALUE SEM (%) MDC (%) PARTICIPANTS 

TESTER 1 0.93 0.87 - 0.97 <0.001 0.92(9.06) 2.56(25.09) 23 

TESTER 2 0.87 0.74 - 0.94 <0.001 1.21(12.46) 3.36(34.53) 23 

TESTER 3 0.86 0.74 - 0.93 <0.001 0.86(6.46) 2.37(17.89) 23 

TESTER 4 0.95 0.89 - 0.98 <0.001 0.87(8.22) 2.41(22.76) 23 

ANGLE PEAK FORCE ICC 95% CI p-value SEM (%) MDC (%) Participants 

TESTER 1  0.66 0.45 - 0.82 <0.001 13.35(13.95) 36.99(38.65) 23 

TESTER 2 0.69 0.49 - 0.84 <0.001 11.60(14.60) 32.14(40.45) 23 

TESTER 3 0.47 0.21 - 0.70 <0.001 NA NA 23 

TESTER 4 0.33 0.08 - 0.60 <0.001 NA NA 23 

ANGULAR IMPULSE ICC 95% CI p-value SEM (%) MDC (%) Participants 

TESTER 1  0.94 0.87-0.97 <0.001 4.44(7.48) 12.31(20.73) 23 

TESTER 2 0.95 0.91-0.97 <0.001 4.43(7.75) 12.26(21.45) 23 

TESTER 3 0.71 0.51-0.85 <0.001 4.75(13.70) 13.15(37.95) 23 

TESTER 4 0.90 0.81-0.95 <0.001 4.73(11.93) 13.09(33.53) 23 
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Intra-tester ICC for knee flexion peak force results, for all testers, show good reliability 

(table 6.3) with all testers with values above 0.83 (p<0.001). For tester 4, one participant 

developed pain in the posterior thigh and was unable to complete the test. Therefore, the 

total number of participants for that tester is 22. For knee flexion, responsiveness was 

6.46-7.47% (SEM) and 17.89-20.69% (MDC).  

Data from the angle of peak force for knee flexion (table 6.3) shows moderate reliability 

for male testers (p<0.001). The two female testers showed poor reliability for detecting 

knee flexion angle of peak torque (ICC < 0.5). Whereas knee flexion SEM was 18.23% 

for tester 1 and 21.42% for tester 2, MDC was 50.49% for tester 1 and 59.33% for tester 

2. 

Lastly, the angular impulse for knee flexion (table 6.3) was excellent for tester 2 and 3 

with tester 1 and 4 displaying moderate ICC, with values lower than 0.75 (p<0.001). For 

knee flexion, SEM ranged from 3.30% to 13.28% and in terms of responsiveness 9.15% 

to 36.77% for MDC. 
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Table 6.3 Intra tester ICC(2,1) – Knee flexion 

PEAK FORCE ICC 95% CI P-VALUE SEM (%) MDC (%) PARTICIPANTS 

TESTER 1 0.84 0.72 – 0.92 <0.001 1.21(7.47) 3.36(20.69) 23 

TESTER 2 0.87 0.76 – 0.94 <0.001 1.06(7.24) 2.93(20.05) 23 

TESTER 3 0.86 0.74 – 0.93 <0.001 0.86(6.46) 2.37(17.89) 23 

TESTER 4 0.86 0.75 – 0.94 <0.001 1.02(6.46) 2.82(17.90) 22 

ANGLE PEAK FORCE ICC 95% CI p-value SEM (%) MDC (%) Participants 

TESTER 1  0.58 0.34 – 0.77 <0.001 10.45(18.23) 28.95(50.49) 23 

TESTER 2 0.55 0.30 – 0.75 <0.001 10.47(21.42) 29(59.33) 23 

TESTER 3 0.47 0.21 – 0.70 <0.001 NA NA 23 

TESTER 4 0.23 -0.02 – 0.52 0.04 NA NA 22 

ANGULAR IMPULSE ICC 95% CI p-value SEM (%) MDC (%) Participants 

TESTER 1  0.65 0.38-0.81 <0.001 7.84(10.26) 21.71(28.42) 23 

TESTER 2 0.97 0.95-0.98 <0.001 4.89(6.47) 13.55(17.94) 23 

TESTER 3 0.93 0.87-0.96 <0.001 1.63(3.30) 4.50(9.15) 23 

TESTER 4 0.63 0.41-0.81 <0.001 7.04(13.28) 19.49(36.77) 22 
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The inter-rater reliability for elbow flexion peak force and knee flexion peak force was 

good (ICC > 0.75) for all testers (table 6.4) (p<0.001), SEM and MDC were found to be 

at 9.86% and 27.32% for the elbow movement, and 8.07% and 22.34% for knee flexion 

respectively. At the same time, the reliability for the angle of peak force for all testers 

(table 4) was poor for elbow flexion (0.34) and moderate for knee flexion (0.59), SEM 

was 16.63% and MDC was 46.05%. Data relating to angular impulse shows good elbow 

flexion reliability and moderate for knee flexion (0.50), where SEM was 12%, MDC 

33.26% for elbow flexion and 17.96% and 49.76% for knee flexion.  
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Table 6.4 Inter-rater ICC(2,3) 

4 TESTERS  ICC 95% CI P-VALUE SEM(%) MDC(%) PARTICIPANTS 

PEAK FORCE – ELBOW F 0.89 0.64 – 0.96 <0.001 1.07(9.86) 2.97(27.32) 23 

PEAK FORCE – KNEE F 0.79 0.52 – 0.91 <0.001 1.20(8.07) 3.33(22.34) 22 

ANGLE PF – ELBOW F 0.34 -0.14 – 0.67 0.08 NA NA 23 

ANGLE PF – KNEE F 0.59 0.21 – 0.81 <0.001 8.67(16.63) 24.01(46.05) 22 

A. IMPULSE – ELBOW F 0.86 0.73-0.93 <0.001 5.71(12) 15.81(33.26) 23 

A. IMPULSE – KNEE F 0.50 0.05-0.77 <0.001 11.39(17.96) 31.56(49.76) 22 
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In this section, comparisons are presented for the participants (9) that were tested with 

both no sound condition and sonification model 1. Bonferroni corrections were applied. 

Intra-tester reliability for peak force (table 6.5) data show that the reliability increased in 

the sound condition with all tester improving the stability of their results except for tester 

1. Tester 1 still displayed excellent reliability (0.92) under the sonification intervention. 

On the other hand, intra-tester reliability for angle of peak force (table 6.6) data display 

decreased reliability in the sound condition with all testers worsening their performance. 

Results for elbow flexion impulse (table 6.7) show an increase in all testers' reliability 

under the sound condition except for tester 4 whose reliability did not change. 
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Table 6.5 Intra-tester reliability for the no sound and sound condition (ICC(2,1)) – Elbow flexion Peak force 

TESTERS ICC –NO 

SOUND 

95% CI P-VALUE SEM(%) MDC(%) PARTICIPANTS 

T1  0.95 0.86-0.99 <0.001 0.77(7.93) 2.14(21.97) 9 

T2 0.84 0.59-0.96 <0.001 1.47(15.21) 4.06(42.14) 9 

T3 0.83 0.57-0.96 <0.001 0.91(7.07) 2.53(19.56) 9 

T4 0.91 0.76 – 0.98 <0.001 1.16(11.97) 3.21(33.14) 9 

TESTERS ICC –sound 95% CI p-value SEM(%) MDC(%) Participants 

T1 0.92 0.73 – 0.98 <0.001 1.06(11.19) 2.93(31.01) 9 

T2 0.93 0.75 – 0.98 <0.001 1.15(10.69) 3.17(29.61) 9 

T3 0.94 0.81 – 0.99 <0.001 0.99(9.27) 2.74(25.68) 9 

T4 0.94 0.82 – 0.98 <0.001 1.14(9.40) 3.16(26.03) 9 

Note: T1 – Tester 1; T2 – Tester 2; T3 – Tester 3; T4 – Tester 4 
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Table 6.6 Intra-tester reliability for the no sound and sound condition (IC(2,1)) – Elbow Angle of Peak force 

TESTERS ICC - NS 95% CI P-VALUE SEM(%) MDC(%) PARTICIPANTS 

T1  0.34 -0.04 – 0.75 0.04 NA NA 9 

T2 0.77 0.39 - 0.94 <0.001 8.77(13.44) 24.30(37.22) 9 

T3 0.74 0.41 – 0.93 <0.001 11.91(20.22) 32.98(56.02) 9 

T4 0.57 0.17 – 0.86 <0.01 11.90(13.36) 32.95(36.99) 9 

TESTERS ICC –S1 95% CI p-value SEM(%) MDC(%) Participants 

T1 0.09 -0.26 – 0.60 0.31 NA NA 9 

T2 0.61 0.21 – 0.88 <0.01 10.05(12.07) 27.85(33.44) 9 

T3 0.62 0.21 – 0.89 <0.01 15.80(15.52) 43.76(42.99) 9 

T4 0.21 -0.07 – 0.64 0.09 NA NA 9 

Note: NS – No sound; Sound – S1; T1 – Tester 1; T2 – Tester 2; T3 – Tester 3; T4 – Tester 4 
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Table 6.7 Intra-tester reliability for the no sound and sound condition (ICC(2,1)) – Elbow flexion angular impulse 

TESTERS ICC – NS 95% CI P-VALUE SEM(%) MDC(%) PARTICIPANTS 

T1  0.80 0.41-0.94 <0.001 4.77(9.51) 13.20(26.35) 8 

T2 0.92 0.80-0.98 <0.001 4.12(8.42) 11.42(23.32) 8 

T3 0.85 0.60-0.95 <0.001 3.98(11.72) 11.02(32.48) 8 

T4 0.92 0.77-0.97 <0.001 2.88(9.42) 7.97(26.11) 8 

TESTERS ICC – S1 95% CI p-value SEM(%) MDC(%) Participants 

T1 0.92 0.80-0.92 <0.001 5.46(11.49) 15.13(31.82) 8 

T2 0.96 0.90-0.99 <0.001 3.60(6.94) 9.98(19.21) 8 

T3 0.90 0.69-0.97 <0.001 3.41(10.04) 9.44(27.82) 8 

T4 0.92 0.45-0.94 <0.001 3.97(7.49) 11(20.74) 8 

Note: NS – No sound; Sound – S1; T1 – Tester 1; T2 – Tester 2; T3 – Tester 3; T4 – Tester 4 
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Results for the comparison between sound vs no sound in knee flexion peak force, angle 

of peak force and angular impulse are presented in table 6.8, 6.9 and 6.10. Knee peak 

force reliability (table 6.8) was kept at similar levels for tester 1 and tester 2 under both 

sound and no sound conditions but varied dissimilarly for tester 3 – whose reliability fell 

from 0.83 to 0.68. Whereas tester 4 increased from 0.89 to 0.94.  

The knee angle of peak force (table 6.9) demonstrates a decrease in reliability for both 

tester 1 and tester 2 when under the sound condition to poor reliability levels. Tester 3 

and tester 4, however, display an increase in reliability to 0.95 for both testers.  

The sonification showed changes in angular impulse for the knee flexion movement (table 

6.10) in only one tester. It increased the reliability for tester 1 from 0.75 to 0.90 and 

remains almost unchanged for all the other testers - with ICC over 0.84 for the sound 

condition.
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Table 6.8 Intra-tester reliability for the no sound and sound condition (ICC(2,1)) – Knee flexion peak force 

TESTERS ICC –NS 95% CI P-VALUE SEM(%) MDC(%) PARTICIPANTS 

T1  0.85 0.62-0.96 <0.001 1.09(6.33) 3.03(17.52) 9 

T2 0.89 0.70-0.97 <0.001 1.04(7.84) 2.88(21.72) 9 

T3 0.83 0.57-0.96 <0.001 0.91(7.05) 2.53(19.54) 9 

T4 0.89 0.69 – 0.98 <0.001 0.97(6.47) 2.69(17.91) 8 

TESTERS ICC –S1 95% CI p-value SEM(%) MDC(%) Participants 

T1 0.85 0.59 – 0.96 <0.001 1.45(9.06) 4.02(25.08) 8 

T2 0.88 0.67 – 0.97 <0.001 1.43(9.46) 3.95(26.19) 8 

T3 0.68 0.20 – 0.87 0.001 0.98(7.17) 2.71(19.85) 9 

T4 0.94 0.83 – 0.98 <0.001 0.87(4.92) 2.40(13.64) 9 

Note: NS – No sound; Sound – S1; T1 – Tester 1; T2 – Tester 2; T3 – Tester 3; T4 – Tester 4 
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Table 6.9 Intra-tester reliability for the no sound and sound condition (ICC(2,1) – Knee flexion angle peak force 

TESTERS ICC- NS  95% CI P-VALUE SEM(%) MDC(%) PARTICIPANTS 

T1  0.50 0.08 – 0.84 0.01 11.69(21.00) 32.38(58.18) 9 

T2 0.54 0.13 – 0.84 <0.01 11.63(23.89) 32.20(66.17) 9 

T3 0.74 0.41 – 0.93 <0.001 11.91(19.67) 32.98(54.48) 9 

T4 -0.06 -0.34 – 0.50 0.6 NA NA 8 

TESTERS ICC –S1 95% CI p-value SEM(%) MDC(%) Participants 

T1 0.41 0.01 - 0.81 0.02 NA NA 8 

T2 0.33 -0.10 – 0.77 0.07 NA NA 8 

T3 0.95 0.87 – 0.99 <0.001 8.00(9.47) 22.15(26.24) 9 

T4 0.95 0.86 – 0.99 <0.001 10.25(11.74) 28.40(32.52) 9 

Note: NS – No sound; Sound – S1; T1 – Tester 1; T2 – Tester 2; T3 – Tester 3; T4 – Tester 4 
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Table 6.10 Intra-tester reliability for the no sound and sound condition (ICC(2,1))  – Knee flexion angular impulse 

TESTERS ICC –NO SOUND 95% CI P-VALUE SEM(%) MDC(%) PARTICIPANTS 

T1  0.75 0.38-0.92 0.002 6.21(8.21) 17.19(22.74) 9 

T2 0.97 0.93-0.99 <0.001 3.79(6.85) 10.50(18.98) 9 

T3 0.93 0.82-0.98 <0.001 2.62(5.41) 7.25(14.97) 9 

T4 0.82 0.56-0.94 0.001 3.75(7.98) 10.39(22.11) 9 

TESTERS ICC –sound 95% CI p-value SEM(%) MDC(%) Participants 

T1  0.90 0.74-0.97 <0.001 4.82(8.22) 13.34(22.77) 8 

T2 0.95 0.86-0.98 <0.001 4.37(8.22) 12.10(22.76) 8 

T3 0.90 0.75-0.97 <0.001 3.57(8.97) 9.90(24.84) 9 

T4 0.85 0.59-0.95 0.001 3.40(5.97) 9.43(16.54) 9 

Note: T1 – Tester 1; T2 – Tester 2; T3 – Tester 3; T4 – Tester 4 
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Inter tester reliability comparing elbow and knee flexion (table 6.11) from the mean of 

three repetitions for all testers reveals that ICC levels increase under the sound condition 

with p<0.01 for all comparisons. While in table 6.12 for the angle of peak force sound 

decreases reliability in elbow flexion and increases reliability in knee flexion. The inter 

tester reliability for angular impulse also shows different influence under the sound 

condition with an increase in ICC with sound 1 for elbow flexion but a decrease in ICC 

for knee flexion (table 6.13). 

 

Table 6.11 Inter tester ICC(2,3) Peak force sound vs no sound elbow and knee – all 

testers 

 ICC 95% CI P-VALUE SEM(%) MDC(%) PART. 

ELBOW 

FLEX. NS 

0.89 0.59-

0.98 

<0.001 1.07(10.21) 2.97(28.29) 9 

ELBOW 

FLEX. S1 

0.95 0.85-

0.99 

<0.001 0.94(8.67) 2.61(24.00) 9 

KNEE 

FLEX. NS 

0.75 0.22-

0.94 

<0.01 1.33(9.11) 3.69(25.22) 8 

KNEE 

FLEX. S1 

0.86 0.54-

0.97 

<0.001 1.22(7.83) 3.38(21.70) 8 

Note: Flex – Flexion; NS – No sound; S1 – Sound 1 
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Table 6.12 Inter tester ICC(2,3) sound vs no sound - Elbow and knee Angle peak force 

all testers 

 ICC 95% CI P-VALUE SEM(%) MDC(%) PART. 

ELBOW 

FLEX. NS 

0.64 0.09 – 

0.90 

0.01 10.66(14.

23) 

29.53(39.42) 9 

ELBOW 

FLEX. S1 

0.20 -0.41 – 

0.73 

0.24 NA NA 9 

KNEE 

FLEX. NS 

0.12 -0.28 – 

0.66 

0.29 NA NA 8 

KNEE 

FLEX. S1 

0.57 -0.2-0.90 0.05 19.64(25.

71) 

54.41(71.20) 8 

Note: Flex – Flexion; NS – No sound; S1 – Sound 1; Part. - Participants 

 

Table 6. 13 Inter tester ICC(2,3) sound vs no sound – Elbow and Knee Angular impulse 

all testers  

 ICC 95% CI P-VALUE SEM(%) MDC(%) PART. 

ELBOW 

NO 

SOUND 

0.64 0.23 - 0.87 <0.001 16.51(17.01

) 

45.73(47.1

3) 

9 

ELBOW 

SOUND 

0.75 0.43 - 0.91 <0.001 19.49(17.74

) 

53.99(49.1

4) 

9 

KNEE 

NO 

SOUND 

0.42 -0.04 - 0.77  0.06 NA NA 8 

KNEE 

SOUND 

0.28 -0.37 – 

0.73 

0.21 NA NA 8 
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Paired t-test data were compiled below to compare the elbow flexion and knee flexion 

manual muscle tests with and without sound-feedback for both peak force and angular 

impulse, but not for the angle of peak force due to low ICC.  

Paired t-tests to compare the elbow flexion with and without sound-feedback are 

presented in table 6.14. The comparison between interventions for tester 4 produced a 

statistically significant increase in force under the sound condition (sound 1), with a t = 

3.11 (p = 0.01) and a large effect size 0.74. A boxplot for the mean force by tester 

according to the sound condition is presented in figure 6.2. 

In Table 6.15 results for the comparisons regarding knee flexion for all testers are present. 

Data was also plotted as a boxplot as figure 6.3. Tester 4 produced more force under the 

sound condition (sound 1), with a statistically significant difference in the score for the 

sound group t = 2.56 (p = 0.01) with a large effect of 0.71. The Wilcoxon signed-rank test 

for tester 3, (differences are not normally distributed) indicated that the median for the 

sound condition were statistically significantly higher (13.98) than the median for the no-

sound condition (12.83) ranks. The effect size is also large for this hypothesis at 0.77.  
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Table 6.14 T test comparison for elbow flexion peak force (Kg) 

TESTERS FORCE – NS FORCE – S1 T (95% CI) P-

VALUE 

 MEAN OF 

DIFFERENCES 

DF EFFECT 

SIZE 

T1  9.69 (3.39) 9.53 (3.67) -0.30 (-1.34 - 1.03) 0.77 -0.15 8 NA 

T2 9.66 (3.47) 10.39 (4.26) 1.38 (-0.50 – 1.97) 0.21 0.73 8 NA 

T3 12.93 (2.07) 10.52 (3.99) -2.48 (-4.65 - -0.17) 0.04 -2.41 8 NA 

T4 9.7 (3.74) 12.01 (4.56) 3.11 (0.60 - 4.02) 0.01 2.31 8 0.74 

Note: T1 – Tester 1; T2 – Tester 2; T3 – Tester 3; T4 – Tester 4 
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Figure 6. 2 Boxplot of mean force by tester comparing sound condition 1 with no sound – Elbow flexion 

 

Note: NS – No sound, S1 – Sound 1 
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Table 6.15 T test comparison for knee flexion peak force (Kg) 

TESTERS FORCE – 

NS 

FORCE – S1 T (95% CI) P-

VALUE 

 MEAN OF 

DIFFERENCES 

DF EFFECT 

SIZE 

T1  17.78(2.82) 16.29(3.57) -1.22 (-4.22-1.35) 0.26 -1.44 7 NA 

T2 13.40(3.18) 14.99(3.94) 1.13 (-1.27-4.46) 0.23 1.59 7 NA 

T3 12.83(2.13) 13.98(1.57) Z= -2.17 0.02 1.15 7 0.77 

T4 15.02(2.81) 17.59(3.70) 2.68 (0.30-4.83) 0.03 2.56 7 0.71 

Note: T1 – Tester 1; T2 – Tester 2; T3 – Tester 3; T4 – Tester 4 
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Figure 6. 3 Boxplot of mean force by tester comparing sound condition 1 with no sound – Knee flexion 

 

Note: NS – No sound, S1 – Sound 1 
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In table 6.16, there is a significant increase for angular impulse (p<0.001) in force (Mean 

= 52.90 Nm*sec) for tester 4 when using the sound-feedback for the elbow flexion 

movement, this corresponds to a large effect size (0.91). Elbow flexion angular impulse 

for the remaining testers was not statistically significant. 
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Table 6.16 T-test angular impulse mean elbow flexion (Nm*sec) 

TESTERS IMPULSE – NS IMPULSE –

S1 

T (95% CI) P-

VALUE 

 MEAN OF 

DIFFERENCES 

DF EFFECT 

SIZE 

T1  120.71(26.21) 112.89(48.19) -0.58(-38-67 – 23.04) 0.58 -7.82 8 NA 

T2 120.12(33.28) 121.31(44.69) 0.54(-24.10 – 38.95) 0.60 7.43 8 NA 

T3 80.95(24.22) 71.42(22.91) -0.10(-26.66 – 24.45) 0.92 -1.11 8 NA 

T4 63.37(25.45) 117.50(35.13) 6.09(32.88 - 72.93) <0.001 52.90 8 0.91 

Note: T1 – Tester 1; T2 – Tester 2; T3 – Tester 3; T4 – Tester 4; DF – Degrees of freedom 
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Table 6.17 T-test angular impulse mean knee flexion (Nm*sec) 

TESTERS IMPULSE – NS IMPULSE – S1 T (95% CI) P-VALUE  MEAN OF 

DIFFERENCES 

EFFECT SIZE 

T1  232.99(40.82) 187.29(4.82) -3.03(-81.37 - -10.02) 0.02 -45.69 0.75 

T2 180.92(76.45) 172(66.46) -0.31(-76.60 – 58.80) 0.76 -8.90 NA 

T3 147.73(34.12) 128.45(33.23) -1.15(-78.41 – 27.24) 0.29 -25.58 NA 

T4 145.98(29.19) 178.27(26.38) 3.35(9.50-55.08) 0.01 32.29 0.78 

Note: No Sound – NS; S1 - Sound 1; T1 – Tester 1; T2 – Tester 2; T3 – Tester 3; T4 – Tester 4;  
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The T-test for angular impulse, in table 6.17, shows there is a significant increase 

(p<0.025) in force (Mean = 32.29 Nm*sec) for tester 4 when using the sound-feedback 

for the knee flexion movement, this corresponds to a large effect size (0.78). However, 

tester 1 presents a change in the opposite direction with less angular impulse (-

45.69Nm*sec) detected (p<0.05) and a large effect size 0.75. Knee flexion angular 

impulse for the remaining testers was not statistically significant. 

 

6.6    Discussion 

In this chapter, a group of physiotherapists and physiotherapy students with dissimilar 

experience in the use of hand-held dynamometers´ was assessed for reliability and 

potential effects of sonification on concentric manual muscle tests. Results are discussed 

below and compared with previous versions of the prototype.  

 

Intra-tester reliability was only assessed when comparing three repetitions (ICC(2,1)) and 

not for the between-session reliability. For elbow flexion, intra-rater reliability for 23 

participants shows that all testers were able to provide consistent values of maximal peak 

force good to excellent. This is similar to the high levels of reliability for elbow flexion 

found by Le-Ngoc and Janssen (2012) when testing elbow flexion movement using 

concentric movements. Knee flexion peak force data also exposed good reliability for all 

testers and is similar to results from chapter 4 for a previous version of the device in a 

similar testing position. In terms of absolute reliability and responsiveness, the SEM and 

the MDC for elbow flexion was 17-35% and knee flexion 17-21% respectively, these 

values are similar to the responsiveness obtained in the previous chapter, although they 

are expected to rise when performing testing on different days, as ICC results are usually 

worse when comparing data between days. More relevant data from inter-rater reliability 

is examined in section 6.5.2. 

The angle of peak force reliability shows that male testers (one experienced and one 

novice) demonstrate higher reliability (moderate) compared with both female testers 
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(poor). These results for the female testers are similar to the data collected by Le-Ngoc 

and Janssen (2012), with only one physiotherapist performing the MMTs, which cast 

some doubt over the ability of these types of devices to be able to capture angle of peak 

force. The angle of peak force for knee flexion shows inferior results and increased 

variability across testers. While both male testers show moderate reliability, the female 

testers showed poor reliability. These results, accompanied by the high MDC values 

(above 38% for all movements tested), are similar to the previous chapter and do not 

support using the current dynamometer for the angle of peak force detection as they are 

set below the minimum ICC level of 0.75. In general, for the angle of peak force the male 

results were superior to the female testers; however, this might happen due to differences 

in individual strength which may play a role in keeping the device correctly orientated 

while performing the test, however, it was not assessed how individual strength differs 

between each tester. This should be investigated further, but considering the previous 

limitations in finding the angle of peak force accurately in chapter 5, the ability to detect 

it needs to be improved overall and neither biological sex nor experience seem to be the 

main limiting factor in achieving good results. 

The angular impulse for elbow flexion results was moderate to good, with three testers 

able to consistently use the HHD with ICC ≥0.90 and only one displaying moderate 

reliability. The knee flexion movement results were excellent for two testers, but two 

other users displayed ICC values below 0.75 (one experienced and one inexperienced). 

Angular impulse has never been investigated before, and these results demonstrate they 

can be a reliable source when used in a concentric approach for some but not all testers. 

Tough the author hypothesizes that longer training sessions with the device where live 

result feedback is provided for angular impulse can improve the results, particularly 

considering that Le-Ngoc and Janssen (2012) were able to achieve acceptable results for 

total work in elbow flexion and knee extension and it was calculated in a similar manner 

to angular impulse. 

SEM and MDC values in percentage are slightly lower for the angular impulse tests in 

the elbow and in knee flexion movements than on the previous chapter. This improvement 

is probably related to the type of ICC tested (between-session in chapter 5 and three 

repetition ICC in chapter 6). From these results, it appears that angular impulse data can 
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be reliably sourced with the concentric MMT using the newly developed HHD. Further 

emphasis needs to be given to adequate resistance given throughout the range of motion 

for this approach to work. This should be assessed in different joints to investigate 

responsiveness levels, which might further demonstrate the usefulness of angular impulse 

to measure strength. 

 

Inter-tester reliability was one of the main outcomes of interest from this chapter; the 

testers' results seem to support the previous section's results with good interrater 

reliability. Good results were displayed in peak force and angular impulse data (except 

for knee flexion) but below standard, of ICC>0.75, for the angle of peak force in both 

joints. Inter-tester reliability for the knee flexion also increased as expected, compared to 

chapter 5, probably due to the increased stabilisation provided by the prone position, 

meaning this should be the position of preference for this movement, to the detriment of 

the sitting position.  

Considering that in chapter 5, knee flexion and knee extension had similar inter-tester 

reliability, a similar effect - increase in reliability - would be expected if added stability 

was introduced to the participant's positions for the knee extension movement. This could 

be achieved in future studies by adding straps to the thigh or using a chair that allows for 

trunk stabilisation, albeit knee extension usually involves higher torque. Stabilisation has 

been discussed in previous research as an essential feature when using HHD´s which can 

decrease differences between measurements (Chamorro, et al., 2017). Nonetheless, this 

needs further confirmation regarding this device in future research. 

Results for the four testers regarding the peak force interrater reliability are excellent for 

elbow and knee flexion, whereas the angle of peak force is poor for elbow flexion and 

moderate for knee flexion. This might be due to the device's test position and dimension, 

which might make it more challenging to maintain the device's alignment due to the 

participant's wrist closeness with the prototype (during testing, the body of the device is 

placed close to the participant's wrist) compared with the knee flexion movement where 

it is easier to avoid contact with the participant´s leg. These problems with excess 
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movement, which could impact results, were also reported by Le-Ngoc and Janssen 

(2012) but they did not assess this issue when comparing reliability for more than one 

tester. 

SEM and MDC were in line with the previous chapter values, but higher for elbow 

flexion, which is likely to be due to a larger difference in absolute torque values produce 

due to the more heterogeneous sample of testers which might then increases standard 

deviation group values from which SEM is calculated, and the MDC derived. While SEM 

and MDC were lower for knee flexion movements, the author hypothesises this is due to 

the more stable prone position previously advocated in the last chapter. It is relevant to 

refer that there are no current guidelines for adequate responsiveness levels for commonly 

used dynamometers, but more importantly, they are unknown in MMT without HHD due 

to the ordinal characteristics of those measurements (Bohannon, 2019). According to the 

population and condition tested, responsiveness vary by joint and HHD and should be 

considered individually by researchers and clinicians. 

Angular impulse responsiveness was similar to chapter 5 for elbow flexion, which again 

increases the interest in exploring this measure as a possible outcome of 

endurance/fatigue. However, it was worse in both reliability and responsiveness in 

chapter 6 for knee flexion, which means more emphasis should be given to training to 

improve this parameter in this type of user. 

 

 

The present study investigated the use of sonification in concentric manual muscle tests 

in a healthy group of participants. The results demonstrate that the tested sonification 

model (sound 1) increased ICC reliability for peak force in all testers but one (where the 

ICC was similar but slightly lower) when comparing intra-tester reliability for elbow 

flexion. Responsiveness, however, worsens for experienced testers when using sound 1 

whereas it improves for inexperienced testers. This type of artefact when using 

sonification has been reported previously as it appears that some feedback might be 

detrimental or have no effect in experienced users due to their high levels of performance 

(Dubus and Bresin, 2015), however other authors point that differences between experts 
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and novices when using sonification are probably related to the type of task and 

sonification tested (O´Brien, et al., 2020). This also appears to be true in this research, 

with results differing when looking at different joints, which suggest that the tasks' 

specificity might influence the final results. For instance, when looking into the knee 

flexion results, the sonification appears to provide different results, with two testers 

maintaining similar reliability levels whereas one tester reliability improved 

(physiotherapy student) but another had worse results. Responsiveness for knee flexion 

only improves results for one tester (female and inexperienced) and worsens or does not 

affect the other three testers.  

In sum, it appears that sound model 1 was consistent in improving responsiveness for one 

inexperienced tester in both joints, and it might therefore be useful as a learning tool for 

some individuals as reported before for sonification (Schaffert, et al., 2017; Maes, 

Lorenzoni and Six, 2019). This has not been reported before in HHD´s and is a new 

finding that implies that sonification can help some therapists obtain more accurate 

readings when using an HHD. It is also important to refer that this type of sonification 

was either indifferent or worsens their results for the remaining testers. As demonstrated 

previously in sonification, Dubus and Bresin (2015) also found different results across 

participants; further investigations are needed to understand which individuals benefit the 

most from it and how it can be optimized. 

The angle of peak force in intra-rater reliability provides results depending on the joint 

analysed. Whereas sonification appears to worsen reliability in all testers in the elbow 

joint and also for two testers (male) in the knee joint, it improved the results from the two 

female testers to excellent reliability. This should be considered carefully as the sample 

consisted of only nine participants, considering that reliability is not consistently good 

across all testers and joints. 

Angular impulse is not commonly reported in physiotherapy literature, but it should be 

considered in further research. The results from this section reveal that when using a 

concentric approach and an HHD with the ability to capture dynamic strength, it is 

possible to gather information about muscle performance through the range of movement, 

which should significantly impact functional rehabilitation. When using sonification 

model 1, results demonstrate good to excellent reliability for both joints tested, compared 
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to the no sound approach. In terms of responsiveness, there are also mixed results with 

the use of sonification, with improvements in SEM and MDC values for three testers in 

the sound condition for elbow flexion but with worse or similar results for knee flexion, 

again, and similarly to the peak force data, only the inexperienced and female testers 

improved angular impulse responsiveness in both joints when using the sound model 1, 

lifting the possibility of the ability of sound feedback to be used as a tool to enhance 

learning of MMT with the tested HHD. The use of sonification to support learning in 

complex tasks has received some support in the last few years and the results in this thesis 

appear to point in the same direction (Danna, et al., 2015; Jakus, et al., 2017; Schaffert, 

et al., 2017).  

Lastly, it is important to refer that a high ICC(2,1) for 3 repetitions is less demanding to 

obtain than between-day reliability, which is a more insightful test for reliability and 

which this work has not investigated. Simultaneously, the sample size was small due to 

the technical issues described before and will need to be investigated further despite 

appealing initial results. 

 

One of the major findings from the sonification testing is that peak force reliability is 

improved when using the sound model 1 in both movements tested, with changes from 

good to excellent in elbow flexion and moderate to good in knee flexion. Responsiveness 

is also improved in both joints by around 4% when using sonification. This is a novel 

finding in the area, which might indicate that the use of sonification can provide a 

decrease in testing errors if a large number of testers are needed (as it might be the case 

for research or if more than one physiotherapist). There is still a need to assess this finding 

in different joints to understand its implications for practice fully. This finding seems to 

be in line with previous research on the benefits of sonification from O´Brien, et al. 

(2020), although they suggest that providing information about task-related error might 

be more relevant for performance than sonification guidance which was tested in this 

chapter. Therefore, real-time error sonification should be tested in the future by assessing 

when comparing the reliability of MMT between testers of a different experience.   
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Data for inter-tester reliability was below 0.75 for the angle of peak force with and 

without sonification for elbow and knee flexion. The use of sonification decreased 

reliability in elbow flexion but increased it in knee flexion. The angular impulse results 

also show that sonification affects reliability differently according to which joint is tested. 

In elbow flexion, reliability was improved with sonification (to 0.75), but knee flexion 

reliability worsened with sonification (from 0.42 to 0.28). 

In sum, sonification appears to improve inter-tester reliability and responsiveness in peak 

force but not for angle of peak force and angular impulse. Le-Ngoc and Janssen (2012) 

suggest that sound-feedback might be an interesting feature to develop in the future 

however, no future work was ever published to the author´s knowledge until now.  

 

The t-test analysis shows a statistically significant increase (t=3.11 95%CI:0.60-4.02, 

p<0.01) in elbow flexion peak force when using sonification 1 with a large effect for the 

sample tested in one of the testers. Data from knee flexion also shows an increase in force 

production for two testers (tester 3: Z=-2.17, p<0.025; and tester 4: t=2.68, 95%CI: 0.30-

4.83, p>0.05), both corresponding to a large effect size (>0.70). Other comparisons were 

not significant, and it appears that not all testers respond in the same way to the sound 

chosen in this research. It appears that less experienced testers might use the sound in a 

more productive way which should help improve results and achieve less discrepancy in 

comparison with experienced testers by increasing absolute force resistance and 

consequently higher values of peak force. 

The differences arising from the effects in upper limb vs lower limb might have several 

sources which this thesis cannot fully unfold. It is hypothesized that the fact that resistance 

applied to the knee is more difficult to perform which could justify that two and not only 

one tester had statistically significant results in terms of force production. It is currently 

unknown how these results would fare when considering other muscular groups and 

researchers should investigate this dichotomy in the future with particular emphasis on 

flexor/extensor and upper limb vs lower limb. 

The fact that some testers did not benefit from sonification has been found before in 

research (Sigrist, et al., 2016). Those authors explored the effects of sonification in users 
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with different levels of expertise and reported limited advantages in movement 

performance when investigating the effects of sonification in cycling technique which 

they related to short training time, tasks specificity or unclear sonification due to technical 

characteristics. In this thesis, the same issues could also justify the results with one major 

difference, MMT involved the interaction of two individuals, which can increase the 

difficulty in the creation of a playful and interactive sonification due to the dependence 

of force generation by an external component (the participant) and other factors such as 

fatigue. 

In general, however, the effects of sonification appear to be emerging in several domains 

with overall evidence of the positive influence, being reported in interventions with 

different populations such as Parkinson’s disease or stroke and tasks in sports as different 

as golf, swimming or rowing (Schaffert, et al., 2019).  

Angular impulse results for elbow flexion also indicated a large effect for tester 4 (0.91), 

with more strength being produced across the range of movement (t=6.09, 95% CI:32.88-

72.93), no statistically significant results were found for the remaining testers. There were 

also, significant changes found in data from the angular impulse in the knee flexion 

movement. Results suggest that while tester 1 (p<0.01) produced less force throughout 

the range of movement (table 6.17) when listening to the sonification. Whereas the novice 

tester 4 was able to increase force application in knee flexion (table 6.17). It seems that, 

at least for two users, the sonification was either indifferent (tester 2 and 3) or provided 

considerable aid in terms of angular impulse production (tester 4), meaning it might be 

able to guide concentric manual tests training in specific conditions. For the experienced 

user (tester 1) the audio guidance affected him differently with less force produced for 

one of the tasks assessed (knee flexion); it has been shown that experts and novices react 

differently to auditory information (Dyer, 2017a). This might have led to a decrease in 

force production throughout the range (angular impulse), meaning the sonification tested 

was not helpful in increasing angular impulse. 

Lastly, although effect sizes were large, the sample for the sonification comparison and 

reliability test was small (9 participants), which means the advantages of using 

sonification should be further investigated as its benefits for clinical applications still need 
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to be made clearer. Further research is needed in specific populations and with different 

sonification mappings to explore uncovered relationships. 

Different sonification approaches, namely, changing other variables such as loudness or 

instruments, were attempted in pre-trial in terms of the sonification model development. 

However, when attempting to use these during manual muscle tests, an increased 

reaction-time was noticed, probably due to sensory overload, rendering the sonification 

useless. The author does not argue that other approaches should not be trialled in future 

research, but considering the study design and aims, this was considered appropriate, and 

further expansion on the issue is welcome.  

 

The current chapter investigated for the first time how the use of sonification can support 

concentric MMT in both experienced and inexperienced physiotherapists. The research 

has also explored how testers with different experience and strength can display good 

intra and interrater reliability for both peak force and angular impulse. A concentric 

approach to MMT appears to be useful for both joints tested even if testers have less 

experience, highlighting the possible benefits of its use in clinical practice.  

The main limitation of this chapter was that sample size was reduced due to COVID-19, 

this has an impact on the strength of the finding regarding the effects of sonification 

(although effects were large and statistically significant). Indeed, smaller samples will 

tend to find larger effects which can then affect the internal and external validity of this 

section (Button, et al., 2013). Researchers should bear in mind that the true effect is likely 

to be smaller than the reported here. In this text however, we did not opt to perform a 

post-hoc power analysis as it is unlikely it will produce relevant information besides what 

is already known – further participants were needed for adequate power (Althouse, 2021). 

Future research in the area can consider the effects obtained here to provide a rough 

estimate of effect which can then be used for future a priori power analysis. 

Another limitation of the current work is that testers were not assessed for strength. This 

would have allowed comparisons between force resisted by strength level and contributed 

to provide a baseline reference for this type of HHD which could be helpful for future 

research. 
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Regarding missing data: Missing values on the last two data collections arose from pain 

occurring at the moment of testing which appear to indicate randomness and should not 

impact results. This was different from the pilot study´s missing data. In the pilot study 

data was missing as testers could not resist (inexperience/strength/not enough training) 

this was addressed and did not occur again in subsequent chapters. So as suggested by 

Kang (2013) a case wise deletion was the option, the sample size was also calculated with 

20-30% more participants to account for this. 

Lastly, in could be pointed that validity was not assessed when using sonification which 

can impact results. The use of sonification and reliability was done to assess if sonification 

changes that specific parameter. The same should be done for validity, but resources were 

not available for that at the time and a choice regarding which line of investigation to 

choose was made – it should certainly be considered in future research. 

In hindsight, adjustments should be made to the study design in the future to prevent 

possible unwarranted effects on the no sound condition. For instance, the manual muscle 

tests should have taken place with the testers using earphones in both conditions (sound 

and no sound). This way, participants would not know if the tester was listening to the 

audio-feedback, or not, thus preventing them from potentially exerting more or less force. 

The use of simple tones in the sonification model might be considered limited within the 

spectrum of augmented feedback for sonification. This can be improved in the next stages 

of research by using more instruments or other arrangements to enrich the sound 

experience and maximise sonification benefits. This point might be particularly important 

for a future speed sonification model as the planned range of sound-feedback might not 

be particularly useful as changes in speed of segment movement will impact peak torque 

production (see section 3.2). Authors researching the specificity of speed and its effects 

in MMT with the use of HHD should also consider the type at task being analysed as 

several previous authors have identified the stretch-shortening cycle as a major factor in 

force production which could impact results if an active stretch precedes testing as muscle 

elastic function influences force production (Miyaguchi and Demura, 2008; Turner and 

Jeffreys, 2010). More time for sonification development and participant training prior to 

the manual muscle test should also be taken into account to achieve this. 
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An important issue that could impact results whether in research or clinical practice is 

muscle temperature. The fact that temperature can affect muscle performance has been 

presented by researchers in the literature with both cold and heat being able to negatively 

impact muscle performance (de Ruiter, et al., 1999; Chaillou, et al., 2022), this can be of 

particular importance when assessing strength output using different warm-ups (Gogte, 

Srivastav and Miyaru, 2017); or in clinical practice when cold of heat interventions might 

be used before testing (Beaven, Kilduff and Cook, 2018); or if several trials increase 

muscle temperature above 39° (Brooks, et al., 1971). Future researchers should consider 

the implication of these issues in particular if several repetitions are demanded from 

participants and minimize differences between protocols while clinicians should be made 

aware of the differences that their interventions might have on the results of MMT.  

 

6.7    Conclusion  

This chapter shows that testers with different experience and gender are able to perform 

at acceptable and similar levels in terms of inter-tester peak force reliability and 

responsiveness when using concentric MMTs in elbow and knee flexion. More 

specifically, good reliability was also achieved for angular impulse in elbow flexion but 

not in knee flexion (inter-tester). Intra-tester reliability varies across testers but was 

generally moderate to excellent for peak force and angular impulse in both movements. 

Sonification improved inter-tester reliability in both elbow and knee flexion for peak 

force. Intra-tester reliability was also improved in most tests for most physiotherapists, 

with one tester (inexperienced) showing increased force resisted in both movements when 

using the sound-feedback. These are novel discoveries that highlight the potential of 

sonification as a tool for concentric manual tests.  

Manual muscle tests using a concentric approach are a reliable tool for a heterogeneous 

sample of physiotherapists with different degrees of experience for gathering peak force 

and angular impulse. Over the next chapter, a focus group to aid device development and 

deployment is reported. 
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7. ACCEPTABILITY AND IMPLEMENTATION – FOCUS 

GROUP WITH EXPERIENCED PHYSIOTHERAPISTS 

 

7.1    Introduction 

The main reason to develop a prototype is to create a new product that helps solve a 

specific problem. In any industry, but particularly in healthcare, prototype development 

should be accompanied by feedback from relevant stakeholders to optimise its function 

while minimizing design flaws. By assessing a device´s usability, one can gather 

information about how the device is perceived in its various facets, namely: ease of use, 

design issues, software problems, and other issues that might impact its acceptability by 

the end-user. Usability is defined as “the extent to which a product can be used by 

specified users to achieve specified goals with effectiveness, efficiency and satisfaction, 

in a specific context of use” (International Organisation for Standardisation, 2018).  

Schubert, Mühlstedt and Bullinger (2014) argue that device development should also be 

focused on how the device will be used in practical terms - in other words, the process is 

recommended to be human-centred. Hence, when developing new technology, it is of the 

utmost importance to prioritize user-focused approaches to avoid flawed interfaces. This 

will increase usability and prevent incidents that might provoke injuries to users (Imada, 

1991; Garmer, Ylvén and Karlsson, 2004). Usability can be tested in several stages of 

product development through different approaches: expert-interviews; focus groups; 

questionnaires; user-interviews; and usability tests (Caplan, 1990; Nielsen, 1994; 

Schubert, Mühlstedt and Bullinger, 2014). 

There is no broad tradition of performing focus groups in physiotherapy research, 

although they have been used before to support prototype development (Bruseberg and 

McDonagh-Philip, 2002; Zaina and Álvaro, 2015). Sim and Snell (1996) argue that focus 

groups have an advantage compared to other qualitative methods of data collection that 

can be important in specific scenarios, for example: for “respondents to have common 

experiences, interests and understanding”, which is clearly the case for this group of 

experts who tested the device. This approach has also been used to gather data in the 
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development of a prototype to promote physical activity (Ganesan and Anthony, 2012) 

or to gather information about different interventions after lumbar discectomy (Rushton, 

et al., 2017). 

During this research, the prototype (ASSA) idealised and created by this thesis author has 

only been tested in healthy participants and by a small group of physiotherapists, which 

means the sample size would be restricted when compared with similar research. For this 

reason, the author opted for a mini focus group approach as suggested by Kamberelis and 

Dimitriadis (2005), when only a small group of specialists is eligible for the focus group.  

The mini focus group aimed to allow the flow of the conversation and elicit new ideas 

and approaches to the assessment of muscle force and the development of the prototype; 

this was thought to be preferable to a one-on-one interview. 

The main advantage of using a focus group when compared to other approaches is the 

interaction between group members and the interviewer that can facilitate the flowing of 

ideas and the production of data while gathering personal insight in a semi-structured and 

open environment (Breen, 2006). This might be particularly useful with less eloquent or 

shy participants; however, it is important to keep in mind that it can easily work in the 

opposite direction if the group has a very dominant participant or someone that is 

perceived as a hierarchic superior – as it was the case for the experienced testers and the 

physiotherapy students. This was why physiotherapy students who participated in chapter 

6 as testers were not selected for the focus group. 

One of the advantages of gathering information about different stakeholders at this 

moment in the project evolution is the fact that those inputs can be used to change the 

design and usability of the device considerably if needed, which would not be possible if 

the information was only gathered at a later stage in the project timeline. 

7.2    Method 

 

The study is reported in line with the Consolidated Criteria for Reporting Qualitative 

Research (COREQ) (Tong, Sainsbury and Craig, 2007), further details are presented on 

appendix 10. One mini focus group was conducted in June 2020 was led by the primary 

researcher – JG - a male physiotherapist (Post-Graduate Researcher with previous 
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experience with qualitative research but not focus groups). The selection of subjects for 

the focus group was a convenience sample as all participants needed to have used the 

device previously. Physiotherapists that had used the device in chapter 5 and 6 were 

selected (a total of four). Participants were recruited by email and invited for an online 

meeting, all invited accepted to participate. Participants read a participant information 

sheet and consented to the focus group.  The focus group was audio recorded using a 

dictaphone and then transcribed verbatim. No repeat interviews were performed. 

The sample size consisted of four physiotherapists due to the reduced number of 

professionals who had trialled the device. This is in line with Kamberelis and Dimitriadis 

(2005) regarding mini focus groups, which are usually between two and five. Normally, 

a pilot study for the focus group would be done to gather feedback or change the planned 

questions, but due to the small sample, this was not performed.  

All participants had time to express their views and add any relevant information to the 

notes throughout the process. The meeting was performed online through a video 

conference and only the researcher and participants were present. The audio was 

recorded, and the focus group lasted for around 1h30min. All questions were sent in 

advance to the participants to minimize this issue and can be found (the translated version 

to English) in Appendix 11 as suggested by Breen (2006).  As recommended by Sim and 

Snell (1996), notes were taken during the conversation to gather information from non-

verbal interaction - this was particularly important as no video was recorded due to 

privacy issues. Ethics approval was granted from the HSHPRC in Portugal (Appendix 

12), from where the physiotherapists were recruited, and all participants provided written 

consent.  

For this focus group, a thematic analysis following a phenomenological approach was 

used. Thematic analysis can be defined as “a method for identifying, analysing, and 

reporting patterns (themes) within data. It minimally organises and describes your data 

set in (rich) detail” (Braun and Clarke, 2006).  
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7.3    Data analysis 

The audio recording was later translated to English by JG (fluent in both Portuguese and 

English) and transcribed verbatim; this was double-checked and sent to the participants 

(along with the audio recording) to guarantee translation integrity. Participants were 

assigned a two-letter name as a pseudonym. Thematic analysis using codes, which are 

assigned to phrases or groups of phrases, allowed the researcher to identify emergent 

themes (Breen, 2006).  

The data analysis has one limitation, as it was performed by only one researcher, whereas 

it is recommended that at least two people perform the coding to minimize bias. To 

minimize this, codes and themes were sent to the participants afterwards in order to gather 

feedback regarding the themes approached. If the participants had new points to add, these 

would be included in the results – the participants suggested no changes.  

 

7.4  Results 

Participants consisted of 4 experienced physiotherapists (DC – male; MG – male; RM – 

male; SA - female) with 13 to 23 years of experience. Six themes arose from the analysis. 

The transcript and can be found in Appendix 11. 

 

 

Participants indicated that they liked the prototype and that it served the purpose for what 

it was built for, while still being easy to use. The participants reported a positive overall 

view about the prototype: DC “In general I too also liked the prototype, even though it is 

a prototype and before the final version is ready it can be improved” similar input was 

provided by RM “I liked it, I liked it a lot. The concept of the prototype is an excellent 

idea and it can indeed bring added value if integrated in the physiotherapist’s clinical 

practice. It’s an interesting and useful concept“, with RM adding that the prototype was 

easy to adapt to even for inexperienced users. MG and SA were also positive about the 

device, whit MG saying “, it looked to be very useful and it was easy to understand how 

to utilize it” and SA pointing “…I have a positive opinion of the prototype, even though 
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I have some questions that we will discuss next, but above all I have the impression that 

the prototype was well received by the participants…”. DC added that its use was well 

accepted by the physiotherapy students whom were using the device –“(physiotherapy 

students) quickly adapted to what needed to be done and there were not any major hurdles 

- but also by the participants”. Participants agreed that there were no extra constraints in 

the use of the device compared to a regular approach to manual muscle testing. 

 

 

RM and SA, both trialled the sonification mappings for force production. RM started by 

reporting that personally, he did not feel any effect but referred that “it could be beneficial 

for less experienced or recently graduated physiotherapists”. While SA recalled that the 

physiotherapy student paired with her on the research reported positive feedback in terms 

of resistance application in the initial range of movement. 

SA considered that the sound did, however, provide an “extra – like a positive input … 

like when you increase the music volume for a difficult task”, which was something she 

related to her running. This is a compelling point for the use of sonification as it might 

help both therapist and patient keep a high interest in the movement even if fatigue or 

task difficulty increases (maybe during the last repetition of assessment or exercise).  

DC explained that he did consider that sound is a positive feature as long as it can be 

turned on and off as it can serve different purposes, not only for assessment but also for 

live-feedback as part of the rehabilitation and exercise program: “I think the prototype 

can definitely make the strength evaluation more reliable, but I think the biggest 

advantage is when a physiotherapist wants to work with a patient within a certain, pre-

defined, value of force in a specific range of motion...with this prototype I can use the 

sound frequency to say that I am working at an 80% 1RM and it is easier to make the 

patient achieve its goals than with a manual muscle test”. DC also added “The prototype 

can do more than the traditional manual strength testing because it can do a dynamic 

evaluation – I am not constrained to one standard position… for instance it evaluates 

speed and this becomes a question not of where, but how.”  
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RM also added input regarding the use of adequate load for strength training in 

physiotherapy which could benefit from the sonification – “…the sound feedback allows 

you to have a more rigorous control of the grade of strength applied to the manual test for 

each individual… you can now more easily adapt the strength training and take into 

account inter-subject differences”. Later in the interview he also expanded this point 

further: “One of the issues we see sometimes is that people start the strength training by 

applying a certain load without really knowing why they are doing with that load. With a 

prototype that measures the force at an initial stage and that then allows you to apply that 

same strength along the range of motion, it is possible to make sure that during the 

movement we are always applying the ideal force for that muscle and specific angular 

position, and that is the value of the prototype. Not only assessment but also muscle 

training tool.” 

 

 

The interviewed physiotherapists provided a myriad of settings where they believe the 

device would be useful and appear to agree that the device can be used transversely in 

rehabilitation. The participants started by drawing inferences from their personal 

experience: 

RM - “I think it could be used in more acute situations… I am referring this with intensive 

care in mind, especially at the initial stages of strength recovery it can be particularly 

important. But I can also see advantages in any other phase within the hospital, where 

function gain is at its earliest stages … community based, when visiting a patient and 

where there are not a lot of available resources”  

SA - “Naturally what comes to mind are the areas in which I worked ... I can visualize 

the use of prototype...in intensive care. But I can also see it being used in other areas, as 

it is quite versatile”. 

Another participant reported not only on a specific area of physiotherapy where the device 

could be used but also suggested that it could be used in a functional task: 
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DC - “It allows to evaluate specific situations, such as in the case of a stroke patient – 

how is the strength changing with the speed of execution – which gives me a lot of 

information on the quality of movements as simple as taking your hand to your mouth.” 

The same participant also referred that specific sports techniques can also be investigated: 

“If I consider an athlete with a key technical gesture, If I can break that gesture into more 

than one functional part, that can be evaluated with the prototype. Maybe a rugby tackle, 

the individual parts of the tackle…”. 

MG referred an important point with  regards to his reservation on the use of these devices 

in an intensive care setting: “there can be limitations to the prototype there, since the 

patients can be intubated, with intravenous access, or there might be other electronic 

equipment that could interfere with this one…”. The participant also added that the device 

could be used for hydrotherapy: “depending on how water-tight it is. I don’t know 

anything like this that could be used in hydrotherapy” but also in sports “Anything that is 

related with research or high-performance, this prototype would be a perfect fit”. 

 

Initially, MG voiced his reservations about the use of the prototype by some 

physiotherapists: “for the clinical practice of a physiotherapist that has to move from one 

place to another, I do not see it being used because even something as simple as clinical 

records is hard for some physiotherapists, so it would be the same with using this type of 

equipment”. This led to a discussion with SA and DC whom both disagreed. 

SA- “I believe the prototype will be easily accepted, it is simple, educational. Even with 

the participants, it was well-received straight away. There are some problems, as MG 

mentioned, like the wires and the weight. But that is more the characteristics, not the 

concept.” 

While DC pointed “In terms of concept, I think it is fantastic, and it will be very well 

received. Because if someone tries to sell me something that can give me specific data of 

what I am trying to evaluate and even other parameters that maybe I didn’t even consider 

to evaluate in my clinical practice, also with an immediate registration of the data that can 

be accessed immediately and at any time, then that’s something I’d want. And, more 

importantly, it does not change greatly what I already do in my clinical practice.” He also 
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added: “… with this prototype, I simply have to use something between my hand and the 

patient, instead of using only my hand. So, with regards to the concept, the fact that I 

would only have to use something to hold between my hand and the patient and that can 

give me the right data means it will be accepted widely.”  

MG later clarified that he meant that people would not use the device if the device needed 

the laptop as it was tested in the data collection – “The concept I was describing included 

the computer, and what is needed now to use the prototype. But I see this as a great 

opportunity for many areas.” 

 

The first barrier to the use of the device was its cost.  DC – “There are certain constraints, 

like the price, and things that can be improved in the prototype - namely its functions and 

applicability.” However, SA pointed that it is important to focus on the world market 

where focus is on the evidence-based intervention rather than focused on the short-term 

cost: “We need to contemplate other marketplaces, not just the Portuguese. If you 

consider the American market, if you need to present results of your evaluation, then 

people would quickly realise this can bring value. Portugal’s reality is changing - when 

we say the patient will need 12 physiotherapy sessions, there’s the question, why not 10 

or 6, etc. there will be the need to show that what you are doing truly is working.” 

At this point MG pointed that the input from insurance companies can be a valuable force 

into introducing change for the use of the device but again, the price issue arose. RM – 

“The concept and the device are good. But no matter how useful it is, or how interesting 

it is and how important it is in terms of advancing scientific knowledge and clinical 

practice, at the end of the day what matters is the cost.” SA felt this was reductionist and 

that pressures from regulators, peers and health care services also have an influence on 

how physiotherapists employ their money – “I think the issue is the price and the fact that 

you feel obliged to show results, these are connected.  If there were more pressure to 

demonstrate results, people would consider the price differently “. 

RM seemed to agree with this –“ This will more easily get accepted into the market if it 

comes from the top, rather than from the bottom - if insurance companies start saying that 

this is the best practice, some clients will accept that and others will not”. He also agreed 
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that clinicians need to clearly understand what the value is (monetary or otherwise) to 

their practice. “From the moment that people realise that a certain equipment costs x but 

will bring in the value of x plus something, that’s fantastic, people will buy it. If people 

can’t see this, they won’t purchase the equipment, to put it simply. What DC said is 

important, if the equipment does not add any significant value to the clinical practice, 

people will not buy it.” He also added an important point that is inherently connected to 

cost, the dichotomy between buying a product or a service and how it is maintained. “The 

other thing is maintenance. … So, it’s different if you purchase a product that is yours 

and you own, or a product that you then have to pay an annual fee to maintain, at that 

point it becomes a service. I believe this prototype could be seen as a service“. 

The follow-up question asked the participants to reflect on the opinion already mention 

by RM, and provide information about what other problems could interfere with the 

implementation of the device. Participants seem to identify individual behaviour issues 

such as difficulty in adapting to changes and also the characteristics of the device.  

SA – “…people will find it interesting, but after some time they will go back to what they 

do every day. They will keep doing what they did in the past, and that can be a big 

limitation in our profession…”. One suggestion to facilitate the device´s acceptance 

would be to have experts with media exposure to use and talk about it. SA added: “Maybe 

marketing campaigns could help. Another thing is if we can convince some of the 

strategic key people that usually sell these ideas in physiotherapy to use it, that would be 

important.” 

Another individual aspect pointed out by the participants related to the difficulty in 

accepting change. As proposed by MG – “Another thing is the unknown factor, that can 

be relevant too, the willingness to try the prototype - some people will say they don’t want 

to learn about the prototype because it will be seen as extra work when performing muscle 

testing, and they can still perform the test without it, grading it from 0 to 5 and doing it 

quite quickly. The time it takes to utilise it, can also be a factor, as with the prototype the 

physiotherapist would spend more time when compared to the traditional muscle testing. 

The device´s mobility can also be an issue, since it would mean I would have to carry one 

more thing.” 
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Another participant brought up the importance of making sure the final product is a high-

end, durable device: DC – “…make the prototype 100% functional, of extremely high 

quality, even if it makes it more expensive, it needs to be high quality … And also, if the 

equipment is really good, but is not very durable, that won’t work either.” 

 

 

The interviewed physiotherapists shared a wide range of interesting ideas in terms of 

prototype development, emphasising hardware and some compelling points around 

software development. 

 

 Ergonomics 

All participants seem to agree that the size and shape of the device could be modified to 

facilitate handling. 

SA –“…the way to hold the equipment, this needs to be improved…the prototype has to 

be easier to handle…”. 

DC – “When it comes to ergonomics, you need a handle that can be easily adapted to the 

physiotherapist’s hand, like a ball handle or another type of handle.” 

RM – “… What I enjoyed the least was the ergonomics, the weight…”. 

All participants agreed that the device was heavy and that an improvement in that area 

would be important. DC – “…I would say the weight is still a problem as it is a heavy 

item.” 

Fall resistant 

DC also pointed that these devices are moved quite often in clinical practice and 

might need to be carried by the user, thus increasing the risk of it being dropped and 

damaged.  DC – “We are talking here about a piece of equipment that is portable and will 

be carried from one place to another, it will have to be quite resistant to falls as that might 

happen often…”. 
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Contact cushion  

Considerable importance was given to the prototype’s contact patch with the patient and 

how that could increase adaptability to several segments, comfort, safety and hygiene. 

RM – “The foam was perhaps too hard and did not bend or adapt to the patient’s 

segment…maybe something like a gel type of material.” 

MG – “It could be something more bendable, that could adjust to the body part it was 

being used on. If, for instance, it was being used on the anterior lower part of the lower 

leg, some people will have a specific shape for which the prototype can become 

uncomfortable. “ 

SA – “We also need to consider that these days, whatever type of material has contact 

with the patient will need to be washable and easy to disinfect. “ 

DC – “For the part of the prototype that gets into contact with the patient, it should be 

something removable so it can be adapted to more than one area. You do not need a lot 

of different options, maybe one plain, one semi-round and one that would be rounder 

would be enough. If you have these adaptions, it is better in terms of safety”. 

Wireless 

The device had a cable connected to a laptop for power and information exchange which 

the participants felt would hinder its practical use if not removed – all participants 

considered this an important point. 

SA – “To me, the main constraint was the wire…Without the wire, the other concern 

would be the autonomy because if I need to use it but forgot to charge, then there needs 

to be a way to overcome that quickly; otherwise I might not feel inclined to use it again. 

“ 

DC – “Also, when it comes to the portability of the prototype, it should definitely not 

have the wires. … the prototype will need some kind of battery or perhaps even two, so 

you can use one while the other is charging because you do not want to make a patient 

wait for the equipment to be working. It is about trying to anticipate these kinds of 

problems.” 
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Impermeable 

An interesting point was also made about different areas of where the device might be 

used in the future and the fact that it could be developed to be waterproof. MG – “I will 

also add that the prototype should be watertight, maybe for its use in hydrotherapy as 

well. Not necessarily so that it can go underwater, but that can resist splashes, at the least. 

So, if there is an accident and someone spills something on it, it can at least not be 

damaged by that. “ 

 

 

Software reliability 

Occasionally during data collection, the testing would have to be stopped due to some 

technical issue that participants considered not to be acceptable for the final prototype. 

DC – “What happened during our data collection was that sometimes we had to stop and 

restart it, and that cannot happen. RM was talking about the support and maintenance so 

people will not purchase something that will mean a change to their clinical practice, but 

that then has problems every week like a bug or something and needs to be repaired - that 

cannot happen.” 

 

Integration with other systems 

Participants were also keen on the prototype’s future version having the ability to connect 

or be able to send information to external systems, either for visualisation or analysis 

purposes. 

RM – “It could be interesting to develop a wireless way to communicate not just with the 

laptop collecting the data but also other systems. Let us say I already have a data 

collection system in my clinic, I would like to be able to integrate this prototype… with 

software commonly used in physiotherapy, but also smartphones or smartwatches. “ 

MG – “One example is the kind of platforms that hospitals have, which means 

physiotherapists could register the data in those platforms and doctors would have access 
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to this data live when they had appointments with the patients. So, there would be a way 

of communicating between the doctors and the physiotherapists.” 

DC – “The software needs to give the possibility to export the data, not only to other types 

of software but also to clinical databases …It should be possible to send the graphs or 

data by email easily…ideally all done from an app.  

The software only allowed the user on the laptop to visualize the data, and DC also 

thought this could be changed. DC – “…I believe it would be important to be able to have 

a way of displaying the information during the evaluation, perhaps with a very simple 

graph on a smartphone or even on the prototype itself” 

SA – “As for the audio feedback, it would be important if it worked with any headset, not 

just some specific ones.” 

Easy to use interface 

The usability factor was once again determined to be quite important for the software 

interface as physiotherapists have to be able to understand the device straight away. 

MG – “Something valuable would be to develop software that it is easy to use and that 

anyone could easily pick up on. Even if you have no expertise with this technology. The 

prototype’s portability and autonomy are something that needs to be improved, as that is 

very important these days. 

 

7.5    Discussion  

This is the first mini focus group to gather the perspectives of experienced 

physiotherapists on the newly developed prototype, which uses concentric movements 

for manual muscle tests. One of the advantages of the development of this prototype is 

that it was developed by an end-user (physiotherapist). Nonetheless, input from 

experienced professionals is part of the development of any new prototype, particularly 

in healthcare, and this focus group allowed the iterative process of device development 

to gather input from several individuals with extensive and varied clinical experience 

(Ferguson-Pell and Cardi, 1993; Tausch and Menold, 2016).  
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After performing the thematic analysis, six themes emerged regarding the prototype and 

its use: function; practical use of the prototype and sonification; physiotherapy settings; 

prototype concept and acceptability; prototype implementation; improvements (hardware 

and software).  

Participants well received the prototype, and they felt that the concept was innovative 

from both the sonification and manual muscle testing perspective. They also reported that 

the physiotherapy students who trialled the device felt it was easy to use and could 

effortlessly adapt to the concentric test. RM – “To summarise, the concept is very good. 

One of the most positive factors is that it is quite intuitive to use, and that is important for 

clinicians’ acceptance, as people do not have time to learn new things - the more intuitive 

it is, the better.” Although the prototype is not the first of its kind, it is not common, and 

physiotherapists recognize its contribution to the improvement of the way manual muscle 

testing is currently performed. 

The participants agreed that sonification can bring an important addition to manual 

muscle testing, particularly for inexperienced users, although those who tested it (SA and 

RM) reported not perceiving significant effects themselves, but that one of the 

inexperienced testers reported an increased perception in force resisted. It is important to 

refer that the participants were not aware of the data results from the sonification testing. 

Data from chapter 6 does show that sonification can support some testers in increasing 

reliability, particularly if they have less experience in both elbow flexion and knee flexion 

movements. Another important feature of sonification is the ability of the clinician to 

provide a quantitative force resistance to a training/rehabilitation program (Schaffert, et 

al., 2017). This means that the physiotherapist would be able to monitor the patient 

progress and adequately load the muscle with live-feedback data, which is not usually 

performed in strength training in rehabilitation. Sonification has, however, been used with 

promising effects in stroke patients with upper limb motor impairments, although only 15 

patients were tested (Scholz, et al., 2016).  

Physiotherapists were able to draw on their expertise and experience and provided 

relevant feedback on possible settings in which the device could be applied. In general, 

they conceived the device being used transversely in physiotherapy for strength testing 

and how it can help to improve current approaches. DC – “In terms of concept, I think it 
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is fantastic and it will be very well received… more importantly, it does not change 

greatly what I already do on my clinical practice…But with this prototype, I simply have 

to use something between my hand and the patient, instead of using only my hand”. They 

hypothesized that the prototype could be useful in most settings, from community-based 

physiotherapy to sports and intensive care units, which is in line with the initial goal of 

this prototype development – to provide an easy to use, cheap and intuitive device for 

strength testing. Their opinion falls in line with previous research using isometric testing 

with hand-held dynamometers, which has been used in several fields: older adults 

(Arnold, et al., 2010); children with spina bifida (Mahony, et al., 2009); adults with 

interstitial lung disease (Dowman, et al., 2016); and intensive care units (Samosawala, 

Vaishali and Kalyana, 2016) among others.  

Physiotherapists also pointed to the fact that the new type of assessment would allow an 

increment in current strength assessment due to its dynamic characteristics but also due 

to the ability to gather quantitative data from tested movements across the range of 

movement. MG pointed that “…where can an individual reach its maximum strength or 

if he should increase this strength at a different angular moment and that is a good 

example of where the prototype can be used...”. While DC said – “…It also allows to 

dynamically evaluate and gather information about the arc of movement and not just one 

position. The prototype can do more than the traditional manual strength testing because 

it can do a dynamic evaluation - I am not constrained to one standard position, I can 

evaluate the strength applied in the execution of a certain movement, and not just the 

muscle strength in one task and that is a fantastic advantage.”  

DC and RM stated that they could recognize value in the use of sonification when using 

the device for training purposes (with a percentage of RM used as sound-feedback). DC 

pointed that: “More than being useful purely for the evaluation of strength, it’s useful for 

the daily work with the patient. In my opinion this prototype can definitely make the 

strength evaluation more reliable, but the major advantage is for when a physiotherapist 

wants to work with a patient within a certain pre-defined value of force production within 

a specific range of motion…”; for RM – “…the sound feedback allows you to have a 

more rigorous control of the grade of strength applied to the manual resistance for each 

individual…a prototype that measures the force at an initial stage and that then allows 

you to apply that same strength along the range of motion, it is possible to make sure that 
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during the movement we are always applying the ideal force for that muscle and that 

specific angular position, and that is the value of the prototype. Not only assessment but 

also muscle training tool”. Synchronisation between tester and patient was another 

possible clinical advantage of the use of ASSA with sonification as physiotherapists SA 

and RM agreeing but with DC pointing that sound could also have detrimental effects if 

it leads to less force being applied. SA also pointed that it could lead to increased 

motivation “..like when you increase a music volume for a difficult task, which I 

associated with running..”. 

After some discussion, it also became clear that they felt other physiotherapists would 

accept the prototype and its use of concentric manual muscle test because the concept is 

easy to grasp, relevant to current clinical issues and provides a novel answer to strength 

testing and monitoring. However, previous research has found that professionals can 

resist adopting new technological solutions (Rothgangel, et al., 2020). Despite this, the 

participants suggested several points that could facilitate the dissemination of the 

dynamometer. Similar issues/suggestion have been identified before - in research about 

technology acceptance - and are presented below paired with the suggestions from the 

physiotherapists, namely: price or other maintenance costs - which has been proposed as 

an issue for the implementation of these devices (Bohannon, 2019); involvement of 

insurance companies as a motivator for change – by providing cover in the use of eHealth 

(van der Meer, et al., 2020); peer pressure and policy by national health service – has 

been identified in the example of eHealth (Ross, et al., 2016); clear identifiable 

advantages for clinical practice and reliability of the device – these were similarly found 

in previous literature review about the implementation of electronic medical records 

(Boonstra and Broekhuis, 2010). 

Lastly, physiotherapists were really committed to providing solutions to problems they 

faced when using the device with several suggestions on both hardware and software 

improvement. Regarding the hardware, participants suggested improvements on the 

device's shape, weight, and wire as the main issues. They suggested this needs to be 

changed for clinical use to match similar devices. While in terms of software 

development, the issues of data integration with other devices, intuitive interface and 

software reliability were pointed as their main concerns, most of these issues are in line 
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with previous research regarding eHealth technologies (Boonstra and Broekhuis, 2010; 

Rothgangel, et al., 2020).  

 

This focus group has only assessed experienced physiotherapists, and therefore, they 

might have a limited vision on the potential issues of use and implementation of the device 

that could differ from novice physiotherapists. This will have to be investigated in future 

studies before full clinical deployment. At the same time, as this device was only tested 

in healthy participants, potential problems might arise with different populations, such as 

people with mental health issues or certain pain conditions or specific age groups that 

might struggle to adapt to new technology quickly. The future development of the device 

should also consider acquiring the CE Medical Devices label which could be needed for 

further testing in specific populations. This was never required by Anglia Ruskin 

University in any conversation with either the Ethics Committee or patent office, 

feedback obtained stated that it was not under the medical device label during the proof 

of concept phase while being used for research and not used in clinical populations. A 

future focus group with emphasis on the patient’s perspective and advice would be 

beneficial. 

The small sample size of this focus group makes it difficult to compare the findings with 

other research, particularly considering that prototype development is a particular niche 

within physiotherapy. There are, therefore, themes that might be unexplored, and this 

research probably did not achieve theoretical saturation as defined in previous literature 

(Breen, 2006). This might mean that the concerns presented by physiotherapists might 

not reflect all the issues of device usability. 

Two physiotherapy students had previously used the prototype and could have been 

selected for the focus group, however previous research has identified that focus groups 

should consist of heterogenous groups of individuals and that individuals in different 

hierarchical positions (student/teacher as it was the case), should be carefully considered 

as it may hinder the contribution of those in lower hierarchical positions (Sim and Snell, 

1996). It was also deemed, due to the experience of those testers, limited input could be 

given at this stage considering the goal of the focus group. 
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7.6    Conclusion 

Strength assessment is considered central to the current paradigm of evidence-based 

practice due to the central role of exercise in rehabilitation. The ability to correctly 

identify, monitor and improve muscle deficits is one of the main issues in physiotherapy 

practice, and the device has the potential to address this, as was identified by this focus 

group participants. Findings from the focus group support the further development of the 

device by providing straightforward suggestions on which direction to take the device on 

and how to create a device that can be readily accepted in clinical practice. The prototype 

will be developed to integrate the recommendations from the clinicians. Nonetheless, to 

warrant further development, a medical engineer will have to join the project as expert 

input is necessary to adhere to all reglementary norms.  
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8. DISCUSSION 

 

This thesis has described a new dynamometer's development and assessment to capture 

different muscle function variables in healthy participants while testing the ability of 

sonification to yield relevant results to clinical practice. The discussion will summarise 

key findings and original contribution to knowledge (in bold) while providing an 

overview of the developed work relative to current research. 

8.1    Overview 

The scoping review (chapter 2) explored how sonification has been developed with the 

potential to impact rehabilitation and motor control. The author identified critical areas 

of current research, the technology means used, and potential effects. Sonification has 

evolved rapidly in the last few years, but it is not generally used in physiotherapy. The 

scoping review demonstrated that most investigations in sonification used healthy 

participants. This is due to several reasons but mainly due to most research's exploratory 

nature in which investigators were testing new technological resources or approaches 

(Guerra, et al., 2020).  

Sonification can only be helpful in physiotherapy if it can provide distinct gain to both 

therapist and patient. To explore sonification with this thesis meant approaching an issue 

in clinical practice that was both clear and wide-ranging. The use of MMT in strength 

assessment is one of those issues with relevance for physiotherapy practice (Bohannon, 

2019). In theory, sonification could convey extra-feedback to improve MMT reliability, 

significantly impacting physiotherapists and patients. Strength assessment is widespread 

in practice, with previous research in Australian physiotherapists indicating it is used by 

over 70% of musculoskeletal practitioners (Abrams, et al., 2006), while using MMTs has 

been reported one of the most common interventions in physical medicine and 

rehabilitation for professionals working with amputees and neuromuscular conditions 

(Haigh, et al., 2001). Although no data exists in the author´s knowledge, HHDs are 

common but not as regularly used as they should be in physiotherapy, with previous 

authors suggesting it should be used more often due to its many advantages over manual 

muscle tests (Stark, et al., 2011; Mafi, et al., 2012).  
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Problems arise from the above issues that this thesis sought to improve: limited strength 

output from common HHD´s, the difficulty in performing reliable tests in stronger 

individuals due to the tester's strength limits, the restricted information from regular 

MMT due to its subjectiveness, the dynamometer's cost, and the absence of sonification 

integration in common HHDs. The author developed a new low-cost prototype and 

assessed concentric MMTs in terms of validity, reliability, and responsiveness to solve 

this issue. The need to develop a prototype arose from the technology identified from the 

literature review in which researchers used an interface for sonification; this meant being 

able to capture data streams at their origin to minimise lag. This case meant creating a 

novel technology that would provide the greatest freedom for sound software 

manipulation and sound design. However, before reaching that point, a new HHD had to 

be developed and tested.  

The work presented in this thesis has its basis on the HHDs developed by Li, et al. (2006), 

Lintott, et al. (2007), Janssen and Le-Ngoc (2009) and Cadogan, et al. (2011). As 

presented in chapter 3 a new clinical application tool must be assessed for its reliability 

and validity. In summary, this thesis's results demonstrated that the device is valid when 

compared to two different IKDs in both lower and upper limb movements. The 

research also demonstrates that the device can reliably gather peak force data in knee, 

elbow and shoulder movements when using both experienced and inexperienced 

testers. On another indicator, the device detected angular impulse reliably for some 

but not all testers in elbow flexion and knee flexion. Lastly, the use of sonification 

(tested in chapter 6) showed promising results in improving reliability and force 

production in MMTs with one inexperienced tester. 

 

8.2    Relative reliability 

 

 

In chapter 4, the results demonstrated that the device -ASSA v2- was reliable for an 

experienced tester in between-session for peak force detection in knee flexion and 

extension. Data for the comparison between isometric and concentric tests also 
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demonstrated that less force is produced at peak force with a concentric MMT and 

that reliability and responsiveness were also superior when using ASSA v2 with the 

concentric method. This is an important finding that means one can reliably use the 

concentric tests while reducing the problem of individual tester strength when testing 

joints that produce large torques and are more difficult to resist. 

Following hardware and software improvements on the prototype, in chapter 5, the author 

investigated how the device would perform on upper and lower limb movements with a 

homogenous group of testers. Results revealed that ASSA v3 was reliable when two 

experienced testers were using the device for knee extension and knee flexion (see 

section 5.4.1.1). Whereas results from chapter 5 demonstrate that the device is still 

reliable, but relative values of ICC are lower than those obtained in chapter 4. The author 

hypothesised this was due to differences in stabilisation, as knee extension was tested in 

an IKD chair with the participant using straps (trunk and leg); whereas the knee flexion 

was tested in prone. The lack of stability of the segment tested has been pointed a limiting 

factor in obtaining reliable measures (Chamorro, et al., 2017). For future use, researchers 

and clinicians should use adequate stabilisation solutions when available to improve 

results. 

ASSA v3 also demonstrated good to excellent between-session intra-tester reliability 

in both shoulder abduction (both testers) and elbow flexion (see section 5.5.1.1). 

Leggin, et al. (1996) also exhibited similar reliability when testing intra-rater reliability 

using a Nicholas MMT in shoulder abduction. Simultaneously, the inter-tester reliability 

was excellent in chapter 5 and good in Leggin, et al. (1996) for their two testers with the 

Nicholas MMT. It is relevant to notice the authors used, in both situations, ICC(3,1), 

which gives more optimistic results of reliability. More recently, Hirschmann, et al. 

(2010), investigated the use of a fixed HHD in several shoulder abduction positions for 

between-session reliability. Those authors' ICC levels were similar to ASSA v3 at 90° 

abduction but inferior in all other testing positions. 

Interestingly their results were similar to ASSA when the trunk had no support, which is 

not usually recommended for HHD testing. Dollings, et al., (2012) also investigated 

shoulder strength reliability in standard clinical tests when using an HHD with ICC levels 

lower than ASSA. These are encouraging results as the concentric approach for 
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shoulder abduction is at least as reliable as commonly reported isometric 

approaches.  

The interest in new low-cost dynamometers seems to be gaining traction. One of the latest 

approaches was the work from Romero-Franco, et al. (2019) using a low-cost 

dynamometer commonly found on online stores to test its reliability as a fixed 

dynamometer with excellent reliability in several isometric movements, including 

shoulder abduction and elbow flexion, however, they only tested 14 subjects. ASSA 

obtained excellent intra-tester reliability (see chapter 5) with experienced 

physiotherapists and good to excellent intra-tester reliability with a mix of 

experienced and inexperienced testers (chapter 6) while Romero-Franco, et al. (2019) 

do not state the experience of their testers. However, this is unlikely to be significant since 

they used a fixed dynamometer where tester's technique's importance should be minimal. 

The high level of reliability reported in this section is needed for appropriate clinical use 

and is similar to data from similar research with common dynamometers (Stark, et al., 

2011; Schrama, et al. 2014). 

 

For ASSA v2 (chapter 4), the angle of peak torque results demonstrated reliability lower 

than 0.75. This means its usefulness in clinical practice for knee extension and knee 

flexion movements might be limited. Results were not consistently better in any of the 

movements tested in chapter 5, except for knee extension, where they were moderate for 

tester 2. The poor to moderate reliability was maintained for all testers and both 

movements in chapter 6. 

The lower reliability results for the angle of peak force in intra-rater reliability suggest 

the concentric MMT might not be able to detect it, which might arise from several 

problems. Firstly, it might be inherently difficult to obtain this data due to the reliance on 

human resistance and ability. Previous research has demonstrated difficulty maintaining 

a horizontal orientation between the HHD and the tested segment, even in isometric 

testing (Ancillao, Rossi and Cappa, 2017). Secondly, individual participant 

characteristics also contribute to ICC values below 0.75, as even IKD protocols might 

struggle to have high levels of reliability for the angle of peak torque (Bernard, et al., 

2012). From previous research, lower speeds of IKD testing appear to increase the 
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reliability for the angle of peak torque (Blacker, et al., 2010; Nugent, Snodgrass and 

Callister, 2015), but even though MMT was performed at a slow speed, results were still 

unsatisfactory. Although results are unsatisfactory, previous limitations from the use of 

the IKD have also been documented from previous authors (Wilhite, Cohen and Wilhite, 

1992; Mayer, et al., 1994; Dauty and Rochcongar, 2001). 

Lastly, physiological principles approached in section 3.2 might also contribute to this 

issue which are not related to the mechanical characteristics of the device but arise from 

changes in muscle output from length-tension and force-velocity relationship which could 

impact angle of peak torque. In particular tester-induced changes in terms of the resistance 

and speed of the movement tested which could have impacted torque production across 

the ROM and decrease reliability. 

In future developments, it might be more interesting to use sensors that are external to the 

dynamometer itself, such as in the research by Li, et al., 2006 (but no data was reported 

for the reliability of angle of peak force) or by only using the inertial measurement unit 

sensor to detect ROM (Cadogan, et al., 2011). This might facilitate the obtention of both 

ROM and angle of peak torque information by minimising the inherent changes to the 

device's orientation in relation to the segment, which happened with the design presented 

in this work. The importance of using the angle of peak torque is still debated in the 

literature by some researchers, for instance, as a marker of a hamstring injury and re-

injury (Timmins, et al., 2016) and should be carefully assessed if there is a real need for 

further development considering the resources, expertise needed and clinical relevance. 

 

This HHD's ability to capture angular impulse data is a novel contribution to knowledge 

that could bring interesting new insights into muscle function. The results from chapter 5 

demonstrate that the device can gather angular impulse information. However, this is 

variable across joints. Shoulder abduction and elbow flexion displayed a good level of 

reliability in both tester 1 and tester 2, similarly to the results reported by Le-Ngoc and 

Janssen (2012) for elbow flexion tested in a similar position, although they reported total 

work. Whereas results were not as positive in knee extension as tester 1 was poor and 

good for tester 2, while the ICC for knee flexion was just below 0.75 for both testers. This 

is most likely related to the fact that there is not as much stabilisation in knee movements 
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compared with the shoulder and flexion activity, which should be taken into account in 

future research.  

In chapter 6, as indicated previously, the author did not assess between-session reliability, 

but results from the comparison of the three repetitions were excellent for three 

testers in the elbow flexion and excellent for two testers in the knee flexion 

movement. The results from this thesis do not make it clear why there is a change in 

reliability values for different testers and different joints but considering that the new 

approach implies that testers need to apply maximal resistance to allow movement within 

the available ROM, it is likely that the technique used has a significant impact on the data 

from angular impulse. Total work, however, has been used and has demonstrated good 

results for Le-Ngoc and Janssen (2012), when investigating elbow flexion and knee 

extension and needs to be explored further to confirm these findings. 

 

 

Results from Chapter 4 demonstrated poor reliability for knee flexion and knee extension. 

However, as explained in section 4.5.2.1 it is likely due to the tester's inexperience. This 

issue was addressed using testers with extensive MMT experience and a longer training 

process for testers to allow increased contact time with the device and the concentric 

MMT before the trial. This allowed for the improvement of inter-tester reliability in 

Chapter 5 with ICC higher than 0.75 for shoulder abduction, elbow flexion and knee 

extension but not for knee flexion. The lower value in ICC for the knee flexion is likely 

to have arisen from the testing position, which was chosen to mimic the IKD testing 

position and facilitate validation – and considering this result, it should not be 

recommended in future research using concentric muscle tests due to its increased 

stabilisation. However, this is divergent from isometric tests for knee flexors in the 

seminal work produced by Andrews, Thomas and Bohannon (1996). The change in 

testing position in Chapter 6, which increased leg stabilisation, led to improved ICC 

values in the knee flexion movement, a similar level of reliability was shown in chapter 

4 when using a plinth for testing – if possible, the prone position should be used to 

increase reliability. 
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In conclusion, inter-tester reliability is at an acceptable level for all the joints tested 

and can be used by several therapists, even with different levels of experience at the 

same time in healthy subjects and is comparable to reliability obtained with other 

HHD´s (Dollings, et al., 2012; Romero-Franco, et al., 2019). The testers from chapter 6, 

although labelled inexperienced, had nonetheless more experience when compared to 

chapter 4 testers, as they were physiotherapy students who had undergone graduate 

training for both make and break tests, which should also justify the good reliability. This, 

however, means that it is unlikely that any person without previous strength training can 

provide adequate resistance when using the concentric method. 

 

As expected, considering the reliability from the intra-tester reliability presented before, 

angle of peak torque results for inter-tester reliability from chapter 4 were also poor. 

Whereas Chapter 5 and Chapter 6, reliability was slightly better, but with results at lower 

values than 0.75. Nonetheless, future design changes might help transform this outcome 

into a reliable feature (see section 8.2.1.2). 

 

In Chapter 5, data regarding angular impulse between all testers were moderate to 

excellent for shoulder abduction and elbow flexion but below the acceptable level of 

0.75 for knee extension and knee flexion. As suggested before (section 8.2.2.1), an 

increase in stabilisation for the knee extension and flexion could probably bring the 

angular impulse reliability above 0.75 for the experienced testers group. Whereas in 

Chapter 6, results were good for elbow flexion and moderate (but below 0.75) for 

knee flexion. The lower-than-expected result, despite stabilisation, for knee flexion might 

have happened from the difference in expertise which might suggest that although 

experience and strength do not appear to affect peak force (good reliability in chapter 6), 

they seem to affect angular impulse. The only similar research to this thesis, regarding 

angular impulse, was presented by Le-Ngoc and Janssen (2012) but only for intra-tester 

reliability. There is no similar research with published data regarding inter-tester 

reliability for the angular impulse, making comparisons impossible. 
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It is also essential to consider that testers might still be more concerned with finding a 

peak in strength, as it is their default technique, rather than the amount of strength 

produced across the range of motion. This should be considered in future training for 

testers if the angular impulse is to be used. Lastly, and if the angular impulse is to be used 

as a reliable tool, the range of movement and testing time should be standardised to 

improve testers' results. Sonification should be able to support these features due to its 

ability to convey several data streams simultaneously. One interesting feature that should 

be assessed in the future is power, however data available does not allow for current 

calculation of power, but data will be utilized from the findings of the present work to 

power further studies on this topic. 

If ASSA demonstrates good reliability for angular impulse in different joints to a 

clinically acceptable level, its importance as an HHD could improve as no other HHD is 

able to do this. The ability to detect angular impulse could lead to its use in various fields 

where endurance tests are being investigated, which could be of relevance for 

physiotherapy. For instance, current research highlights the upcoming relevance of 

muscular endurance tests, which have been deemed reliable for shoulder abduction in 

twenty-eight healthy adults (Micheletti, et al., 2020); or in specific clinical situations, as 

demonstrated by O'Neill, Barry and Watson (2019) in their work which identified 

endurance deficits in patients with Achilles tendinopathy in a group of thirty-nine runners. 

Nonetheless, its reliability for intra-tester and inter-tester reliability in shoulder 

abduction and elbow flexion is a new finding for new concentric MMTs.  

 

8.3    Absolute reliability and responsiveness 

SEM and MDC values are closely related and derive from the ICC value for each joint. 

They allow clinicians to make an informed decision regarding the suitability of a specific 

measurement tool. When developing a new tool is also essential to compare with previous 

research to understand how it fares among its peers.  

In chapter 4, compared to an isometric test, the concentric movement produced 

smaller SEM and MDC, which is also a novel finding. This means that when using this 

prototype for both tests (concentric and isometric), the concentric approach is able to 
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detect a smaller change in strength than comparable isometric tests in a healthy 

young population for knee extension and flexion. However, this was obtained with the 

prototype and not compared with other commercialised versions. Therefore it needs to be 

investigated further to confirm these findings. 

Comparing with the different versions of the prototype for the same movements, ASSA 

v2 (chapter 4) displayed a SEM=5.04% and MDC=14% for between-session 

reliability in knee extension and for knee flexion, SEM was 8.9% and MDC was 

24.74%. Whereas in the updated version (v3), the knee extension SEM was 8.92% and 

MDC=24.72%. This is in line with findings by Mentiplay, et al. (2015), who compared 

two HHDs in knee extension movements with a therapist who resisted HHD where SEM 

was around 9% and MDC close to 18%. However, this is not true for a fixed HHD, with 

Romero-Franco, et al. (2017) showing SEM of 10.6N while testing a new low-cost HHD, 

whereas ASSA's was 44.49N (4.59kg). It is worth noting that they only assessed 11 

participants and did not explain how their SEM was calculated, but fixed dynamometry 

appears superior in joints that produce larger torques. 

For knee flexion, ICC was good (SEM=9.21%; MDC=25.50%), whereas Mentiplay, 

et al. (2015), found SEM, in a similar testing position, to be 7.40-12.53% and MDC 14.51-

24.56% depending on if a Lafayette or Hoggan HHD was used. The worsening of results 

from chapter 5 compared to chapter 4 is likely due to the change in testing position for 

both knee extension and knee flexion. Whereas in the knee extension movement, the 

movement in the pilot test was performed in an IKD chair for increased stability, this was 

not available in chapter 5. In the knee flexion case, the movement was not performed in 

prone but in a sitting position to try and emulate the IKD position. However, both actions 

seem to decrease the reliability of the device, and the positions tested in chapter 4 should 

be assumed when possible. The return to the original testing position in chapter 6, shows 

increased performance for inter-tester reliability where the prone position was used – 

the reliability increased to 0.79 and SEM and MDC also improved (reduced 

percentage) to 8.07% and 22.34%, respectively for ASSA v4. Similar results were also 

reported when using a fixed dynamometer by two physiotherapy students with knee 

flexion SEM found to be 9% and MDC 24.8% (Thorborg, Bandholm, and Hölmich, 

2013). Martin-San Augustin, et al. (2020) presented another example of research using a 

fixed HHD, where their SEM was below 3.3% for knee extension and 8.5% for knee 
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flexion; their values were lower than ASSA, probably due to the use of an IKD chair with 

straps for data collection. The fixed HHDs presented by Martin-San Augustin, et al. 

(2020) provided better responsiveness than ASSA; however, this prototype can also be 

used as a fixed dynamometer if and when practitioners deem it appropriate. Though, a 

fixed dynamometer is not able to gather information from a concentric muscle action. 

Responsiveness (MDC) for shoulder and elbow movements were below 10%, below 

25% for shoulder abduction, and 18% for elbow flexion in chapter 5, with similar 

results for inter-tester reliability in elbow flexion even when using inexperienced testers. 

Responsiveness for ASSA seems to be better than some research previously published, 

for instance, Dollings, et al. (2012), when testing their participants bilaterally using a 

Powertrack™ II Commander reported an SEM of 13.8-15.1N for shoulder abduction, 

wherein this work, SEM was 5.88N (0.60kg); and for elbow flexion, their SEM was 19.6-

20.5N, and ASSA was able to retrieve an SEM of 7.06N (0.72kg). Nevertheless, they 

tested their participants on a treatment table with no back support, whereas the procedure 

for ASSA had back stabilisation for the shoulder test and arm stabilisation for the elbow 

flexion, which might justify the differences in favour of ASSA. The findings from 

Dollings, et al. (2012) are similar to research published by Romero-Franco, et al. (2019), 

who tested a fixed HHD and where shoulder abduction SEM was 14.2N and elbow flexion 

12.9N, again the results from ASSA are smaller for responsiveness which indicates 

it is able to find peak force data with a reduced acceptable error than isometric 

counterparts in shoulder abduction and elbow flexion.  

When considering the values obtained from the responsiveness tests, it is likely that in 

most settings the SEM and MDC obtained with ASSA are acceptable as it is for most 

other HHDs. When considering previous research about HHDs Kronborg, et al. (2017) 

investigated strength changes in post-op hip fracture patients and demonstrated an 

increase between 8-10% in only five sessions. Superior increases have been reported for 

stroke survivors (Hill, et al., 2012), where strength training has been shown to induce 

changes of over 75% in various muscle actions. Increases in strength in over 30% have 

also been documented in ACL rehabilitation programs. Hughes, et al. (2019) and Ishøi, 

et al. (2016) demonstrated in a randomised control trial that an increase in eccentric hip 

adduction could also lead to strength changes of over 35% over eight weeks. These well-

documented muscle strength changes are an example of what a regular physiotherapy 
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rehabilitation programme can achieve (although not for every case) and how the 

concentric MMT performed with ASSA can be useful for clinicians, particularly its 

responsiveness levels.  

Another important issue that closely relates to MDC is the Minimal Clinically Important 

Change Score (MCID), this has been described as “the smallest difference in score in the 

domain of interest which patients perceive as beneficial and which would mandate, in the 

absence of troublesome side effects and excessive cost, a change in the patient’s 

management” by Jaeshke, Singer and Guyatt (1989). This concept has been further 

reinforced by a more recent paper by Cook (2008) where the author emphasizes that 

MCID encompasses changes that arise from clinical intervention and that are “meaningful 

for the patient”. Several issues arise from the calculation of this concept, as it varies in 

regard to the outcome measure used, population, condition, among others.   

The calculation can be derived from several methods, withs some authors even pointing 

SEM as an option (Wyrwich, et al., 1999) but it should be specific for the context where 

it is being investigated while using anchors such as functional outcome measures, with 

authors has recently as 2022 recommending authors to calculate their MCID for their 

research (Molino, et al., 2022). In sum, MCID should be established using several sources 

to create categories that are disease and population specific while addressing the patients´ 

perspective (Molino, et al., 2022; Mouelhi, et al., 2020). The author recommends that 

future HHD research is paired with patient reported outcome measures that could be used 

as anchors for MCID calculations as most therapists already use these in their clinical 

practice. 

 

8.4    Validity 

Results from the pilot test (chapter 4) demonstrated that the prototype was valid when 

comparing to a gold standard in its ability to detect peak torque of concentric muscle 

action in knee flexion and knee extension. However, the LOA for knee flexion and knee 

extension are too wide to allow one measure to be replaced by the other. Stark, et al. 

(2011) also shared this conclusion in a systematic review encompassing upper and lower 

limb research about dynamometry and concluded that the use of HHD is a valid measure 
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when compared to the IKD. Though they only provide results for ICC and correlation, 

further reviews should contemplate using BA analysis to clarify how different devices 

have a different bias in various joints. In chapter 5, the results also demonstrate that 

the device is valid and can convey the same construct as the IKD, but there is some 

bias (fixed and proportional – though this can be minimised in future data collections by 

using a calibration equation from the WLP regression) in every joint tested - that was not 

present with the ASSA v2. The device also underestimates larger values of strength 

in knee movements. On the other hand, it overestimates shoulder abduction. The 

closest agreement between the IKD and ASSA was in elbow flexion, but similarly to 

the knee movements, ASSA tends to underestimate the "true" IKD value in stronger 

participants, as it has been identified for other HHDs this issue is unlikely to be solved 

as even fixating HHD to compensate for the higher torque produced in larger joints seems 

to underestimate the output of an IKD (Martins, et al., 2017). This issue might arise for 

three different reasons. Firstly, the gravity effect calculated by the IKD might be different 

from the calculation performed to adjust for this issue (as presented before in chapter 4). 

Secondly, it might be owing to changes in torque related to moment arm. However, this 

was minimized by adopting similar testing positions. It is also important to note that the 

use of different attachments on the IKD which implies extra force to move the device 

could imply a different moment arm and consequently larger differences in the abduction 

movement. Thirdly, the force-velocity principle and its relationship with peak torque 

could provoke differences in the results that arise from the inability to control speed when 

using the HHD. 

The validity results from the ASSA v4 appear to be slightly inferior to ASSA v3; several 

reasons are possible for this finding. Firstly, the participants were not strapped as in the 

pilot study (the pilot study used an isokinetic chair for knee extension concentric test and 

the prone position for knee flexion test). The chair and the prone position allowed for 

increasing segment stability which might justify these differences. Secondly, the worst 

results surged when comparing data from shoulder abduction, where participants reported 

increased difficulty in performing this movement in the IKD, with some reporting 

discomfort during testing, whereas when using ASSA, resistance was applied on the hand 

which might also have affected the results. Nonetheless, the approach followed in chapter 

5 chapter is more in line with what most physiotherapists would have available in a 
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clinical setting (as most clinicians do not have an IKD chair available), which means 

comparisons between IKD and HHDs tend to differ more in terms of validity if segment 

stability is not warranted, as referenced before. The presence of adequate stability has 

been recommended previously as an important feature for the use of dynamometers 

(Chamorro, et al., 2017), and the test might need to be adapted in further research to allow 

for improved comparisons with the gold standard. 

As stated before, comparisons with similar research in terms of LOA is difficult because 

of different methodological approaches or differences in reporting units (Martins, et al., 

2017; Lesnak, et al., 2019). Authors in future research should aim to reduce these 

differences by using BA analysis for validity and report their findings for the LOA as a 

percentage of differences, as performed in this thesis, to prevent this issue. 

One exception from validity analysis that allows for comparison with similar work is knee 

extension when compared with the IKD at 30º/sec (chapter 4 – section 4.4.3.1). Where 

ASSA underestimated IKD by -13.80Nm with a lower LOA of -82.19 and an upper LOA 

of 54.59. These are comparable with Hansen, et al. (2015) for a fixed HHD comparison 

with an IKD but their HHD overestimates the gold-standard by 52Nm and LOA ranges 

from -31 to 136Nm and to the work of Lesnak, et al. (2019) with their HHD also 

overestimating the IKD by 19.4Nm and LOA of  ± 53.2Nm. In both their cases, HHDs, 

were deemed valid, but, as in ASSA's case, LOA were wide, making it challenging to 

ascertain what a determined result on the HHD equates to on an IKD, meaning one device 

cannot replace the other. Finally, as indicated before, other issues present at the time of 

testing might influence results such as the motivation of testers/participants and the verbal 

feedback provided (although this was standardized to minimize this) could influence 

validity (Schrama, et al., 2014), researchers should then consider that error will be 

compounded by the several variables at hand – dynamometer error, tester input, user 

participation among other already discussed.  

Two features of ASSA have not been validated in this thesis, angle of peak force and 

angular impulse. Although both measures have been deemed reliable in certain 

circumstances or by previous authors, further work is needed to clarify their ability to 

integrate the clinical practice. 
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8.5    Sonification 

For the first time when using HHDs, sonification was investigated. The basis of this work 

considers the effects postulated in previous research, which was reported in chapter 2, 

and expands on its use by exploring potential effects over a physiotherapist's evaluation 

process. The improvement in reliability and responsiveness was the main goal of the use 

of sonification for MMT. These effects were based, for instance, in the performance 

improvements reported by Effenberg (2016) using sonification as an adjunct to other 

types of feedback in rowing; by Schaffert, et al. (2017), who sonified force applied to the 

pedals of a Wattbike to aid movement training; or by Scholz, et al. (2015) which used 

sonification in stroke patients in upper movement tasks which lead to increase motor 

function.  

This was supported by the findings using sonification in chapter 6, where external 

feedback appears to affect muscle test performance in different ways but improves 

performance in general. In intra-tester reliability for three repetitions ICC appears to 

increase the stability of the results with three testers able to improve intra-rater 

reliability (ICC>0.90 for all testers) in both peak force and angular impulse in elbow 

flexion. In knee flexion, the sonification increased reliability, but in only one tester, 

another lowered the ICC, and two remained stable in peak force. Similar findings were 

reported in angular impulse with the two testers who displayed moderate reliability, 

improving when using sonification.  

Another positive effect of sonification was the improvement in inter-tester reliability, 

which enhanced results for both joints tested. This is another beneficial aspect of 

external feedback as sonification appears to be valuable in reducing differences between 

testers. This is relevant not only in research performed by different testers but also when 

different physiotherapists might assess the same patients in clinical settings. 

Also, interestingly for clinical practice, peak force data for both elbow and flexion 

increased under the sound conditions. This was also the case for angular impulse in elbow 

flexion but not for knee flexion.  In terms of mean force production, sonification appears 
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to contribute to an increase in peak force resisted in elbow flexion and knee flexion 

with a large and significant effect size in one inexperienced tester. For angular impulse 

the sonification had the same effect for that tester, with large effect sizes in both 

joints, assisting in producing more force across the range of movement and at peak 

force levels. Sonification appears to encourage force production in novice testers and 

minimize differences between testers. Thus, it might be useful as a tool for learning by 

providing external feedback, which has been shown to improve performance in novices 

(Wulf, 2013). 

However, the sonification effect induced the male experienced tester to produce less 

resistance for knee flexion angular impulse. It is well known that experts and novices tend 

to perform differently when acting on the same task, with external feedback sometimes 

being detrimental in experts (Winkelman, Clark and Ryan, 2017; Couvillon and 

Fairbrother, 2018). This thesis's results also appear to support that hypothesis for at least 

one of the experienced testers, but more research is needed to show who benefits the most 

clearly.  

As stated before, muscular endurance could be deemed a new outcome of HHDs. If this 

is to become a reality, then sonification can also be of use because an essential feature of 

endurance isokinetic testing is the sub-maximal effort required in this type of test. 

Sonification should be able to provide live-feedback about force exertion that can guide 

the task and improve performance as in similar research (Schaffert, et al., 2017). 

Responsiveness levels were also improved when using sonification by around 4% in 

inter-tester reliability for peak force data, which suggest its ability to reduce 

measurement errors in clinical practice. However, no clear benefit could be found for 

the angle of peak force or angular impulse. There were also divergent results in terms of 

responsiveness from intra-tester reliability, with no clear trend. 

In sum, ASSA appears to be superior to current MMT compared to common HHDs by 

increasing reliability and responsiveness. The advantages also appear to be magnified by 

the use of sonification, particularly in novice testers, while also decreasing measurement 

error in inter-tester reliability.  Considering the criticisms that MMT has faced over the 

years, it is clear that physiotherapists need to change their manual test use. Research has 

shown they are limited in finding small to moderate changes in strength detectable by 
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HHDs (Hayes and Falconer, 1992; Peek, 2014; Nagatomi, et al., 2017; Pfister, et al., 

2018). This thesis shows that a concentric MMT using the prototype developed can be 

relevant for physiotherapists in assessing strength with smaller SEM and MDC than 

standard HHDs.  

 

8.6    Focus group 

The focus group results were essential to obtain feedback to improve the current prototype 

from professionals with over ten years of experience. Their input contributed to providing 

indications about current prototype limitations and a clear path for the device's future 

development. Apart from the suggestions about hardware and software development, 

physiotherapists provided guidance about implementation strategies to facilitate the 

device´s dissemination which can be useful in future advances.  

Physiotherapists were in general positive about the new prototype. They provided several 

recommendations to improve the current prototype, as mentioned in the focus group 

(chapter 7). Expert feedback is also an important step in device development before it is 

ready for commercialisation (Caplan, 1990). In general, physiotherapists had some 

reservations regarding the device's size and weight, its ability to withstand falls, the 

comfort of the patients, and wires' presence. These hardware changes are easily 

achievable and should be sought after in further development in order to compete with 

similar devices such as the MicroFET®2. Physiotherapists were also keen on providing 

further improvements on the software with the main recommendations provided: software 

reliability (which was an issue with some participants); the ease of integration with other 

commonly used systems (health records, mobile phones or others); and improved final 

user interface.  

Feedback about sonification was positive, although the experts did not feel a clear benefit 

when using external feedback. Physiotherapists also felt that concentric MMT reproduces 

movements in a more functional manner which can also be seen as an advantage 

compared with current dynamometers. As there are some acute situations where a 

maximal isometric contraction is discouraged, concentric testing can provide a more 

functional overview of muscle performance. This also seems to be supported by 
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researchers who assessed a multi-joint dynamometer's reliability in older adults (Legg, et 

al., 2020). 

The use of outcome measures by physiotherapists has been debated for many years, with 

several authors pointing to multi-level difficulties that impair practical implementation 

(Swinkels, et al., 2011). The group of physiotherapists also demonstrated ideas about 

issues that could impair the implementation of the device in clinical practice, such as cost, 

time consumption or individual resistance to change. 

They also suggested facilitating clinical implementation, such as providing a high-quality 

device, a service that could accompany the device and provide further support to 

physiotherapists and the influence of health care services/insurance companies that can 

impact the introduction of new instruments like this as an outcome measure. Similar 

arguments were presented by several other authors regarding difficulties and suggestions 

to facilitate the implementation of new outcomes (Stevens and Beurskens, 2010; 

Swinkels, et al., 2011; McDonnell, et al., 2018). Physiotherapists also suggested that 

using physiotherapists with social media relevance and opinion-makers could increase 

the device´s visibility. This point has also been suggested in previous research to aid in 

implementing digital interventions (Ross, et al., 2018).  

In sum, for the prototype to be accepted in clinical practice, its advantages must be 

apparent to both therapist and patient, with clear evidence available to compare it with 

other outcome measures. As Murray and Duncan (2012) suggested, in their systematic 

review about the use of outcome measures by allied health professionals, strategies to 

implement new outcome measures should be broad and impact different clinical practice 

levels such as “organisations, teams and individuals”. The recommendations and 

reflections from physiotherapists shall be considered in further device development and 

when introducing the device to a broader audience. 

 

8.7    Strengths, limitations and future research 

This work's strengths include developing and testing a new prototype HHD for 

physiotherapy using appropriate reliability, validity, and responsiveness testing methods. 
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Another strong point was the use of different testers groups that attested its ability to be 

reliable regardless of experience and sex. For future sonification mappings in this field, 

it is also imperative to acknowledge that smaller segments and range of movement will 

also influence the type of sonification mapping and, therefore, might not be useful for 

every joint. Lastly, the use of a concentric method of MMT and the sonification is 

innovative and adds to the knowledge for strength assessment in physiotherapy by lifting 

the veil in terms of the potential use of concentric MMT and sonification assessment. 

Methodologically, there are several strong points, some of them derived from the work 

of Scharma, et al. (2014). For instance, all testers were blinded to the results, and testing 

variance was also achieved by randomising the tester who assessed the participant first. 

The same authors also recommend that "authors investigating intra-examiner reliability 

of measurements in physical therapy practice should focus on reducing sources of 

measurement error to improve reliability", this is what has been done in this thesis by 

testing an alternative method to improve reliability and minimise measurement errors. To 

minimise bias, the author also blinded the participants to the sonification by having testers 

use earphones. However, this could be improved for future research by having testers use 

earphones regardless of sound presence.  

Another strength of this research was that training for the use of HHD did not require 

individuals to obtain the same results of MMT in relation to another physiotherapist. 

Keep, et al., (2016) attempted to train testers so they could achieve a certain degree of 

accuracy for their measurements. The current protocol did not attempt to do that, as it 

would be improbable to occur in a clinical environment when testing several different 

patients. It can also be pointed out, that such results could contribute to a false sense of 

reliability, mainly as there is no literature documenting how long the ability to produce 

similar results subsists. 

Limitations of this research arise from several points described in the following lines. One 

of the most important ones was the impact of COVID-19. Since the beginning of 2020, it 

has affected the whole world, and its impact was also felt in research. In this project, that 

meant the data collection for chapter 6 was halted due to an impending lockdown and no 

further progress was made on the effects of sonification. Although there was an initial 

thought that research could be resumed after the lockdown, this ended not being the case, 
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with several restrictions in place in Portugal, which rendered further data collection 

unviable. This has impacted the ability to draw more definite conclusions on the effect of 

sonification on reliability and responsiveness due to the reduced sample in chapter 6. The 

author recommends that more participants are used in future research to adequately power 

the sonification (see section 6.6.4 for further detail). Researchers should investigate the 

effect of sonification on the intra-tester reliability for elbow and knee flexion movements 

when comparing different sessions in terms of future direction. This type of reliability is 

more relevant clinically and more challenging to achieve than between repetition 

reliability. The use of sonification for HHDs should also explore how live sound-feedback 

can support patients in the assessment and as an exercise guide. Sonification might be 

able to incentivise patients and produce live feedback regarding the effort or guide 

exercise in terms of the range of motion, which can be useful to record work or angular 

impulse. 

Due to the novelty of the device, there are only a few other papers that compare the use 

of concentric tests. Within those, sample size, testing procedures, and statistical 

approaches make it difficult to compare data and assess how the devices would fare in 

patients with disfunction or from different age groups. This leads to one of the caveats of 

this research: the results presented here were for a young and healthy population and are 

difficult to extrapolate to different clinical populations.  

One specific point about the dynamic muscle testing that was not assessed and should be 

considered by future researchers is the speed at which the MMT is performed. This has 

been identified as a factor which could impact peak force and this was not controlled in 

the experimental chapters. This is closely related as to the reason why power was not able 

to be calculated, as this research did not standardize either the range of movement for 

each of the testing positions this would lead to asynchronous data where speed and range 

would interfere with the calculation for power between repetitions – this should be 

addressed in the future. 

At the same time, ASSA does not fully solve the issue of HHDs where the tester struggles 

to resist higher torques; or is unable to maintain a perpendicular position of the device 

with the segment being tested. However, new fixed dynamometers have been utilized and 

have demonstrated high reliability and validity. Other factors will impact HHD results 
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such as patients/therapist motivation, fatigue, pain, HHD’s/IKD position, ability to resist 

the movement and learning effects (Stark, et al., 2011; Kim, et al., 2014; Schrama, et al., 

2014).   

Future researchers should also investigate how future versions of ASSA fare compared 

to standard counterparts, as the only comparison from this thesis was the isometric test 

provided by the same device, which means findings for the isometric tests cannot be 

extrapolated to other devices. Validity should therefore be assessed by commonly 

available HHD´s. 

In sum, fixed HHDs might be a good option for several settings but not all. It is also the 

case that for stronger joints such as the knee extensors, a fixed dynamometer is superior 

to ASSA. Still, not all settings/patients can be tested using a fixed dynamometer and 

therefore, an alternative such as the one presented here is still relevant as long as its 

limitations are known. 

 

8.8    Implications to clinical practice 

This thesis has found several implications to future clinical practice: 

a) ASSA is able to reliably gather data when using a concentric MMT, with lower peak force 

values than the isometric test. This might be beneficial for weaker testers or when the 

maximal isometric voluntary contraction is not relevant or challenging to achieve. 

b) ASSA using concentric MMT is reliable in recording angular impulse in shoulder 

abduction and elbow flexion, which could be developed into endurance tests and provide 

fatigue measures to clinicians. These have been used recently in research and are 

becoming essential parameters in rehabilitation that common dynamometers cannot 

measure. 

c) The effects of sonification were statistically significant in one of the inexperienced testers, 

which showed an increase in peak force and angular impulse in both elbow flexion and 

knee flexion. It also seems to increase reliability between testers in both joints. The use 

of sound-feedback might support the technique by providing real time-feedback of force 

production, using auditory systems that can facilitate the perception of force production 

in terms of peak force and performance across the range of motion. This feature, 
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considering the large effect size in one inexperienced tester could be used in the future as 

a learning tool and could also help with the implementation of fatigue/endurance testing.  

d) It is possible to create a reliable and valid low-cost HHD. The use of low-cost components 

means it can be built in most countries worldwide for less than £150, which is a 

considerable difference for currently available dynamometers. This issue is significant in 

countries outside western Europe and North America, where resources are scarce and the 

possibility of having a high-end dynamometer or an IKD is remote. The focus group 

participants also pointed out these issues (section 7.3.5) and should be considered when 

developing the technology to warrant low-cost production. 

 

8.9    Conclusion 

This thesis created a new tool from an early development stage to an innovative and low-

cost solution. The use of the prototype HHD in clinical practice can improve manual 

muscle tests' intra-tester reliability, inter-tester reliability and responsiveness. These 

improvements were achieved using concentric MMTs with a low-cost HHD that can 

convey relevant kinematic information through sonification, specifically to inexperienced 

testers. At the same time, the reliability in capturing angular impulse opens the door for 

using this type of outcome in clinical practice. By approaching a common physiotherapy 

technique in a new perspective, this thesis provides a clear contribution to knowledge on 

both concentric manual muscle tests and sonification as an assessment adjunct in strength 

testing. Future research is vital to assess the benefits presented here compared to common 

dynamometers and specific clinical populations. 
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APPENDICES 

 

Appendix 1 

 

Appendix 1. Description of Randomised Controlled Trials 

Author(s) Country Study Outline Sample Intervention Key Findings 

Effenberg, 

2005  

Germany Assess perception 

and action, subjects 

to estimate and 

reproduce 

countermovement 

jump using video and 

sonified feedback. 

Two exp. – 2 

groups 40 

healthy 

subjects 

Exp. 1 - Movement assessment of 2 

consecutive countermovement jumps.   Exp. 

2 - Subjects observed reproduction of a single 

jump of different heights. 

Exp. 1 - Movement sonification helps 

improve perception accuracy of 

sonified sports movements; Exp. 2 - 

Additional convergent auditory 

stimulus can enhance sports 

movements' reproduction accuracy 

compared to the video feedback. 
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Giansanti 

et al., 2009 

Italy Assess trunk postural 

movement induced 

by audio feedback 

using a wearable 

device. 

Nine healthy 

subjects 

Five trials of 50s each in 6 different 

conditions: 1-eyes closed on a solid surface; 

2- eyes open on foam cushion; 3- eyes closed 

on foam cushion; 4- Eyes closed with audio 

feedback; 5- eyes open on foam with audio-

feedback; 6- eyes closed on foam with audio-

feedback. 

Subjects able to save energy while 

using the audio-feedback system. 

Sonification facilitates postural 

control in conditions with reduced 

sensorial input. 

Pauletto 

and Hunt, 

2009 

United 

Kingdom 

Two exp. using large 

datasets: explore 

interactive 

sonification with 

recorded data and 

real-time data (from 

EMG sensors) 

Two Exp.: 1- 

21  2-57 (17 

with OA) 

1- Subjects listened to sonified datasets; 2- 

EMG data sonified, users, asked for feedback 

about roughness, overall loudness, speed of 

sounds' attack. 

Complex data can be used in 

sonification especially if the user can 

interact with the sound display. The 

system might also be used as a 

rehabilitation tool in the future. 

Dailly, et 

al., 2012  

Switzerla

nd 

Assess learning 

accuracy of a new 

task using error 

12 healthy 

subjects 

Subjects traced a pre-defined trajectory on a 

table surface. 

Concurrent error sonification appears 

to be more beneficial than repetitive 
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sonification and 

music in an upper 

limb movement  

training in healthy subjects learning a 

new upper limb movement. 

Vinken, et 

al., 2013 

Germany Investigation on 

types of sonification 

use for upper limb 

gross movement  

28 healthy 

subjects 

Individuals listened to sonification of human 

movements 126 times in total. 3 times to 6 

upper limb actions sonified in 7 different 

ways. 

Sonification might be used for motor 

control and rehabilitation as 

it improves the perception of human 

movement even in subjects not 

familiar with sonification. 

Scholz, et 

al., 2014 

Germany Develop a 

sonification based 

stroke rehab protocol 

that provides 

additional sensory 

input in upper limb 

movements.  

26 healthy 

subjects 

Subjects randomised to start the procedure 

with one of two different conditions which 

had different grid orientation on brightness 

and pitch. Two conditions were tested. The 

pitch and brightness representation were 

swapped for the second condition. 

Pitch benefited from being set on the 

vertical axis and brightness on the 

horizontal axis. This was done using 

only bi-dimensional sonification. 
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Schmitz, 

Kroeger 

and 

Effenberg, 

2014 

Germany Develop a 

sonification based 

mobile rehabilitation 

system to support 

stroke patients. 

Seven 

patients 

Subjects performed upper limb movements 

of different complexity for five days with 

each session up to 20 minutes each. 4 of the 

subjects were included in the sonification 

group while 3 were part of the control group. 

Improvement on gross motor skills, 

although the sample was small and 

heterogeneous. However, the system 

developed provides a good example of 

how these can be built. 

Scholz, et 

al., 2015 

Germany To develop a solution 

for stroke 

rehabilitation using 

music sonification 

therapy. 

Four stroke 

patients 

Two groups (2 patients each) received nine 

days of music sonification therapy or sham 

sonification training. 

Music sonification therapy appears to 

have beneficial results as it is highly 

motivating and can support sensorial 

input affected by stroke. Subjects 

improved more than the control group 

in the motor function test. 

Fujii, Lulic 

and Chen, 

2016  

Canada Subjects asked to 

hit a target in an 

upper limb 

movement 

sonification task. 

20 healthy 

Subjects 

All the participants had 25 trials to learn a 

"reaching movement". One group received 

sonification in 100% of the trials (100 times), 

and a second group exposed to sonification in 

50% of the trials (100 times). Both groups 

had 25 testing trials to assess retention on day 

Upper limb complex motor tasks might 

benefit from more concurrent knowledge 

of performance audio-feedback (100% 

of the time) than (50% of the time) of the 

trials while learning a movement pattern. 
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one, and on day two, with 25 more trials, no 

feedback was given in the retention tests. 

Newbold, et 

al., 2016 

United 

Kingdom 

Technical solution of 

mobile sonification 

to facilitate and guide 

movement in patients 

with chronic pain. 

17 healthy 

Subjects 

Smartphone attached to subjects' trunk to 

analyse trunk displacement (forward) and 

provide audio feedback about movement 

quantity, time of return, and self-reported 

measures. 

This study shows that music-based 

sonifications can be used to provide 

feedback on the range of movement 

and how it can be perceived as more 

rewarding by healthy subjects. 

Scholz, et 

al., 2016 

Germany Music sonification 

therapy for stroke 

patient's 

rehabilitation 

25 stroke 

patients  

Patients with moderate impairment in upper 

limb motor function randomly assigned in 

two groups that received an average of 10 

days sonification therapy or sonification 

sham. Assessed pre and post-training in 

different parameters (upper extremity 

This type of sonification in the 

rehabilitation of stroke patients seems 

to be beneficial due to its 

improvements in gross motor function 

and decreased joint pain.  
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function; psychological state and arm 

movement smoothness). 

Dyer, 

Stapleton 

and 

Rodger, 

2017 

UK To investigate the 

advantages of 

melodic sonification 

in a new bi-manual 

motor skill task. 

60 healthy 

subjects 

Three groups with three different sound 

feedback, randomly distributed. Terminal 

feedback was provided to all groups (graph). 

1 - Control 2 - Melodic sonification 3 - 

Rhythmic sonification. 

Melodic sonification was more 

effective than rhythmic and control 

group for motor task learning. There 

was no significant difference between 

the control group and the rhythmic 

sonification which was unexpected. 

Newbold, 

Bianchi-

Berthouze 

and Gould, 

2017  

UK To exploit music's 

qualities in a squat 

sonification task  

20 healthy 

subjects in 

each 

experiment 

Participants were asked to squat while using 

a mobile smartphone attached to the thigh. 

First exp. they explored musical expectancy; 

Second exp. subjects squatted (once) at a 

steady pace to each chord until the end of the 

movement while hearing the "stable" or 

"unstable" sonification only. 

1- Results show differences between 

the musical sonifications with the non-

musical/no sound, with more 

movement past the target point, 

slower return and better motivation. 2- 

No significant effects on additional 

squat or time of return.  However, in 

the "stable" condition, individuals 

thought they had moved more than 
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they really did, while in the "unstable" 

condition, individuals felt more 

motivated to continue the movement. 

Alcaraz, et 

al. (2018) 

 

Germany To use machine 

learning to develop 

sonification for a gait 

training task with 

healthy subjects 

 

20 Healthy 

participants  

 

Machine learning sonification was played to 

the participants in the experimental group 

(n=10) 

 

Improved results in the sonification 

group in terms of gait speed, cadence 

and stride length. 

 

Bevilacqua 

et al., 2018 

France To investigate how 

movement 

sonification can be 

used for stroke 

patients when using 

8 stroke 

patients and 7 

healthy 

individuals 

 

Different sound-feedback was played to 

patients and healthy individuals, such as 

direct sonification, musical interaction, 

environmental sounds exploration 

 

Direct mapping was the least preferred 

by the stroke patients, with authors 

pointing that it appears that 

individuals either healthy or post-
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sonification for upper 

limb movements 

 

stroke have different selections of 

preferred sound-feedback.  

 

Maes, 

Lorenzoni 

& Six, 2018 

Belgium To assess the ability 

of a musical 

sonification to 

increase 

synchronization on a 

static bike movement 

 

15 healthy 

participants 

 

Five different sound conditions were used on 

participants using a stationary bike. Three 

different music sonification models were 

used plus two no sonification conditions (no 

sound and non-sonified feedback) 

 

Participants tended to synchronize 

their rhythm and cadence was more 

stable on sonified musical conditions 

than the non-sonified condition. 

Authors also state this is a preliminary 

work and further work is needed to 

confirm these conclusions. 
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Nikmaram, 

et al., 2019 

 

Germany 1 – Replicate results 

from previous pilot 2 

– Test a less costly 

solution for hand-

tracking 3 – Estimate 

efficiency of musical 

sonification in stroke 

patients by 

comparing the results 

from both data 

collections 

 

Acute or 

subacute 

unilateral 

stroke 

patients 1 – 

12 

2 - 30 

Sonification of upper limb movements in 

addition to regular physiotherapy 

intervention for the intervention group 

 

Limited benefits arose from the 

sonification (on movement 

smoothness), authors recommend it 

being used as an adjunct to common 

approaches. Authors conclude that 

patient “enthusiasm” was relevant but 

do not report it as outcome. 

 

Reh, et al., 

2019 

Germany Investigate the use of 

sonification in gait 

symmetry ad 

steadiness in patients 

with unilateral hip 

arthroplasty  

20 patients 

 

10 patients for either control group (20 

minute gait training with no sound-feedback) 

or intervention group (20 minute gait training 

with sound-feedback) 

 

Step length and symmetry converged 

on the sonification group but not on 

the control group, however the authors 

state that larger variability on those 

parameters were more evident on the 
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 intervention group than the control 

group 

 

Haire, et al. 

2021 

Canada Assess the effect of 

sonification and 

rhythmic auditory 

stimulation 

approaches in 

chronic post-stroke 

patients in upper 

limb movements 

 

30 chronic 

post-stroke 

participants 

 

A three-armed parallel RCT which compared 

the effects of audio-feedback under three 

conditions (alone, with motor imagery and 

motor imagery with audio-cueing) on the 

Fugl-Meyer–Upper Extremity and Wolf 

Motor Function Test–Functional Ability 

Scale 

 

Improvement in the assessed 

outcomes which suggests this could be 

a useful approach for chronic stroke 

patients, sample sizes were small and 

heterogenous which could limit 

results extrapolation.  

 

O’Brien, et 

al., 2021 

France To assess the use of 

sonification in 

putting and swing 

40 healthy 

individuals 

 

A four group intervention program was 

designed with movement analysed in two 

different conditions (2m and 4m putts). Data 

Error-based sonification group 

benefited  more in reducing variability 

and timing of the putting motions 
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movement in golf 

novices  

 

were compared for the control group vs the 

three audio-feedback groups 

 

when compared to the remaining 

intervention groups. 

 

Mezzaroba

, et al., 2020 

Italy Investigate the use of 

action observation 

protocol in  

 

22 

Parkinson’s 

Disease 

patients 

 

Participants were exposed to videos with 

eight motor gestures either in the sonification 

group or in the control group. All 

interventions were assessed before and after 

intervention using a sit-to-walk task 

 

Results show an improvement on the 

freezing of gait of patients in the 

intervention group using sonification 

which authors reporting better 

dynamic balance control. 

 

Note: Exp. – Experiment; OA – Osteoarthritis; s - seconds
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Appendix 2 

 

Arduino UNO R3 datasheet 

Retrieved from: https://store.arduino.cc/arduino-uno-rev3 
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Appendix 3 

MPU6050 - Datasheet 

This annex is part of the full document available at: 

https://invensense.tdk.com/wp-content/uploads/2015/02/MPU-6000-Datasheet1.pdf 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://invensense.tdk.com/wp-content/uploads/2015/02/MPU-6000-Datasheet1.pdf
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Appendix 4 

HX-711 Analog to Digital Converter 

 

This factsheet is part of the full documentation available at: 

https://cdn.sparkfun.com/datasheets/Sensors/ForceFlex/hx711_english.pdf 

 

 

https://cdn.sparkfun.com/datasheets/Sensors/ForceFlex/hx711_english.pdf
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Appendix 4 

 

PSD-S1 Load Cell 

 

Load cell specifications: 

Model: PSD-S1 

Output signal: analog 

Linearity: ±0.02（%F.S.） 

Delaying: ±0.02（%F.S.） 

Repeatability: ±0.02（%F.S.） 

Sensitivity: 2.0mv/v 

Drifting: ±0.02%F.S 

Input impedance: 350±10Ω 

Output impedance: 350±5Ω 

Measuring range:300kg 

Weight: 575g 

 

Wire connecting method: 

Input: Red wire(+), Black wire(-) 

Output: Green wire(+), White wire(-) 

Yellow wire(GND) 

 

Package Included: 

1 x Weighting Sensor 
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Appendix 6 

Hypothesis 

 

General Hypothesis  

1- Intra-tester reliability 

a) Peak force 

Null hypothesis – A concentric MMT using ASSA does not have good intra-tester 

reliability (ICC>0.75) to detect peak force in healthy subjects. 

Alternative hypothesis - A concentric MMT using ASSA has good intra-tester reliability 

(ICC>0.75) to detect peak force in healthy subjects. 

b) Angle of Peak force 

Null hypothesis – A concentric MMT using ASSA does not have good intra-tester 

reliability (ICC>0.75) to detect angle of peak force in healthy subjects. 

Alternative hypothesis – A concentric MMT using ASSA has good intra-tester reliability 

(ICC>0.75) to detect angle of peak force in healthy subjects. 

c) Angular impulse 

Null hypothesis – A concentric MMT using ASSA does not have good intra-tester 

reliability (ICC>0.75) to detect angular impulse in healthy subjects. 

Alternative hypothesis – A concentric MMT using ASSA has good intra-tester reliability 

(ICC>0.75) to detect angular impulse in healthy subjects. 

 

 2 - Inter-tester reliability 

a) Peak force 

Null hypothesis – A concentric MMT using ASSA does not have good inter-tester 

reliability (ICC>0.75) to detect peak force in healthy subjects. 

Alternative hypothesis – A concentric MMT using ASSA has good inter-tester reliability 

(ICC>0.75) to detect peak force in healthy subjects. 

b) Angle of Peak force 
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Null hypothesis – A concentric MMT using ASSA does not have good inter-tester 

reliability (ICC>0.75) to detect angle of peak force in healthy subjects. 

Alternative hypothesis – A concentric MMT using ASSA has good inter-tester reliability 

(ICC>0.75) to detect angle of peak force in healthy subjects. 

c) Angular impulse 

Null hypothesis –  A concentric MMT using ASSA does not have good inter-tester 

reliability (ICC>0.75) to detect angular impulse in healthy subjects. 

Alternative hypothesis – A concentric MMT using ASSA has good inter-tester reliability 

(ICC>0.75) to detect angular impulse in healthy subjects. 

 

 3 - Validity 

a) Peak torque 

Null hypothesis – A concentric MMT using ASSA is not a valid device to detect peak 

torque when compared to current gold standards (isokinetic dynamometer) in healthy 

subjects.  

Alternative hypothesis – A concentric MMT using ASSA is a valid device to detect peak 

torque when compared to current gold standards (isokinetic dynamometer) in healthy 

subjects.  

b) Angle of Peak torque 

Null hypothesis – A concentric MMT using ASSA is not a valid device to detect angle of 

peak torque when compared to current gold standards (isokinetic dynamometer) in 

healthy subjects.  

Alternative hypothesis – A concentric MMT using ASSA is a valid device to detect angle 

of peak torque when compared to current gold standards (isokinetic dynamometer) in 

healthy subjects.  

 

4- Sonification testing  

a) Intra-tester reliability 
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Null hypothesis – – The use of sonification by physiotherapy students and experienced 

physiotherapists in concentric manual muscle tests does not increase reliability testing in 

a healthy population. 

Alternative hypothesis – The use of sonification physiotherapy by students and 

experienced physiotherapists in concentric manual muscle tests increases reliability 

testing in a healthy population. 

b) Inter-tester reliability 

Null hypothesis – The use of sonification by physiotherapy students and experienced 

physiotherapists in concentric manual muscle tests does not increase reliability testing in 

a healthy population. 

Alternative hypothesis – The use of sonification by physiotherapy students and 

experienced physiotherapists in concentric manual muscle tests increases reliability 

testing in a healthy population. 

c)  Force production 

Null hypothesis – The use of sonification in concentric manual muscle tests does not 

increase force production in physiotherapy students and experienced physiotherapists in 

a healthy population. 

Alternative hypothesis – The use of sonification in concentric manual muscle tests 

increases force production in physiotherapy students and experienced physiotherapists in 

a healthy population. 

 

 

Hypothesis for chapter 4 

 

Below are the hypothesis tested for both movements of knee extension and knee flexion 

and for each of the testers as appropriate. 

1. Intra-tester reliability 

a) Peak force 

Null hypothesis – A concentric MMT using ASSA does not have good intra-tester 

reliability (ICC>0.75) to detect peak force in healthy subjects. 
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Alternative hypothesis - A concentric MMT using ASSA has good intra-tester reliability 

(ICC>0.75) to detect peak force in healthy subjects. 

b) Angle of Peak force 

Null hypothesis – A concentric MMT using ASSA does not have good intra-tester 

reliability (ICC>0.75) to detect angle of peak force in healthy subjects. 

Alternative hypothesis – A concentric MMT using ASSA has good intra-tester reliability 

(ICC>0.75) to detect angle of peak force in healthy subjects. 

 

2 - Inter-tester reliability 

a) Peak force 

Null hypothesis – A concentric MMT using ASSA does not have good inter-tester 

reliability (ICC>0.75) to detect peak force in healthy subjects. 

Alternative hypothesis – A concentric MMT using ASSA has good inter-tester reliability 

(ICC>0.75) to detect peak force in healthy subjects. 

b) Angle of Peak force 

Null hypothesis – A concentric MMT using ASSA does not have good inter-tester 

reliability (ICC>0.75) to detect angle of peak force in healthy subjects. 

Alternative hypothesis – A concentric MMT using ASSA has good inter-tester reliability 

(ICC>0.75) to detect angle of peak force in healthy subjects. 

 

3 - Validity 

a) Peak torque 

Null hypothesis – A concentric MMT using ASSA is not a valid device to detect peak 

torque when compared to current gold standards (isokinetic dynamometer) in healthy 

subjects.  

Alternative hypothesis – A concentric MMT using ASSA is a valid device to detect peak 

torque when compared to current gold standards (isokinetic dynamometer) in healthy 

subjects.  

b) Angle of Peak torque 
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Null hypothesis – A concentric MMT using ASSA is not a valid device to detect angle of 

peak torque when compared to current gold standards (isokinetic dynamometer) in 

healthy subjects.  

Alternative hypothesis – A concentric MMT using ASSA is a valid device to detect angle 

of peak torque when compared to current gold standards (isokinetic dynamometer) in 

healthy subjects.  

 

The null hypothesis 1a for peak force can be rejected and alternative hypothesis 1a 

accepted with ASSA v2 with a reliability above 0.75 for both movements. The null 

hypothesis 1b for angle of peak force reliability is accepted, with the device below 

the minimum acceptable levels. In terms of inter-tester reliability, the null 

hypothesis can also be accepted for both hypothesis 2a and 2b. Data from the validity 

analysis allows the author to reject the null hypothesis for 3a but not for 3b, with the 

device able to detect peak torque but not angle of peak torque. 

 

 

Hypothesis for chapter 5 

1 - Intra-tester reliability 

a) Peak force 

Null hypothesis – A concentric MMT using ASSA does not have good intra-tester 

reliability (ICC>0.75) to detect peak force in healthy subjects. 

Alternative hypothesis - A concentric MMT using ASSA has good intra-tester reliability 

(ICC>0.75) to detect peak force in healthy subjects. 

b) Angle of Peak force 

Null hypothesis – A concentric MMT using ASSA does not have good intra-tester 

reliability (ICC>0.75) to detect angle of peak force in healthy subjects. 

Alternative hypothesis – A concentric MMT using ASSA has good intra-tester reliability 

(ICC>0.75) to detect angle of peak force in healthy subjects. 

c) Angular impulse 
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Null hypothesis – A concentric MMT using ASSA does not have good intra-tester 

reliability (ICC>0.75) to detect angular impulse in healthy subjects. 

Alternative hypothesis – A concentric MMT using ASSA has good intra-tester reliability 

(ICC>0.75) to detect angular impulse in healthy subjects. 

 

2- Inter-tester reliability 

a) Peak force 

Null hypothesis – A concentric MMT using ASSA does not have good inter-tester 

reliability (ICC>0.75) to detect peak force in healthy subjects. 

Alternative hypothesis – A concentric MMT using ASSA has good inter-tester reliability 

(ICC>0.75) to detect peak force in healthy subjects. 

b) Angle of Peak force 

Null hypothesis – A concentric MMT using ASSA does not have good inter-tester 

reliability (ICC>0.75) to detect angle of peak force in healthy subjects. 

Alternative hypothesis – A concentric MMT using ASSA has good inter-tester reliability 

(ICC>0.75) to detect angle of peak force in healthy subjects. 

c) Angular impulse 

Null hypothesis – A concentric MMT using ASSA does not have good intra-tester 

reliability (ICC>0.75) to detect angular impulse in healthy subjects. 

Alternative hypothesis – A concentric MMT using ASSA has good intra-tester reliability 

(ICC>0.75) to detect angular impulse in healthy subjects. 

 

3- Validity 

a) Peak torque 

Null hypothesis – A concentric MMT using ASSA is not a valid device to detect peak 

torque when compared to current gold standards (isokinetic dynamometer) in healthy 

subjects.  
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Alternative hypothesis – A concentric MMT using ASSA is a valid device to detect peak 

torque when compared to current gold standards (isokinetic dynamometer) in healthy 

subjects.  

b) Angle of Peak torque 

Null hypothesis – A concentric MMT using ASSA is not a valid device to detect angle of 

peak torque when compared to current gold standards (isokinetic dynamometer) in 

healthy subjects.  

Alternative hypothesis – A concentric MMT using ASSA is a valid device to detect angle 

of peak torque when compared to current gold standards (isokinetic dynamometer) in 

healthy subjects.  

 

The null hypothesis 1a can be rejected for in all movements for tester one and in 

tester  2 for all movements except for knee flexion. In contrast, the null hypothesis 

1b can not be rejected for either tester. In terms of the null hypothesis 1c, it can be 

rejected for tester 2 in the shoulder and elbow movements and for tester 1 in elbow 

flexion, but not for the remaining movements tested. 

The null hypothesis 2a can be rejected for all movements except knee flexion. At the 

same time, the null hypothesis 2b can be rejected for elbow flexion. The null 

hypothesis 2c can be rejected only for shoulder abduction and elbow flexion. 

The null hypothesis regarding the validity of peak force 3a can be rejected, but the 

null hypothesis 3b can not be rejected as the device is not valid to detect the angle of 

peak torque. 

 

Hypothesis for chapter 6 

1 - Intra-tester reliability 

a) Peak force 

Null hypothesis – A concentric MMT using ASSA does not have good intra-tester 

reliability (ICC>0.75) to detect peak force in healthy subjects in testers of different sex 

and experience. 
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Alternative hypothesis - A concentric MMT using ASSA has good intra-tester reliability 

(ICC>0.75) to detect peak force in healthy subjects in testers of different sex and 

experience. 

b) Angle of Peak force 

Null hypothesis – A concentric MMT using ASSA does not have good intra-tester 

reliability (ICC>0.75) to detect angle of peak force in healthy subjects in testers of 

different sex and experience. 

Alternative hypothesis – A concentric MMT using ASSA has good intra-tester reliability 

(ICC>0.75) to detect angle of peak force in healthy subjects in testers of different sex and 

experience. 

c) Angular impulse 

Null hypothesis – A concentric MMT using ASSA does not have good intra-tester 

reliability (ICC>0.75) to detect angular impulse in healthy subjects in testers of different 

sex and experience. 

Alternative hypothesis – A concentric MMT using ASSA has good intra-tester reliability 

(ICC>0.75) to detect angular impulse in healthy subjects in testers of different sex and 

experience. 

2 - Inter-tester reliability 

a) Peak force 

Null hypothesis – A concentric MMT using ASSA does not have good inter-tester 

reliability (ICC>0.75) to detect peak force in healthy subjects in testers of different sex 

and experience. 

Alternative hypothesis – A concentric MMT using ASSA has good inter-tester reliability 

(ICC>0.75) to detect peak force in healthy subjects in testers of different sex and 

experience. 

b) Angle of Peak force 

Null hypothesis – A concentric MMT using ASSA does not have good inter-tester 

reliability (ICC>0.75) to detect angle of peak force in healthy subjects. 
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Alternative hypothesis – A concentric MMT using ASSA has good inter-tester reliability 

(ICC>0.75) to detect angle of peak force in healthy subjects in testers of different sex and 

experience. 

c) Angular impulse 

Null hypothesis – A concentric MMT using ASSA does not have good inter-tester 

reliability (ICC>0.75) to detect angular impulse in healthy subjects in testers of different 

sex and experience. 

Alternative hypothesis – A concentric MMT using ASSA has good inter-tester reliability 

(ICC>0.75) to detect angular impulse in healthy subjects in testers of different sex and 

experience. 

3- Sonification testing  

a) Intra-tester reliability 

Null hypothesis – – The use of sonification by physiotherapy students and experienced 

physiotherapists in concentric manual muscle tests does not increase reliability in a 

healthy population. 

Alternative hypothesis – The use of sonification physiotherapy by students and 

experienced physiotherapists in concentric manual muscle tests increases reliability in a 

healthy population. 

b) Inter-tester reliability 

Null hypothesis – The use of sonification by physiotherapy students and experienced 

physiotherapists in concentric manual muscle tests does not increase reliability in a 

healthy population. 

Alternative hypothesis – The use of sonification by physiotherapy students and 

experienced physiotherapists in concentric manual muscle tests increases reliability in a 

healthy population. 

c)  Force production 

Null hypothesis – The use of sonification in concentric manual muscle tests does not 

increase force production in physiotherapy students and experienced physiotherapists in 

a healthy population. 
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Alternative hypothesis – The use of sonification in concentric manual muscle tests 

increases force production in physiotherapy students and experienced physiotherapists in 

a healthy population. 

 

In terms of intra-tester reliability, even with testers with different experience, the 

null hypothesis (1a and 1c) can be rejected for peak force and angular impulse but 

not for angle of peak force (hypothesis 1b). Whereas for inter-tester reliability, the 

null hypothesis (2a) can be rejected for the use of concentric tests for elbow and knee 

flexion (ICC >0.75) (p<0.001) peak force detection, but not for the angle of peak 

force (2b). The angular impulse null hypothesis can be rejected (2c) for elbow flexion 

(ICC>0.75 p<0.001) but not for knee flexion (ICC<0.75). 

For the hypothesis regarding the sonification testing, the null hypothesis 3a referring 

for the effects of sonification in intra-tester reliability can be rejected for elbow 

flexion peak force in all but one tester, whereas it can be fully rejected for knee 

flexion peak force. In terms of angular impulse the null hypothesis can also be 

rejected in angular impulse for elbow flexion in all testers except tester 4, whereas 

in angular impulse for knee flexion the null hypothesis 3a can be rejected only for 

two testers. The null hypothesis, 3b, can be rejected for peak force with sonification 

improving reliability for both movements tested and angular impulse for elbow 

flexion but not for knee flexion. Lastly, it cannot be rejected for angle of peak force 

in either joint. For the last hypothesis, 3c, the null hypothesis can be rejected only 

for tester 4 on both joints and for tester 3 on knee flexion. 
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Appendix 7 

 
Ethics approval – ESPGR-02 

 

 
 

Joao Guerra 

Project title: Development of a portable strength assessment device for 
human movement via sonification – Arduino-based Sound 
Strength Assessment (ASSA) 

DREP code:  ESPGR-02 

Approval date Valid to 25/9/2021 

 
Application decision: Approve under the terms of Anglia Ruskin University’s Research 
Ethics Policy (Dated 8 September 2016, Version 1.7).  Approval by DREP is subject to 
ratification by the FREP. 
 
Ethical approval is given for a period of 3 years doctorate students.  If your research will 
extend beyond this period, it is your responsibility to apply for an extension before your 
approval expires. 
 
It is your responsibility to ensure that you comply with Anglia Ruskin University’s 
Research Ethics Policy and the Code of Practice for Applying for Ethical Approval at 
Anglia Ruskin University available at www.anglia.ac.uk/researchethics including the 
following. 
 

• The procedure for submitting substantial amendments to the committee, should 
there be any changes to your research.  You cannot implement these 
amendments until you have received approval from DREP for them. 

• The procedure for reporting accidents, adverse events and incidents. 

• The Data Protection Act (1998) and General Data Protection Requirement from 
25 May 2018. 

• Any other legislation relevant to your research.  You must also ensure that you 
are aware of any emerging legislation relating to your research and make any 
changes to your study (which you will need to obtain ethical approval for) to 
comply with this. 

• Obtaining any further ethical approval required from the organisation or country 
(if not carrying out research in the UK) where you will be carrying the research 
out.  This includes other Higher Education Institutions if you intend to carry out 
any research involving their students, staff or premises.  Please ensure that you 
send the DREP copies of this documentation if required, prior to starting your 
research. 

• Any laws of the country where you are carrying the research and obtaining any 
other approvals or permissions that are required. 

http://www.anglia.ac.uk/researchethics
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• Any professional codes of conduct relating to research or requirements from 
your funding body (please note that for externally funded research, where the 
funding has been obtained via Anglia Ruskin University, a Project Risk 
Assessment must have been carried out prior to starting the research). 

• Completing a Risk Assessment (Health and Safety) if required and updating this 
annually or if any aspects of your study change which affect this. 

• Notifying the DREP Secretary when your study has ended. 
 
Please also note that your research may be subject to monitoring. 
 

Should you have any queries, please do not hesitate to contact me. May I wish you the 

best of luck with your research. 

 

Yours sincerely, 

 

DREP Chair 

Date 6.10.17 

V1.2 
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Appendix 8 

 
Ethics approval – ESPGR-05 

 
 

Principal 
investigator:  

Joao Guerra 

Project 
supervisor: 

Lee Smith 

Project title: The potential yield of external feedback via movement 
sonification in physiotherapy – Sonification mapping 
assessment 

SREP code:  ESPGR-05 

Approval date Valid to 7/5/2021 

 
Application decision: Approve with revisions under the terms of Anglia Ruskin 
University’s Research Ethics Policy (Dated 8 September 2016, Version 1.7).  Approval by 
SREP is subject to ratification by the FREP. 
 

Changes to be made: These changes should be discussed and approved by your 

supervisor. 

All recommendations must be completed and a copy of your updated submission sent 

to sportandexercisesciences-DREP@anglia.ac.uk by your supervisor as soon as possible.  

 

GENERAL COMMENTS FOR 
THE APPLICANT 

Please review specific comments below to ensure 
the application form and the PIS provide appropriate 
and consistent information. 
Risk assessment to conduct work in the lab needed. 

Specific Comments for applicant: Application Form 

Section 1 
Approved 
 

Section 2 
You answered ‘No’ to Q5, but then discuss 
gatekeepers in Section 4. Suggest reviewing and 
providing a gatekeeper email template. 

Section 3 
Approved 
 

Section 4 

Please, clarify which of your answers refer to each of 
the specific questions in Section 2. You answered 
‘Yes’ to three points, but provide four answers in 
Section 4.  

Section 5 Approved 
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Specific Comments for applicant: PIS 

Section A Review the document to ensure correct grammar 
and appropriate language is used as this is a 
document shared with external audience. Point 5 
should provide specific information on inclusion 
criteria as reported in Stage 1 form. 

Section B Review the document to ensure correct grammar 
and appropriate language is used as this is a 
document shared with external audience. 

Specific Comments for: Other Documentation 

Consent Form  Approved 

Risk Assessment Missing 

Ethics Quiz Missing (assume this has been approved before, as 
this is a PhD student) 

Pre-Exercise Questionnaire  Missing – is this needed? 

Include missing documents:  Gatekeeper email is required 

 

 

Ethical approval is given for a period of 1 year for undergraduates/masters students. If 
your research will extend beyond this period, it is your responsibility to apply for an 
extension before your approval expires. 
 
It is your responsibility to ensure that you comply with Anglia Ruskin University’s 
Research Ethics Policy and the Code of Practice for Applying for Ethical Approval at 
Anglia Ruskin University available at www.anglia.ac.uk/researchethics including the 
following. 
 

• The procedure for submitting substantial amendments to the committee, should 
there be any changes to your research.  You cannot implement these 
amendments until you have received approval from FREP/SREP for them. 

• The procedure for reporting accidents, adverse events and incidents. 

• The Data Protection Act (1998) and General Data Protection Requirement from 
25 May 2018. 

• Any other legislation relevant to your research.  You must also ensure that you 
are aware of any emerging legislation relating to your research and make any 
changes to your study (which you will need to obtain ethical approval for) to 
comply with this. 

• Obtaining any further ethical approval required from the organisation or country 
(if not carrying out research in the UK) where you will be carrying the research 
out.  This includes other Higher Education Institutions if you intend to carry out 
any research involving their students, staff or premises.  Please ensure that you 
send the FREP/SREP copies of this documentation if required, prior to starting 
your research. 

http://www.anglia.ac.uk/researchethics
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• Any laws of the country where you are carrying the research and obtaining any 
other approvals or permissions that are required. 

• Any professional codes of conduct relating to research or requirements from 
your funding body (please note that for externally funded research, where the 
funding has been obtained via Anglia Ruskin University, a Project Risk 
Assessment must have been carried out prior to starting the research). 

• Completing a Risk Assessment (Health and Safety) if required and updating this 
annually or if any aspects of your study change which affect this. 

• Notifying the FREP/SREP Secretary when your study has ended. 
 
Please also note that your research may be subject to monitoring. 
 

Should you have any queries, please do not hesitate to contact me. May I wish you the 

best of luck with your research. 

 

Yours sincerely, 

 

SREP Chair 
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Appendix 9 

 
Ethics approval – ESPGR-08 

 

Principal 
investigator:  

Joao Guerra 

Project 
supervisor: 

Lee Smith 

Project title: The potential yield of external feedback via movement 
sonification in physiotherapy 

SREP code:  ESPGR-08 

Approval date 22/11/2019 

Application decision: Approve with revisions under the terms of Anglia Ruskin 

University’s Research Ethics Policy (Dated 8 September 2016, Version 1.7).  Approval by 

SREP is subject to ratification by the FREP. 

 
Changes to be made: These changes should be discussed and approved by your 
supervisor (all documents must be updated online) but do not need to be communicated 
to SREP, all changes must be made before data collection can start: 
 

Ensure that the PIS sheets are updated in Box B3 to state that the data controller is ARU and 
not the  
student 

 
All documents (PIS, Consent form, Debrief) given to participants, must be printed onto 
Anglia Ruskin University headed paper. 
 
Any advert must contain the following statement:  
The study has received ethics approval by the School Research Ethics Panel (SREP) and 
ratified by the Faculty Research Ethics Panel under the terms of Anglia Ruskin 
University’s Policy and Code of Practice for the Conduct of Research with Human 
Participants 
 
If you make changes to any aspect of your approved research, it is important that you 
discuss this with your supervisor as they can advise you on whether you need any 
additional ethical approval. 
 
Ethical approval is given for a period of 1 year for undergraduates/masters students.  If 
your research will extend beyond this period, it is your responsibility to apply for an 
extension before your approval expires. 
It is your responsibility to ensure that you comply with Anglia Ruskin University’s 

Research Ethics Policy and the Code of Practice for Applying for Ethical Approval at Anglia 

Ruskin University available at www.anglia.ac.uk/researchethics including the following. 
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• The procedure for submitting substantial amendments to the committee, should 
there be any changes to your research.  You cannot implement these 
amendments until you have received approval from SREP for them. 

• The procedure for reporting accidents, adverse events and incidents. 

• The General Data Protection Requirement and Data Protection Act (2018). 

• Any other legislation relevant to your research.  You must also ensure that you 
are aware of any emerging legislation relating to your research and make any 
changes to your study (which you will need to obtain ethical approval for) to 
comply with this. 

• Obtaining any further ethical approval required from the organisation or country 
(if not carrying out research in the UK) where you will be carrying the research 
out.  This includes other Higher Education Institutions if you intend to carry out 
any research involving their students, staff or premises.  Please ensure that you 
send the FREP/DREP copies of this documentation if required, prior to starting 
your research. 

• Any laws of the country where you are carrying the research and obtaining any 
other approvals or permissions that are required. 

• Any professional codes of conduct relating to research or requirements from your 
funding body (please note that for externally funded research, where the funding 
has been obtained via Anglia Ruskin University, a Project Risk Assessment must 
have been carried out prior to starting the research). 

• Completing a Risk Assessment (Health and Safety) if required and updating this 
annually or if any aspects of your study change which affect this. 

• Notifying the SREP Secretary when your study has ended. 
 

Please also note that your research may be subject to monitoring. 

Should you have any queries, please do not hesitate to contact me. May I wish you the 

best of luck with your research. 

Yours sincerely, 

Dan Gordon 

SREP Chair 

 

Date 30.9.2019 

V1.5 
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COREQ Consolidated checklist 
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Appendix 11 

Focus Group 

Transcript and questions 

 

JG - My name is Joao Guerra and I am the moderator. This project was created as 

part of my PhD and I will start by thanking you for participating. I would now ask if you 

could introduce yourselves and say what your profession is, that would be excellent.  

SA - My name is SA and I have been a physiotherapist for 19 years. 

DC - DC, physiotherapist with 23 years of experience.  

RM - RM, physiotherapist since 2003 

MG - Hi, MG, physiotherapist and I graduated in 2007.  

 

 

JG – Question 1 - Thank you and let’s get started with our focus 

group. The first question is an open question so we can start with MG 

since he was the last one to introduce himself. The question is: What is 

your opinion about the ASSA prototype? 

MG - Well, I think that the prototype, taking into account what is main function is, 

it achieves its objectives, it has its limitations in its potential applicability to reality, but 

for the objective of the study in which we took part, it looked to be very useful and it was 

easy to understand how to utilise it. 

SA - I can say that I have a positive opinion of the prototype, even though I have 

some questions that we will discuss next, but above all I have the impression that the 

prototype was well received by the participants, and by those who were using it and that 

is always a good indicator that the prototype was important. So, I believe this acceptability 

indicator by those using it is important.  

JG - So you noticed that during the study the participants also thought it was 

easy to use? 
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SA - Yes, I did. There were no constraints in the utilisation of the prototype and that 

is a favourable point because sometimes you can have something very reliable and that 

investigators think is very useful but if the users feel any constraint in utilising that, either 

because it takes too long to place correctly or something else, I believe that will then 

create some difficulties in the clinical practice.    

 DC - In general I too also liked the prototype, even though it is a prototype and 

before the final version is ready it can be improved. However, as a prototype and 

considering we’re talking about an idea of what will be constructed, I think it is pretty 

good. I also felt that the participants that were using it were pleased as they are not used 

to being evaluated in that manner and thought it was much better than the traditional way 

that is used to evaluate strength. In general, this is it. 

RM - I liked it, I liked it a lot. The concept of the prototype is an excellent idea and 

it can indeed bring added value if integrated in the physiotherapist’s clinical practice. It’s 

an interesting and useful concept.  However, I agree with other’s comments and there are 

some things, small and big, that can be improved in the equipment, but it was very useful 

and the practical utilisation was very well accepted by the participants. Even those that 

were not very experienced, they quickly adapted to what needed to be done and there 

were not major hurdles in understanding how the prototype worked, it was very intuitive.  

JG - I would just ask this, taking into account your comments, comparatively 

to a standard strength test that you would perform in your clinical practice, do you 

think the prototype changes that dynamic or is that acceptable in order to use the 

prototype?  

RM - It can change but it’s mainly related to the equipment current hardware - by 

this I mean if small changes are made to the equipment, I don’t think there would be any 

problem during the evaluation.  

SA, DC, MG - Yes, we agree.  

 

 

JG – Question 2 - That’s great, let’s move to the next question and 

feel free to share ideas too. The sound feedback feature was only used 

by two of you but what we want to investigate is how can the sound be 

understood by the physiotherapists and in which areas do you believe it 
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can advantageous? Consider two perspectives, the physiotherapist 

hearing the sound or the participants hearing what is happening and is 

that an advantage to the clinical practice in different settings of 

physiotherapy. 

 RM - In my opinion, I felt that the sound did not bring a lot of added value. Where 

I can imagine the sound can be useful is with people that do not have a lot of experience, 

who have recently graduated, or people that have a lack of perception - this does not 

necessarily depend on being a recent graduate but on our individual capacity of perceiving 

another’s strength - then the sound effect can bring value because it helps the person to 

synchronise his manual perception with the audio feedback. In my case, I did not feel the 

sound made a big difference, but I don’t know what effect that will have on the data.  

SA - I actually have a different opinion than RM, I understand what you are saying, 

and the sound did not influence me greatly. However, I remember that the person who 

was doing it with me, M, the first time she used the prototype with the sound she said: Oh 

I realise I was resisting too hard in the beginning. So I remember that clearly and she also 

mentioned that this way she knew if she was applying too much resistance or not enough. 

But I am not sure this is very good, now that I am reflecting on it. Sound might create a 

false perception, so I am not sure about this.  I also noticed that we did a lot of repetitions 

on the same day and this would not happen on a normal clinical setting - in real life we 

would do one test one day, then the next the day after or in three days’ time. What I 

noticed was that the sound gave me an extra motivation – like a positive input, like when 

you increase a music volume for a difficult task, which I associated with running - so the 

sound in the prototype had that similar effect. The person who was performing the test 

with me mentioned the positive effect of the sound and that is important.   

DC - My opinion is merely conceptual because I did not use the prototype with the 

sound. Theoretically the sound can bring a lot of value if there is the option to turn it on 

or off because in some situations the sound can be extremely good, and in others it can 

influence the results. If the person follows the sound to achieve the speed they want, this 

can somehow influence the results obtained - which is not necessarily bad but I am not 

sure that when evaluating maximum strength this is good. So when SA mentioned that M 

had realised she was putting too much resistance in the beginning when she used the 

prototype with the sound, so this changed her evaluation. 
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SA - Let me clarify, what M said was that when she was placing the prototype, and 

even before asking the person to initiate the movement, she realised she was applying too 

much pressure already as the sound had started to play.  

RM - To clarify, regarding the comment from DC, the sound does not regulate the 

speed, it only regulates the strength. When the person applies more strength, the sound’s 

frequency gets higher, when the strength diminishes, the sound’s frequency gets lower.  

JG – So, just so everyone understands, the prototype can have sound, or not. 

What we were trying to investigate was the differences in sound mapping. We were 

going to test one type of sound mapping, directly correlated to the strength and 

another correlated to the speed. There is some research that says the speed at which the 

test is performed can affect the reliability, specially at an inter observer level. Evaluator 

X applies a certain speed and achieves a maximum strength, but evaluator Y might apply 

a different speed and the maximum torque will be different. So we wanted to know if the 

average speed would affect the reliability, but we did not perform that test. What RM and 

SA did was the evaluation of muscle strength, so the higher the force applied, the higher 

the sound pitch. 

MG - So there is no sound signal for the beginning and end of the test?  

JG - No, because since the movement range changes with each individual 

taking the test, it’s difficult to define it that way. 

MG - That could potentially be beneficial, because patients have the tendency to 

apply maximum strength, and almost kick, so when they hear that sound initially it could 

be beneficial. 

SA - What’s interesting to notice is that continued to happen - so in M’s case 

because the sound showed she was applying strength in the beginning, she stopped 

applying that initial force. She even said: “This is more interesting as I can now see I was 

applying too much resistance even before the movement started”. So it was the opposite 

in that case.  

DC - I have one question, are you supposed to have a minimum and maximum value 

for the sound and would the frequency depend on that? 

JG - In sonification, the objective is to be able to attribute the parameters that 

one considers to be more relevant. With sound, there are so many parameters and 

possibilities that it is impossible to explore them all.  
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DC – Let me rephrase, maybe I did not explain myself very well. What I meant is, 

if I am evaluating the force associated with the wrist flexor or the finger, compared with 

the quadriceps, the magnitude of the force are completely different. My question is, does 

the prototype distinguish the different levels of minimum and maximum strength? 

JG - The answer is yes, I created one mapping for the knee and a different one 

for the elbow, precisely because of what you mentioned.  

DC - Ok, great, then I think that is one of the greatest advantages of this prototype 

compared to what is available in the market today, at least that I know of. More than being 

useful purely for the evaluation of strength, it’s useful for the daily work with the patient. 

In my opinion this prototype can definitely make the strength evaluation more reliable, 

but the major advantage is for when a physiotherapist wants to work with a patient within 

a certain pre-defined value of force production within a specific range of motion. At the 

moment, with this prototype I can use the sound frequency to say that I am working at 

80% RM and it’s easier to make the patient achieve its goals then with a manual testing 

alone. So more than for the sole evaluation of strength, for the daily work with the patient 

this can be truly revolutionary and advantageous for the patient.   

JG - So taking DC point of view, I’d like to ask you to think in which area of 

physiotherapy do you imagine the sound feedback could be used. We know, for 

instance, that sound feedback is used with patients with Alzheimer’s, so can you see 

any area in which this could bring advantages for strength training?  

RM - I suppose it could be useful in the more acute situations – as soon as the patient 

is admitted to the hospital, I am referring this with intensive-care in mind, especially at 

the initial stages of the strength recovery it can be particularly important. But I can also 

see advantages in any other phase within the hospital, where function gain is at its earliest 

stages.  

SA - Can you explain why? 

RM - So with some changes that would enhance the prototype and make it more 

accepted by the healthcare professionals, the sound feedback allows you to have a more 

rigorous control of the grade of strength applied to the manual resistance for each 

individual. Instead of applying the same generalist treatment to every patient, you can 

now adapt the strength training and take into account inter-subject differences.  

SA - The is true but that issue can also be applied to other areas. 
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RM - Yes, but you now have an equipment can reliably quantify the measures 

SA - I understand but I am struggling to say if this could be better applied in a 

certain area versus another. Naturally what comes to my mind are the areas in which I 

work and in those I can visualise the use of the prototype, like in intensive care. But I can 

also see it being used in other areas, as it is quite versatile.  

RM - If we now talk about physical exercise, just like DC was saying, I agree with 

him, with some changes the prototype can be an incredible improvement in areas like 

with community-based physiotherapy, visiting the patient where there are not a lot of 

available resources.  

DC - Not only in a home visit. There are other handheld dynamometers that allow 

you to measure strength in a reliable way and that allow for a daily development of 

strength. The biggest advantage of this one, is that it is so much more than just an HHD, 

as it allows you to evaluate speed, which in some situations is highly advantageous. It 

also allows to evaluate dynamically and gather information the arc of the moment and not 

just one position. The prototype can do more than the traditional manual strength testing 

because it can do a dynamic evaluation - I am not constrained to one standard position, I 

can evaluate the strength applied in the execution of a certain movement, and not just the 

muscle strength in one task and that is a fantastic advantage. 

I don’t think in terms of “Where can I use the prototype” as it can be used in multiple 

different areas. We need to consider “What is the prototype’s purpose” and so the 

prototype will be reliable and fit to be used for that it was designed for.  

The prototype has the advantage that it evaluates strength exactly as a dynamometer 

would, but it also adds other elements that the dynamometer can’t - for instance it 

evaluates speed and this then becomes not a question of where it can be used, but how. 

The prototype allows to evaluate strength in a traditional way, as well as in a dynamic 

way and using the whole amplitude of movement. It also allows to evaluate specific 

situations, such as in the case of a stroke patient - how is the strength changing with the 

speed of execution - which gives me a lot of information on the quality of movements as 

simple as taking your hand to your mouth. So specific tasks can be evaluated that I 

wouldn’t be able to do with a traditional dynamometer.  

RM - I meant the intensive care examples as it meant the prototype could be used 

at the initial stages of the intervention – for initial strength gain. There are limitations to 
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the prototype though, specifically in the functional area as I don’t see this being constantly 

used by a physiotherapist when applying manual strength testing in a patient, as the 

patient will eventually evolve.  So I consider the prototype will be very good in the initial 

stages of strength recovery and the training properties DC mentioned will bring value - 

the fact that you can find the maximum strength a patient can apply and then make sure 

he applies that during the movement arc. Similarly, to the isokinetic, we can use the 

prototype to change the force applied during the movement, depending on the size of the 

segments, obviously.  One of the issues we see sometimes is that people start the training 

by applying a certain load without really knowing why they are doing with that load. With 

a prototype that measures the force at an initial stage and that then allows you to apply 

that same strength along the range of motion, it is possible to make sure that during the 

movement we are always applying the ideal force for that muscle and that specific angular 

position, and that is the value of the prototype. Not only assessment but also muscle 

training tool 

DC - The big advantage of the prototype, when compared with the isokinetic, is that 

the isokinetic is too static. With the prototype you can explore functional tasks that you 

couldn’t with the isokinetic with specific tasks which an isokinetic couldn´t - example of 

taking the hand to the mouth. There might be some disadvantages when compared to 

other equipment’s with higher reliability rates like the gold standard, but there are still 

advantages over the gold standard as it can evaluate things the isokinetic dynamometer 

can’t.  

For those that work in sport area, if I consider of an athlete with a key technical 

gesture, if I can break that gesture up into more than one functional part, that can be 

evaluated with the prototype. Maybe a rugby tackle, the individual parts of the tackle, for 

instance, one might be able to be divide that into smaller parts for it to be assessed. If I 

can understand the differences between the athlete with the perfect tackle technique and 

other athletes, I can the more easily train the other athletes to achieve the best possible 

tackle technique.  

JG - MG, would you like to add anything to this? 

MG - I agree with what has been said - where I use the value it can bring is not so 

much in what RM said like the intensive care as there can be limitations to the prototype 
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there, since patients can be intubated, with intravenous access, or there might be other 

electronic equipment that could interfere with this one, I don’t know.  

In high-performance sports, I think it is very useful to understand at what angular 

position is the maximum strength peak achieved - there are a lot of situations in which it 

might make a lot of sense to know where can an individual reach its maximum strength 

or if he should increase this strength at a different angular moment and that is a good 

example of where the prototype can be used in high-performance area. It can tell for 

instance that an individual has an excellent strength capacity at 90 degrees but then at 110 

degrees it drops dramatically for what would be expected for that specific task he should 

be performing. In that case, it really has more potential than others.  

 

 

JG – Question 3 - This is related to the next question - do you picture 

yourself using the prototype in your workplace and if not, where would 

the problems be - buying the equipment, its maintenance, the patients’ 

acceptability.  

MG - In one of the areas where it could be interesting to use the prototype, but 

perhaps the second or third iteration, is in the water, depending on how water-tight it is. I 

don’t know anything like this that could be used in hydrotherapy. The portability of the 

prototype is another factor - I don’t know if you’re planning to make any alterations - but 

maybe there could be a softer handle to hold the prototype. The fact that it has the wires, 

and its weight - will these be exactly as in the prototype?  

JG - My question was more related to the concept of the prototype, rather than 

its characteristics - do you think it would be acceptable to use at a teaching level for 

instance, with students, or in a care-home, in a sports club, do you consider people 

would use it? 

MG - Anything that is related with research or high-performance, this prototype 

would be a perfect fit. For the clinical practice of a physiotherapist that has to move from 

one place to another, I don’t see it being used because even something as simple as clinical 

records is hard for some physiotherapists, so it would be the same with using these type 

of equipment.  

DC - I disagree. 
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SA - I also disagree. I believe the prototype will be easily accepted, it’s simple, 

educational. Even with the participants it was well received straight away. There are some 

problems as MG mentioned like the wires and the weight. But that’s more the 

characteristics, not the concept. 

DC - In terms of concept, I think it is fantastic and it will be very well received. 

Because if someone tries to sell me something that can give me specific data of what I 

am trying to evaluate and even other parameters that maybe I didn’t even consider to 

evaluate in my clinical practice, also with an immediate registration of the data that can 

be accessed immediately and at any time, then that’s something I’d want. And, more 

importantly, it does not change greatly what I already do on my clinical practice. Because 

If someone came to me in my clinical practice trying to sell an isokinetic, it would require 

me to learn how to use it, I would have to use it in a specific location, would have to do 

the setup, etc. But with this prototype I simply have to use something between my hand 

and the patient, instead of using only my hand. So, with regards to the concept, the fact 

that I would only have to use something to hold between my hand and the patient and that 

can give me the right data, means it will be accepted widely. There are certain constraints, 

like the price, and things that can be improved in the prototype - namely its functions and 

applicability. Taking into account those improvements and the price, there will always be 

the question - why should I pay a certain value to use manual muscle tests with the HHD, 

when can use it as I use now and still get results, even if worse ones.  

MG - The concept I was describing included the computer, and what is needed now 

to use the prototype. But I see this as a great opportunity for many areas.  

SA - DC was saying that the question of “why should I buy this if I can simply use 

my hand” will arise. We need to contemplate other marketplaces, not just the Portuguese. 

If you consider the American market, if you need to present results of your evaluation, 

then people would quickly realise this can bring value. Portugal’s reality is changing - 

when we say the patient will need 12 physiotherapy sessions, there’s the question, why 

not 10 or 6, etc. there will be the need to show that what you are doing truly if working. 

MG - For the insurance business, for instance, it would be great.  

RM - The concept and the device are good. But not matter how useful it is, or how 

interesting it is and how important it is in terms of advancing our scientific knowledge 

and clinical practice, at the end of the day what matters is the cost. When I was working 
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at Kyneticos, people would get very excited when we showed them the product, but as 

soon as the price was mentioned they would say they were not interested.  

SA - I think the issue is the price and the fact that you feel obliged to show results, 

these are connected.  If there were more pressure to demonstrate results, people would 

consider the price differently.  

RM - At the end of the day it goes like this: what my client wants to see is this. So 

how can I maximise my investment in this equipment. From the moment that people 

realise that a certain equipment costs x but will bring in value of x plus something, that’s 

fantastic, people will buy it. If people can’t see this, they won’t purchase the equipment, 

put simply. What DC said is important, if the equipment does not add bring any significant 

value to the clinical practice, people will not buy it.  

SA - I understand that. 

RM - The other thing is maintenance. This is a unique prototype, and that is 

valuable. So it’s different if you purchase a product that is yours and you own, or a product 

that you then have to pay an annual fee to maintain, at that point it becomes a service. I 

believe this prototype could be seen as a service.  

 

 

JG – Question 4 - These are very interesting answers and they 

answer question 4, which is about what would make physiotherapists 

not want to use the prototype in their clinical practice. RM has already 

answered this. Going back to the other participants, what aspects do you 

see as being an obstacle to the acceptance of the prototype, be it in the 

financial aspect, maintenance, in the different settings like hospitals, 

clinics, in the community, etc. 

SA – To me, one factor is inertia. That will always be a problem. At the beginning 

people will find it interesting but after some time they will go back to what they do every 

day. They will keep doing what they did in the past and that can be a big limitation in our 

profession, and perhaps even in others, and needs to be taken into account as this can 

impede people from using it. Another thing is that the prototype has to be easier to handle 

- the device´s portability is important.  
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JG - Going back to SA’s comment on the inertia, can you expand on that or 

maybe suggest strategies that could help in the dissemination of the prototype or in 

introducing it to the clinical setting?  

SA - I would really like to have more suggestions. But I Portugal it’s taken us 10 

years to convince people of the importance of clinical registers, and this was only 

achieved when it became mandatory in hospitals. This is the reality, so I don’t know how 

to answer your question. Maybe marketing campaigns could help. Another thing is if we 

can convince some of the strategic key people that usually sell these ideas in 

physiotherapy to use it, that would be important. I also think it would be really valuable 

to present this at the WCPT congress next year, in Dubai. I had the experience of attending 

last year’s congress and it was light-years from what we currently do. So maybe you need 

to try to sell this at a place that can launch your work and prototype. I believe the 

Portuguese market is too small for this, and I really don’t have experience on the 

international market to give you an answer on that.  

MG - It depends on the perspective, there can be a lot of limitations if there is a lack 

of interest, and not a lot of limitations if people are really interested. The first thing, I 

agree, is the inertia. Another thing is the unknown factor, that can be relevant too, the 

willingness to try the prototype - some people will say they don’t want to learn about the 

prototype because it will be seen as extra work when performing muscle testing, and they 

can still perform the test without it, grading it from 0 to 5 and doing it quite quickly. The 

time it takes to utilise it, can also be a factor, as with the prototype the physiotherapist 

would spend more time when compared to the traditional muscle testing. The device´s 

mobility can also be an issue, since it would mean I would have to carry one more thing. 

There are more factors, related to the possible difficulty in the utilisation of the prototype, 

the weaknesses of the equipment - like people not feeling very comfortable during the 

evaluation because they do not have good manual contact with the equipment. I believe 

it depends a lot on the initial interest in utilising the prototype.  

In terms of using the device for clinical records, particularly from an insurance 

companies perspective, if the interest is there for physiotherapists to use this, then a lot of 

these obstacles will disappear. 
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RM - This will more easily get accepted into the market if it comes from the top, 

rather than from the bottom - if insurance companies start saying that this is the best 

practice, some clients will accept that and others won’t.  

SA - Before that you need to have 2 or 3 key people writing articles about this, so 

there is still some way to go. 

RM - Yes, true but there a lot of potential here. 

JG - DC, would you like to comment on this, to remind you, we’re looking at 

what would make people not want to use the prototype in their clinical practice.   

DC - I imagine people would use this, no doubt. Unlike what SA said, I believe you 

should start by developing a case study in Portugal because if you can sell this in Portugal, 

you can sell it anywhere in the world. Almost everything else has already been mentioned. 

With regards to buying this, there will always people around the world that will like 

the concept. You were able to convince us and the students easily so a lot of people will 

also be easily convinced to purchase the equipment. The dissemination of the prototype 

will happen automatically.  

What can prevent people from buying the equipment? Quality of the product, some 

weaknesses but I know we will discuss that later. The concept and the idea of the 

prototype was well created, and it is a winning one, it will sell. Now you need to apply 

that to reality and make the prototype 100% functional, of extremely high quality, even 

if it makes it more expensive, it needs to be high quality. We’re talking here about a piece 

of equipment that is portable and will be carried from one place to another, it will have to 

be quite resistant to falls as that might happen often. What happened during our data 

collection was that sometimes we had to stop and restart it, and that can’t happen. RM 

was talking about the support and maintenance so people won’t purchase something that 

will mean a change to their clinical practice but that then has problems every week like a 

bug or something and needs to be repaired - that can’t happen. And also, if the equipment 

is really good, but is not very durable, that won’t work either. We talked about this before, 

with regards to the wires, the prototype will need some kind of battery or perhaps even 

two, so you can use one while the other is charging because you don’t want to make a 

patient wait for the equipment to be working. It’s about trying to anticipate these kinds of 

problems. 
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JG – Question 5 - This is great feedback. Moving to the last 

questions, let’s try to summarise what you said and think about what 

did you enjoy the most about the prototype, what did you enjoy the least 

and what do you imagine could be added or removed.  

SA - What I liked the most was the concept and how easy it was to understand what 

needed to be done. It was quite intuitive and easy to use. To me the main constraint was 

the wire and the way to hold the equipment, this needs to be improved. Without the wire, 

the other concern would be the autonomy because if I need to use it but forgot to charge, 

then there needs to be a way to quickly overcome that otherwise I might not feel inclined 

to use it again. As for the audio feedback it would be important if it worked with any 

headset, not just some specific ones. So it needs to be adaptable in that way.  

JG - Just to clarify something, when you mentioned the concept, did you mean 

the fact that it can evaluate force like a normal handheld dynamometer and the fact 

that it can capture movement amplitude?  

SA - Yes, I meant all of that and all of the potential, not just in clinical practice but 

also in research, as it can play a role in that area. 

RM - To summarise, the concept is very good. One of the most positive factors is 

that it is quite intuitive to use, and that is important for clinicians’ acceptance, as people 

do not have time to learn new things - the more intuitive it is, the better. The prototype 

has a lot of development potential because of the quantity and type of hardware that it 

uses, what we are using as a prototype is about a third of what it can truly be achieved 

with all the hardware that’s included. And that is what I like the most, the fact that it can 

become more versatile and have more applications. What I enjoyed the least was the 

ergonomics, the weight and the fact that it is not wireless. It could be interesting to 

develop a wireless way to communicate not just with the laptop collecting the data but 

also other systems. Let’s say I already have a data collection system in my clinic, I’d like 

to be able to integrate this prototype with what I already. 

JG - RM, when you say systems, you mean software already used in 

physiotherapy? 

RM - I meant, software commonly used in physiotherapy, but also smartphones or 

smartwatches. If you can develop this in such a way that it can integrated with a 
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smartphone application, then you don’t have to use with such large, closed equipment 

(like a computer) which will help with the transportability. If it can be integrated with 

these kinds of gear or other data collection software, it would be good. When we are 

discussing the cost, one thing that can have an impact on cost is this - if I already have a 

system in my practice that collects data and does the register, I am only lacking an 

equipment to collect data on force in a rigorous way. Then this prototype gives me this 

and if I can integrate it with what I already own, it’s another advantage for the clinicians 

who buy it. Even if the price is a bit higher, it would be perfect, since I already have 

equipment that can be integrated with the prototype.  

SA - It also needs to work for people who don’t have other systems.  

RM – Yes, if you don´t have anything, people that have an Android phone, then 

they can just download the application from the Appstore.  

MG - As others said, the most innovative aspect is the concept. We live in a digital 

time, and it’s important to have the potential of these type of digital equipment. 

Something valuable would be to develop software that it’s easy to use and that anyone 

could easily pick up on, even if you have no expertise with this technology. I had also 

thought about what RM said about it being compatible with different applications. One 

example is the kind of platforms that hospitals like CUF or Hospital da Luz (hospitals in 

Lisbon) have, which means physiotherapists could register the data in those platforms and 

doctors would have access to this data live when they had appointments with the patients. 

So, there would be a way of communicating between the doctors and the physiotherapists.  

The prototype’s portability, and autonomy are something that needs to be improved, 

as that is very important these days.  Another thing that can be improved is its ergonomics. 

Also, the part of the prototype that contacts directly with the patient’s body could have 

some sort of cushioning or should be improved in some way. 

JG - Do you mean to suggest that the shape of that part could be adjusted to 

the specific limb? Because there was already some sort of cushioning in the 

prototype.  

RM - The foam was perhaps too hard and did not bend or adapt to the patient’s 

segment. 

MG - It could be something more bendable, that could adjust to the body part it was 

being used on. If for instance it was being used on the anterior lower part of the lower 
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leg, some people will have specific shape for which the prototype can become 

uncomfortable.  

RM - So maybe something like a gel type of material. 

DC - Or instead of being that high-density foam, maybe a low density one.  

MG - Something that could be easily deformed for 1cm or so.  

SA - We also need to consider that these days, whatever type of material has contact 

with the patient, will need to be washable and easy to disinfect.  

MG - I will also add that the prototype should be watertight, maybe for its use in 

hydrotherapy as well. Not necessarily so that it can go under water, but that can resist 

splashes, at the least. So if there is an accident and someone spills something on it, it can 

at least not be damaged by that.  

JG - Ok, so being impermeable.  

DC - Ok, so answering the question. As everyone said the biggest value of the 

prototype, if it gets further developed, is its potential. With certain modifications, many 

of which we already discussed here today, more than a winning concept, you have a 

winning product.  

In terms of questions to raise, I would say the weight is still a problem as it is a 

heavy item. When it comes to ergonomics, you need a handle that can be easily adapted 

to the physiotherapist’s hand, like a ball handle or another type of handle. For the part of 

the prototype that gets into contact with the patient, it should be something removable so 

it can be adapted to more than one area. You don’t need a lot of different options, maybe 

one plain, one semi-round and one that would be rounder would be enough. If you have 

these adaptions it’s better in terms of safety. As we saw with the tibia, there was the risk 

that the prototype would slip away if the patients pushed too hard, so this would help in 

that safety element. That the high-density foam was a good idea and that it is better that 

the gel or low-density foam option as these give a false sense of comfort. Yes, it might 

be more comfortable at the beginning of the movement but as the movement progresses, 

the foam will be squished and not have much effect. So, the high density is a better option, 

even if it is more uncomfortable at the beginning, at least it will be better during the rest 

of the movement. Maybe an alternative would be a mixed type of foam, with a low- and 

high-density section.  
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Also, when it comes to the portability of the prototype, it should definitely not have 

the wires. If it was wireless then you can start considering some kind of box, and even a 

kind of power bank so you can charge the batteries without needing to plug them to the 

main socket. And you should have extra batteries too, so people can buy the equipment 

with just one battery or multiple batteries. This prototype should “grow” with the person 

who buys it, so unlike other kit where people have to buy the whole package even if they 

don’t need everything initially. So, you can add batteries and power banks after you 

purchase the basic prototype.   

In terms of the prototype being easy to use, I think it’s worth noting that when you 

first designed the prototype, you could not anticipate everything. You thus need to keep 

the prototype in such a way that it’s easy to change and develop further.  

I don’t agree that it needs to be very watertight but I do agree that it needs to be 

shock resistant. Maybe adding a strong type of covering to avoid that damage in case of 

a fall. In terms of needing a laptop, this needs to be changed too. The laptop software you 

developed could then be used in an app, or on laptops. The software needs to give the 

possibility to export the data, not only to other types of software but also to clinical 

databases, such. As the CUF example. It should be possible to easily send the graphs or 

data by email, or upload to some sort of platform, and ideally all done from an app. This 

means physiotherapists don’t need the carry a laptop but can use their smartphone and 

see the results in graphical form straight away. We did not have that; we only saw the 

numeric values of the data and it was hard to do the evaluation and look at the numbers. 

I believe it would be important to be able to have a way of displaying the information 

during the evaluation, perhaps with a very simple graph on a smartphone or even on the 

prototype itself, some dynamical graphical element that would change as the evaluation 

progressed. So, you then have the audio feedback but also instantaneous visual feedback, 

that would be a great way to improve the prototype. And finally, you need to invest in the 

equipment’s quality and durability. If some of the changes are made and the equipment 

is durable and of high quality, you don’t need to worry about divulgation or trying to sell 

it at congresses. I know it might be difficult to do this, but if you could somehow 

“professionalise” the development of this concept into a final, high quality product, then 

I have no doubt, it will be very easy to sell these. You don’t have to sell the concept or 

idea; you need to work on what you have and develop it into its final shape. 
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JG - I will now summarise what was mention during these last three questions.  

What you enjoyed the most was the concept; the fact that it can provide information 

in different areas like force, velocity and angle; the fact that it is intuitive; the fact that it 

enables to capture data for clinical records and its potential.  

All – Agree. 

JG - What you enjoyed the least, everyone mentions the weight, ergonomics, 

the wires, the prototype’s portability and its way of adapting to the specific patient 

segment. 

All – Agree. 

JG - Lastly, in terms of the characteristics that can be added or removed, 

everyone mentioned the autonomy, so adding a battery, removing the wires, adding 

a way to listen to the sound with any type of equipment like headphones, not using 

a laptop if possible, to have an automatic output, integration with other equipment 

or systems, adding a visual feedback, being water-tight, making sure the contact 

surface is cleanable, purchase options to include customisation and design that can 

be easily adapted.  Anything you would like to add? 

All – Agree. 

JG – If there is nothing else to add, we can end this focus group now. Thank 

you all. 
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